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spo ï4i_YIH_ TO _|PQRTBîNTJR{STS=il 

If a methodological study is being prepared 

with the aim of helping to found export develop- 

ment orientation in the engineering industries, 

or rather the planning of decisions to this effect, 

the problem has to be faced that this will have 

not only computational and engineering aspects but 

also others rooted in economic and evan foreign 

policy¿ and these may frequently bava much more 

decisive effects on thu de facto situation of engin- 

eering than planning calculation techniques proposed. 

ÏÏ6 believe that the truth of this statement is easy 

to see even from tha theoretical point of view but 

ne should like to stress at any rate that this 

conclusion was to be drawn also from the experien- 

ots gained in the course of Hungarian planning 

over two decades. 

These statements have influenced the character 

of our study in which we are going to deal with 

three major groups of problems from the point of 

view of planning development and export orientation 

of engineering: 

I. The major "kissing pointa" of general econom- 

ic policy and enginearing. 
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II. Mathematical methods used for planning of 

export development in the engineering in- 

dustries and the main lessons of the Hun- 

garian experience. 

III. The  role  of financial  incentives  affect- 

ing the concreta activities of engineering 

development and  export policies,  the behav- 

iour of enterprises /policy  of  incentives/. 

XXX 

I. 

MQMQIflC pûLJÇY AND THE DEVELOPMENT PLANS  Q]f 

SNGINEBRING 

Any problem connected with the expectations 

•©wards engineering /either compulsory in a given 

•ituation or desired in the long run/ must begin 

with the clarification of the macroeconomic problems. 

There is no "sterile" engineering planning or method, 

nor a pure export-oriented engineering planning. 

The problems to be solved are different, depend- 

ing on a country's size and stage of development. The 

difficulties are different in the countries which 

•r« well versed in trade and international relations 

or which are not /which have traditions in this 

field and those which have none/ and different 

•gain in the rapidly and the slowly developing 
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countries. The decisions are also affected by the 

prevailing types of socio-political problems in the 

country in question and they depend on the endurance 

of the country /the sacrifice the State 

is willing to pay/ to sustain initial failures or 

on their utter incapability to sustain them. 

The Hungarian planning practice starts from 

the following methodological premises 

1. The development and export objectives of 

the engineering industries are influenced, 

above all, by the general concepts relating 

to economic growth: 

- the effects of demands deriving from the 

expansion of the domestic market; 

- the effect,«, of the export-increasing 

/foreign trade/ requirements owing to 

the need to tmU. nee imports. 

2« Further, the development of engineering Is 

decisively affected by professional compe- 

tence, the staff of workers and engineer» 

/and technicians/ as well as their training 

and the condition« necessary to increase 

the staff and their training. Thesu are 

th« major factors Influencing the attainable 

»truoture and growth rate of engineering. 
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3. A further decisive faotor affecting develop- 

ment  is the volume of domestic and inter- 

national material resources available  for 

the expansion of productive assets in engin- 

eering and  for acquiring new  trades.  It  is 

the   general  economic  policy  that has  to 

answer the  question what attitude  it wishes 

to   take  in respect  of  the  above   circumstances. 

Based  on an  economic  policy   that  has  been 

decided  upon and which   nets   itself  realistic 

goals,   the  work aimed  at  selecting  the  orien- 

tation of the development  of  engineering 

may  start. 

*. Finally,   the  "international  situation"   of 

the   country,   whether   it   belongs   to  groups 

of  integrated countries   or not  and what are 

the  prospGcts  for planning such   integrated 

relations,  also decisively   influence    the 

problem. 

The relevant  experiences  of Hungary   relating 

to economic  policy may  exemplify for the   lass  or 

•aâlïltlk^vjlofied  countries   to what   tasks atten- 

tion  should   be   concentrât«1   with an   economic  policy 

and  engineering development   orientate  wh.ch aims 

at  rapid economic growth. According to  our experience 
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whan developing anginaering, a less developed 

country must absolutely look for an inter- 

national partner or partners among the more 

developed ones. 

In developing engineering, certain stages 

/different levels of technical requirements/ 

must be observed on the road to dyvelopment 

in order to find   national competence and 

the staff of cadres. In the initial period, 

in addition, also the formulation of points 

of emphasis /.spec i al i za tí on/ has an important 

role which, in turn, depends on the possibi- 

lities of international cooperation. 

As reg,ards trie equipment necessary for engin- 

eering, the capacities can be relatively 

easily and quickly created for the produc- 

tion of many groups of consumer goods but 

several decades are needed to develop the 

production of more complicated productive 

machinery of adequate quality, to become 

competitive in the technical sense. 

The balance of foreign traie m engineering 

products will remain passive for u long time 

if it has to asserì itself within the free 

competition conditions of the developed 

countries, but a relatively shorter time is 
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needed if - with the help of oloee inter- 

aatlonal cooperation - secure markets ara 

• •cared for realization.  If  the  engineering 

Industries  of  the oooperating partners are 

developed( this will shorten  the  time neces- 

sary  to catch up with technology.   If,  however, 

the cooperation  is organized  between  less 

developed countries this will  take   longer 

but even  the  latter case is better than the 

lack of  cooperation because  it  puts a smaller 

burden  on  the  balance  of   international  payments. 

- Finally,   an  upswing of engineering develop- 

ment and   the   organization  of   export markets 

is   inconceivable without  state  preferences. 

These preferences are partly  affecting engin- 

eering  in  general  but partly   they  must  speci- 

fically  promote  the  exports  of  machinery. 

Of course,   these  statements  had   been  not   so 

elear at  the  beginning of Hungarian   industrializa- 

tion and the  lessons   of development/both  the diffi- 

culties and  the  positive   experiences/  have  matured 

Slowly.   In Hungary   the   engineering   industries1^ 

1/ Acoording  to   thu  Hungarian  classification     by 
engineering   industries   the   following  /sub-/ 
branches are  uiea^t: 
Machinery  and   equipment;  Vuhicles:   electrical 
^n?"nry\,Tol?COimnunlcaUon and vacuum technical products;   Precision engineering  Metal mass pro- 
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represent in 196? already 27,S par cant of global 

industrial output. Por investments - the rata of 

which can ba considered to be rather high by Inter- 

national standards /18-2o par cent of national in- 

corna/*- tha domestic engineering, industries supply 

5o par cent of the equipment, while Jo,6 per cent 

ia imported from tha socialist and 19,4 par cent 

from tha capitalist countries. 

The trade in engineering products on the or- 
1/ 

ganized market of the CMEA^countries shows an activa 

balance for Hungary while on the market of the deve- 

loped capitalist countries this balance is passive 

but to a smallar extant. Her active balança of ma- 

chinery exports and imports can be explained with 

the high imports necessary, because she is parti- 

cularly short of materials. 

An activa traaa in machinery is possible for 

Hungary because the economic policies in the OMEA 

countries rely on tha recognition of the particular 

endowments of the Individual countries and on the 

joint solution of tha problems. The passiva balance 

developed in connection with tha capitalist countries 

reflects, on the one hand, that it is difficult for 

the developing countries to sell on tha markets of 

1/ National income « Net Material Product in ths 
UN terminology. 

2/ Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
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4t*tl«B«4 «»chlntìry-tiportt»«, ottatri«a §mát m tat) 

tthtr,  that  tht H untarían ttohaioal oultur« bat 

approachad  tht  Itvtl  of thttt oountrl««  only li a 

ft« branditi. 

Tht  Pilot  of  tttülattrlaa la  th«  «atioaal  ««amjsj 

tta a«  planned  or.l>   if  th« «holt  orltntatton of «• 

toáoslo  policy   U citar and   fol lova   lona-tsm ob- 

jtotlvta.   Tht most   important  starting  points for 

planning angiattrlag d«riv« fro«:   a/   th«  standpoint 

la rtaptot  of  th«  growth of   lnvaetmanta,   b/  th«  lost 

tana raquir«m«nts  of   th«  baiane«  of   trad«. 

•/ Yht  axotth ratf of  inv«sta«nta   in   th« ¿•••loping 

countrlas  generally   is  for •  consid«rablt ptrlotl 

hlgiiar  than  that  of national   incoa«  aine« «vary 

oountry  racognl*as  that  rapid advanca can bt 

a*dt  only   by  incrtasing th«  rat«   of   lnvtstasata. 

On  th«  basi«  of  tha  objaotivsa  rtlating to tht 

voluaa  of  Invastmant  activity  th«   raquir«a«nta 

arising towards   th«  anginaartng product« /th«lr 

•oli*»« and pattarn/ can b@  axaainad with • fairly 

good  approximation.   It  fill  usually   turn out 

that   tha  full   rang«  of  tha  raqui ramante cannot 

at ««t,   nor can  thos«  of aoonomlc   offici«noy 

tine«   th« productivity  of  labour and  th« prtpara- 

tlon p«rlod naadad  to oavalop produot«  is unf*. 

•ourtbla. Suoh oontradiottoa« oan b« b«st r«v«- 
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al«* «y lat«raatloMl ooaparlson aa4 Ih««« «Boala1 

•• «laid «l cononti groupa of product! or,  la 

•«•Ml  Olili,  li   ihi  ixiatnition  of   thi  tichnloal 

•ad  loonoaic   paraaitiri  of  pianti.  Unfavourable 

productivity   is  gimriliy  countirbilincid  by 

loair «iftii.  Thi   nil ailiaaai  arili,   ID  thi 

aajority  of  cui«,  nut   in  conaiolioo »ith produc- 

tion coili but  nth  thi  t« chao logical piraaitir« 

•f  thi  inftlaiartn« product!   tumid  out. Thi  «i« 

aarlineit  aiinid   in doilopiaa thi Huniariaa 

•nainnrlm-   industry   tistlfy   that   thi  laportaae« 

of  Ihi  tichnico-iconoaic  piraaitiri   of  thi  iquip- 

aaal  dillfind  aay  bi auch ariitir for thi  *a%rw 

Ihaa  thi  nlitlvily high coiti  «airging u thi 

production  of   thli  iqulpamt.  Thi   coit  probiaaw 

Oin bi  loivid   to  i oirtiin ixtial   by mini  of 

•lit«  prifirincii  but  thi  usiri  oinnot  or hardly 

bi «tlaulitid   to  buy aachtniry   of   loa ifficiinoy. 

Of couru,   thi problaa oin bi  ixaainad  oaiy U 

it« ooaeriti  fora». Ai i giniril   adviot,  oaiy 

la* oonoluiioti  cm bi drawn  that   it  li advlaabl« 

la lniiat on  thi  up-to-diti  tichaolofcloil para- 

ailiri  in ill   cmi «hinivir    thi   quality «nd 

aalaabillty of thi product! dipaada diolilr«ly 

e« Ih« iqulpaMBl  lo bi lnviitid «ad with *hl«a 
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•ill M »rostes «t. Sa MA M#M il viu »« 

fef M MAM tip#41 «aI %e prsfsr th« «a« of th« 

ifJMatloally  produosd  «oalpasat  »tth  lo«  «fflolsaoy, 

/Ät plaanln* «ad analytical asthodo  usad   for 

tMivUaal  analyses «111   bs   treated   littr./ 

ni« drawbacks of  dscldiag upon   th«  dosasti« 

»radsot Ion  of «oat sa*las«rln§ product ai« Isa» 

ivooal   if  the doawstto  production  laflusa- 

ths  production costs  unfstourably  /••§.   tt 

paaairas   th«  «aployasnt   of  •   &resttr nuabsr of 

•arkers/.   In  such oasts   it   »ill  b« sdvisabls to 

forfora coat  analyses   to  find  out   th«  offsets 

«f th«  doasstle sad  forslsjp  squlpasat  available 

M th«  costs  of  th« futurs  produet  -   ur  rathsr 

*ha difference   in costs  -  and  as inly   to  «stlaats 

•f »hat dat« can the  «linlnatloa  of this  dleaa- 

• sa tat« *>• tip«et«d. 

»y our •ip«ri«ao«sf  as  r« sard s th« firat 

illtasma, ths «ord of ths tsohaoloaioal sipsrts 

•ill b« dsclslvs and, thersfors, it Is tasy «ho 

art oallsd upon to discloss th« factors affsot- 

U* lhi âi&âiiil of ths product. In th« second 

«as« th« aaalyals should b« p«rfora«d by Indus- 

trial «eoaoalsts or «eat aeeouataata «hoas task 

»III b«  to analyse th« sffaots oa th« 
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ft «••%• of «aorey, 

• ooots of Mitriti ooMOjftl«*, 

• wit* cost«, 

saooatn* for boots of th«  ooaparlaoa ta« tator- 

aatloaalljr   compititi»« prie«». 

Of  couru,   «ach of  th«  thro«  coot  foot or« 

flay different   rol*« <i«p«ndtaft on   th«   Industry 

Ul question /s.§.   th« Uchnoi odiosi   level  of 

••¿aipaoat  of   f«rtt Ut«r pleats  l«   int«r««Un§ 

salin ly   fron  th« point of vis«   of  psr  unit  energy 

ooete,   th«  equipment of •   foundry   or  other o«to 11 or« 

giool  «qulpa«nt   fro« that   of  per  unit  «starisi 

ooaouaptioo,   oto./. Thersfore,   in  th«  cour«« of 

eaelveea,   tho  specific roi«  of   thooo  thr«« fae- 

tor« aast b«   sisalced, «• •  first   stop sith oil 

bronoh««  sad   tnv«sta«Qt proj«otoa 

Bossd  on   th«   tnf orasUon*   obtalnsd  frooj tho 

Oldo of  th«   laveataeat pisa «a opproilaatlvs 

Bjrstea of   r«qulreaente to b«   relstd  «fatasi tho 

planala* of  engineering osa bo  but It  up sad  th« 

ilroottono  of   th«  reqal reseat a osa  b«  surveyed. 

As retarde th« t«chalqu«  of  eelculetloaa, 

la tho Huatarisn plsnaUi prsctlo«  th« o on a so- 

il oa s between  th«   Investment  pisa  sad   th« plasm* 

IsVft of sa«ln««rln« or« baood oa tho so-osi lot 
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•*!*»« i ag «at hod. To this «a« a eirUli olmi- 

fixation of tha angiattrlng product« auat ba 

»arforaad. '   Tha raqui ramants of tha  tnvaataaat 

•arkat  ara aaaaaaad  according to a cartata epaoi- 

floation and  ona  of  tha aaln  roada   to procuring 

th«   information naoaaaary  for  tha  planning of 

taginaarlng la to analyaa  tha parasatar-raquira- 

MRta  ia connaotlon with  thaaa  groupa of produota« 

Th« aacond road  of  procuring Information  la autelt 

»ora aggrtgatad and  conalata   In «»ploying tha 

aiaaalflcation ayataa by  aub-branohae.  Thla 

Mthod  «lahaa to haraoniza  tha poaal bla valu« of 

tfHMUWL*»- » braakdo*n by  atatlatloal   aub- 

«raaohaa with tha atada praaantad  in a alallar 

araakdoan.  /Tha naada can ba aipraaaad  in tarais 

•f  tha  aub-branchas  by drawing oonclualoaa fro« 

tha abova-aantlonad ciaaaifloation of produota 

ta tha branohaa la tha atatlatloal aaaaa, that 

1/ TH« olaaaifioatioa of anglaaarlag produota 

1« attaohad. àa ia known,  tha UN baa ala« 

oorkad out auch olaaaifloatlona /aad alaa 

tha OMU/.  Fro»  tha point  of via« of  tht 

probità undar coaaldaratlon,  any  »athod a*y 

ha  aapioyad   for  olaaaifioatioa.  Tha oaiy 

raquiraaant   la  that   It ahould  ba  olaar aad 

amaqultooal   in  tha country  ahara  it »ill b« 

uaad. 
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il,  It is tiaalMd »fiat produota ara aiotiMry 

lo raprassnt a  atatiatical sub-branoh./ 

Tha demands from tha  sida  of  investment« 

•Mrging on tha basis of  tha  Informat tona reo«lT«4 

•Ad  tha consumara'  daaands analyaad  in a similar 

»ay ara markst   impulats which ara  confrontad by 

thosa planning ths anginaaring  industry  «1th tha 

capacity analyaas. On part  of  tha oantral plannara 

eapaclty  analyaas ara conductad  only  for aoma Im- 

portant  groupa  of producta,  not  too many  in nuabar, 

always drawing into  ths work  tha  specialista  of 

tha antarpriaas. 

As  rsgarda  tha analyaia of graatsr aggregata« 

/that  is,   sub-branohaa/,   thaaa ara not  capacity 

analysas   in tha strict aanas  of  tha word. It la 

tha  faotora affacting ths changaa   in  ths TO1urna 

of output   of  thoss  branchaa which ara subjcot 

to analyaia.  Tha msthod  of  thaaa anaiyaaa  la 

gsnsrally  an  invaetlsatlon of  tha  decisi*« fao- 

tora affacting tha changaa and   thatr markst prob- 

lams.  Tha  analysis colara partly   tha honogsnooua 

groups  of  produota  - not  too many   of   thsss  - and 

partly   tha  so-callad  sab-branch aggragataa.  It« 

major factors ara;   1.  ths  affact of tha  improp- 

ia* product Ut ty of baalc oapacitlss on tha valut 
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•t «atput, 3. th« date of puttln» Into opera- 

tion th« investment« in court« in th« branch in 

question and their affect on raising th« valu« 

of output, 5. th« "graduality" of changas in 

•apacitias, meaning that - owing to the indivi- 

sibility of capacities - thare «ill ba datas 

«Ad places whan and where "surpluses" may be «x- 

peoted which can be offered either for foreign 

trade purposes or for those of international 

production cooperation. 

•/ aa a«««««m«nt of exports will, however, stress 

also other aspeóte than the "possibilities" baaed 

em the production capacities. To judge export«, 

•*•• aarxet information /research/ is necessary 

«ad that must be concrete, going into detail« 

•f kind« of products. This research must be per- 

formed by the foreign trading organs and the 

enterprises and its results will appear in th« 

comprehensive plan of foreign trade as th« esti- 

mated framework of foreign trad« thought to b« 

attainable, as regards its order of magnitud«, 

Íxp«rl«nces show that the informations from thi« 

field are by far not so firm for th« planning of 

•ngineering as in th« former connection, 1.«, 

lavestments. Therefore, until an export plan 
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Ma bt said to reflect approximately reallatio 

and oorrtot figuris for the engineering industriel, 

••viral iterations «ill have to be inserted Into 

the planning process. In addition, also such 

considerations must be weighed up which do not 

land themselves to quantification, and also cir- 

cumstances belonging to the field of foreign po- 

lioy. In the course of these steps conclusions 

are drawn from the estimated development of the 

balance of trade on the requirements to be raised 

against the development of engineering. 

In the course of economic growth in Hungary, 

ft definite tendenoy could be observed in ths 

period of industrialization for imports to grow 

quioker than national income or GNE aetween 195o 

and 1967 a one par cent increase of national 

income was accompanied by a l,fl-?,o ¡ar cent 

increase in imports. The growth of imports could 

have been even quicker, had domestic industrial- 

isation not spdnt - particularly in the first 

half of the period - great suma un expanding the 

capacities of industrial products than could bt 

turned out also at home, and if th« aiportcibi- 

lity of industry, more closely, of the engin- 

terlng produots had developed more favourably. 

.¿...    -   .,.•,.»„„-».,.,  ...... a..w...~... .      - ,i. .. .»,•,.,&... „>.,.,. x .. ....*...,• .* .       ^   aHfiiiig-n^'Mtilfftif'i T   nt-np rtfi li- 
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Our experience is that the smaller the reallstio 

possibilities to improve exportability,  the 

greater will be  - maintaining otherwise an  in- 

variable   rate  of economic  growth -  the compulsion 

to  invest   into domestic "import   substitution" 

/more exactly   into projects  slowing down  the 

growth of  imports/ and the   greater the danger 

of an inefficient autarkic development orienta- 

tion. 

The  import intensity  of   economic growth is 

very high in most  of the  developing countries 

until  industry  oannot meet  murkat  demands.   Owing 

to  the  rapid   growth of   imports   thu  equilibrium 

of  the  balance of payments  causes   everywhere 

much trouble   in the   first   sta&e   of development. 

Thus,   the  order of magnitude   of   the export   require- 

ments  can be  essentially   recognized  from   the  rata 

Of  growth of   imports. 

Knowing  the social requirements raised   against 

total  exports,   it  is  in the  interest of  each 

country   to  Increase   the  share   of  machinery   ex- 

ports   In  the   total   sine«   the   engineering  industry 

utilizes  much  qualified   labour,   Its material   and 

energy   requirements /as well  as   the  "consequen- 

tial"   investments/  are relatively  low and  its 

employment  coefficient  is suited  to solve  som« 

social problems« 
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Still,  it is a common experience  that the 

foreign  exchange  earning capacity  of this sector 

is  growing in the  beginning only  at   e very mode- 

rate   rate  and is   even  stagnating  in  some cases. 

The  efforts  of  the   governments  and   the  enterprises 

are   strongly   limi tod   by  various   factors.   This 

can  bö   explained   by   the   fact  that   the  development 

of  engineering characteristically   diffère  from 

that   of   other  industri eü.   In   this   field   such 

problems   must be   nolved  which   take   much   longer 

time  and   the  peak  performances   of   intellectual 

capacities  ara  difficult   to  substitute   -   if only 

because   of   their  heterogeneous  character - with 

the  aid   of   licenses,   patents  and   know-how, 

Purthur,    the  affect   of   the   Investment   project 

itself   will much  less  determine  for  some  longer 

time   the   technological   parameters   of   the  product 

to be   turned  out   since   the  capacities  are much 

more  convertible  and   the   technological  and 

designing-developing activities  do not   become 

so  rigid   because  of   investments made  as   is  the 

case   in   other branches.  These difficulties must 

be   taken   into account   in planning engineering 

if realistic plans  are  to  be drawn  up. 
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It has been already mentioned that the diffi- 

culties  in the way of  an engineering export  orien- 

tation can be  surmounted  in an underdeveloped  or 

moderately developed and not  too great a  country 

/with an "open" economy/ only   if   international 

agreements are  given great attention in planning 

from the very  beginning. The planning of   Inter- 

national agreements means practically;   to analyse 

the development  circumstances also  of other count- 

ries eligible from this point  of  view and   the 

consideration  of the  political   factor«   that  connect 

us with or sever from  the  country   proposed   as a 

partner, The  role  of   this   factor may be  well 

illustrated   on hand  of   the development  of Hunga- 

rian exports   of machinery. 

The  growth rate   of  Hungarian   engineering 

output exceeded  that   cf  any  other branch of  in- 

dustry  and amounted   to   11,7 per cent  in the 

average of the  last  1? years. 

As a result  of  the   rapid growth rate,  also 

the  internal structure  of  engineering has ohangedj 
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Chanft«a  In the pattern by  sub-branohes of 

engineering, 

percentage distribu- 
tion. 

195o 1966 

Machinery and equipment 

Vehicles 

Electrical   machinery 

Telecommunication and vacuum 
technical   products 

Precision  engineering 

Metal mass products 

Total 

23,8 21,6 

34,9 26,9 

13.2 12,2 

6,o 15,9 

5*. 5 9,1 

18,6 14,3 

loo,o loo,o 

Since at the beginning of the fifties Hungary 

had been an underdeveloped country and also the 

weight of enginaerine, was small, the question 

might be justly put what were the reasons for 

this growth from the market aspect and how was 

this great export of machinery founded in respect 

of technical parameters. 

It will be worth while to compare the shares 

of the engineering sub-branches in produotion 

•8 seen from the preceding table, with the shares 

of the same groups in experts: 
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Machinery and equipment 

••hieles 

Slectrioal machinery 

Télécommunication and raouum 
technical  products 

Precision engineering 

Metal mass produota 

percentage 
ti< 

distribu- 
ai 

196o 1966 

27,4 24,4 

37,7 39,5 

2,3 2,5 

12,2 2©,o 

7,3 11.3 

3,1 2,1 

Exports,  total loo,o        loo,o 

In the period  under review the  index number 

of exports from engineering products developed 

as follows: 

-125o 1935 i960 1965 

loo 192 264 455 

The roles  of  the   two great market  factors 

accelerating tha  general  growth of  engineering 

production /i.e.  investments and  exports/ were 

conspicuous  in  this process. The   export  market 

had  a  considerable  effect   on the changes   in 

structure and,   according  to some   indications, 

this  effect may  be even  greater than the  changes 

in the pattern  of the domestic maiket. The cono- 

"ß 
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lu Ion My  therefor«, be, drawn that  In a MA 11 

underdeveloped country with *  rapidly developing 

tflftUnerlnk industry the first   impulsas to struc- 

tural ohanges  will  vary  likaly   com3  from exporta. 

Examining, however, the distribution of ai- 

porta by countries or groups of countries we can 

reach the important conclusion already mentioned 

nanely, the importance of lasting international 

coopération contracts. The exports of Hungarian 

•achinery were, as a matter of fact, distributed 

by markets as follows: 

paroentage distribu- 
tion 

 *967 
Developed oapltallat countries 

Developing countries 

Socialist countries 

Total 

3 

4 

93 

loo 

Sinos  the  first part of  our question,  the 

•arket causes  for the  general   growth of  engin- 

eering production has  been answered,  *«*  still 

©»•  aome  explanation  of   the  expanding en* markst 

for  the engineering products,   rue   analysis  of 

the problem has  the value  only   of  «n   temple  if 

• load from the  international  point of view. 
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nitor loftily,  tbo prooeee began «ita Ih« fei fil- 

Mat of th« reparation oontraote  following World 

far II. This meant substantial  ord«ra for th« 

Hungarian en&ineering Industry   of   those  timee 

•ad  etarted  th«   development  of  oortaln trend« 

•oeording to th«  r«quir«m«nts of  th« Soviet market. 

/Onaraoterlstlc   for auch development  «er« §.g.   th« 

•sport« of  railway and ro«d vehicles and  ship«./ 

another decisive  factor wa» that  th« CkTEà coun- 

trl«s mutually   recognized «ach other's  concepta 

in eoonomic  policy,  assessing the  particular 

features of  each country and acknowledging right 

at  the «tart  of  the procasa that  the  engineering 

•ranches must  obtain a substantial  rola  in increas- 

ing the export  potential of Hungary  and  that   thia 

Bust lead  to a  considerable active  balance in 

the  trade  in  engineering products.  The third 

factor «ere  the   rather modest  raaults attained 

in th«  international specialization of engineering, 

production. 

The international specialisation in engln~ 

• •ring oan not yet be considerad deep enough and 

auoh possibilities are not much  utilized as yet 

by the Hungarian exports. Up to now, mainly  th« 

differentiated  export development  of groupa of 

Ml^ MiaaMIII^aAkriiBiá| 
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a*ad**ts for fiaal UBI hart bata o« Ite order of 

Ih« day.  In the oouroo of development, however, 

tao probi«« has  emerged   that  specialisation of 

engineering production has baan missing fro« tha 

l&tra-CMEA conoaptlon  of  trad«  in  engineering 

products. Th« raaaon «as   that  lively  trada acti- 

vity developed aaìnly  between th«   individuai 

anali  oountrlaa and tha Soviet Union with har 

vast   aconomy and this pushed production speciali- 

sation   into  the background.  In addition,   tha 

trada  between the small  countries shoved more 

paralisi development  elements and behaviour than 

would   be  desirable. As  a   result  of  this process, 

tha situation may be approximately  characterized 

by saying that  some Hungarian engineering branchei 

reflect  a strong export  orientation,  particularly 

towards  the Soviet market,  th«  trade  in machinery 

is big but  there  is small cooperation in produc- 

tion and,  therefor«,  trade  is mainly restrlctad 

to finished goods. 

What  has  been  said  hare does not amount  to 

an undertaking  to analyse   the  engineering coopera- 

tion  »it hin   the   framework   of   the  CMSá,   we   only 

wanted   to  illustrate a   realization  of  «conomlo 

policy   that stable  international  trade agreements 

tj^mmm^ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊJÊIiiiJm 
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tty hâ?« m d so is We importasse for lût aMfelatrf 

•iport development efforts of th« develop la* 

countries. 

A  great probi«« of developing machinery 

«porti lg  the cholo« of  the partner count ri •• 

or markets  for 1ong-tarm    orientation.  It   Is a 

oommon  experience that  the und orda?« loped  coun- 

try depends on the developed ones but  the latter 

are not  Interested  In buying machinery fro« tht 

developing countries. 

The  statistical data on machinery  exports 

show that  in  the  trade of  the capitalist coun- 

tries  in  engineering products  the Hungarian 

•nglneering industries play no  substantial  rola 

and  they  have no such role eitier in shaping  th« 

balance of payments of  the  country   in capitalist 

rtlatlon.  Though for different   reasons,   tha will 

to cooperate with tha capitalist  countries  was 

•using on both sides and without   it  the purely 

operative "commercial"  character  of the  trade 

could not  provide a basis for an  upswing of this 

aotlvlty.  Hungary appeared  tha whole  timo  as th« 

"buyer"  of machinery   that  could  not  be procured 

fro« the socialist countries and  not as a partner 

to close cooperation. Also the  capitalist  ooua- 
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t*taa M« In aar only * Min market - not to* 

Ht«  tndi«d - and  this «arket hae been alwaya 

raatrloted because of foreign exchange considera- 

ti on«  since  this« countries have not  shown  inter- 

act  for our machinery   exports. As  opposed  to  the 

trade with the  GMSâ countries,   It   has  become 

froren here that  he who «ants to sell  only, «ill 

aooner  or  later  restrict  his  own market. Since, 

however4  Hungary was not  an   important   factor as 

* Market  for machinery,   this  truth had no oonsi- 

dereble  effeot  on the development of  the Western 

aoonomies. 

We feel that the problaa whioh hindere the 

coopération in  engineering production  in Inter- 

national  economic  relations  batween  the  lees 

éavaloped and   the developed  countries  /meaning 

hare  the  level   orVsl^ineerine/ is  twofold:  partly 

the guidelines  of   general and economic policiea 

to brlgde  over  the different   interests  of the 

iafeloped and   the developing countries with différ- 

ant political  concepts have  nut yet  been worked 

oat  or are hindered /often because  of   the lack 

Of confidence/,   partly  the   smaller and  leas de- 

•el»ped  oountriea oan keep pace with  difficulty - 

for objective reasons - with the advanced  ones. 
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flint problas» oottld not, of course, bi solved 

by the Hungarian planning either, but in ths pro- 

ote* of planning the means and measuras that oan 

gradually aolva the contradictions are rackonsd 

with as far as is possible. 

In the final analysis, the Hungarian plann- 

ing practice oan build up the export development 

oriantat ions of engineering with good routini 

••thods and analyses as regards trade with tha 

Olila countries - particularly the trade with tha 

Soviet Union - but it is on lose grounds in capital- 

ist relations. Since ths trends of general and 

•oonomic policies had been formulated and tha rolo 

of engineering had been also cleared in the growth 

process - as regards orders of magnitude - tha 

planning of engineering keeps in view m  social- 

ist relations three basic tasks: 1. to reveal the 

•oat adYantagSousJobjeotiTas of domestic develop- 

ment, 2. to assess the conditions necessary for 

tha domestic development, 3, the preparations 

for the international discussions and long-tars 

contracts. These three tasks are the foundation 

for further planning of the export orientation 

of the development plan for engineering. 
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;ios or Planning in Anginal 

view to the pauses releasing structural "^fflflti 

Planning  in engineering is influenced already  in 

selecting the  development objectives by the two hypo- 

theses of macro-planning already mentioned:  the fore- 

oasts about the expansion of the domestic market and 

those relating  to the volume of the exports side of the 

balanoe of trade and the export  tasks that may be derivad 

from these. Both informations are external and highly 

hypothetical for the engineering industries and inform 

only about the  volume of development tasks and the  needs. 

If the planning has to be  done  for an engineering 

industry existing already at the time of planning,   having 

already attained some  importance, the selection    of the 

development tasks will  justify  in most oases marginal 

analyses  since the problem is to develop the bases«  This 

will put  the analysis of production oosts and the labour 

and organizational conditions of development  in a 

different light and the existing market phenomenn 

inform the planners about experienoes gained up to that 

time« 

If the development of engineering means at the 

time the ohoioe of new objective«,  it will be more diffi- 

cult to investigate the  same conditions and will  involwa 

more uncertainties for the planners. 
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It ìB a particularly big and so far praotioally 

not »olved problem - well- known also from theory - how 

to treat the indivisibility of capacities. Prof. Thomas 

Vietoris recommends a theoretically well supported me - 

thodology for the subject. Until the methodology can be 

practically applied in planning, according to our experi- 

ences some years of development are still necessary, but 

It will be worth while to make preparations for the 

application of the method. In the Hungarian planning 

practice the problem is not yet solved scientifically 

and therefore, we attempt to eliminate the contradic- 

tions in "roundabout" ways and to call the attention of 

the planners to solutions already applied in practice« 

If a general framework must be given for the 

calculation and valuation methods recommended for the 

engineering industries we could propose something like 

the following methodological concept: Starting from 

analyses and hypotheses of economic and social policies, 

the global place and structural trends of engineering, 

pust be examined in the developing economy /with the 

aid of both traditional and mathematical methods. Then, 

after having analysed the factors deterministically 

influencing the expected role and structure of engineering, 

the development conditions of micro-decision and micro^ 

•truotures must be cleared up by concrete factors. 

•JkaaMalh 
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following from these considerations, we are of 

the opinion that complex and diversified planning met- 

hods are needed which are capable of examining various 

aspects and several kinds of interest. There exists no 

infallible planning method since, for the time being, 

we cannot anticipate many factors. Under such conditions 

it is highly important not to build castles in the air 

and seek answers to question which are not only impor- 

tant but which can also be given a realistic answer. 

Traditional methods and analyses in planning 

Principi e s_and_ooiì s id erat ions 

There are always points of view which prefer some 

directions of development when selecting from among the 

eligible /or proposed/ development programs. Such may 

be: some favoured export markets /an e.g. the market of 

the socialist, countries from the point of view of Hun- 

gary/, traditional export products ana markets, existing 

productive and development capacities. 

If the country lias already an engineering industry, 

it lies on hand to seek Irst sucn development possibi- 

lities on the market as will correspond to the favoured 

directions and p-jssibilitities. Still, it would do harm 

to restrict the examination of development possibilities 

to these directions. 
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The choice oí the development directions may be 

preoeded as a first step by weighing ranking principies 

based on global analyses.  It will be,  e.g.,  expedient 

to consider what kind of export development may be most 

advantageous and most  desirable with the given endow- 

ments of the country.  Such preliminary considerations 

may be weighed even without  having an adequate method 

for the calculation of future inputs and results. 

An example may be quoted from an  initial period 

of the development of Hungariaj  engineering,  when,  from 

oertain points of view,   it  was advantageous  if exports 

did not require any  substantial  and high-level   technolo- 

gical development  efforts.   Under certain  conditions and 

transitorily,  such exports relying on  the well  trained 

production  of tested products may be ad/antageous  since   they 

favour    smooth production   and  a quick meeting  of 

demands. Por less developed   countries  it will be 

expedient to use  in  the  beginning also  such possibi- 

lities /e.g.  small and medium electro-motors,   simpler 

/traditional/ machine-tools,   fittings for the   construction 

industry,   small and med iura-size   centrifugal   pumps,   air 

compressors,   simpler kinds  of tilling and   sowing machines, 

etc./.  Of course,  big markets  for  such products  have 

become  scarce and  if  so,   they  uo  not   secure  too  long 

perspectives. Another  danger  is that  the production of 

less exigent products  is likely to conserve the existing 
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level of technology and, therefore - beyond a oertain 

extent -itis    no more a desirable trend of development. 

It  still belongs to clearing up the general "ranking 

principles"  that the export development to be selected 

should correspond also to the resources of the country, 

Hungary,   e.g.,  turns out  the majority  of the structural 

materials for engineering with her own metallurgy but 

she imports the majority of  iron  ore and other raw materials 

of metallurgy and an   important  part  of sources of energy, 

too.  At  the  same time,   wages are  relatively  low and la- 

bour  is  sufficiently qualified.  Prom  these  two endowments 

some years  ago the  idea has  emerged  that  our country 

should  develop the  exports   of  such engineering products 

which realize /absorb/  as  little material  and energy  and 

as much labour as possible.   This,   Loo,   is  a consideration 

that  must  precede  the  calculât ion  of detailed plan  targets. 

It gave  rise  to  further  considerations that  profound 

analyses performed  some  years ago  showed that tlie  effi- 

ciency of producing and exporting engineering products 

can be enhanced if they are  turned out  in  such masses 

and,  as a consequence,  on  guoh level  of technology as 

will best utilize qualified  and particularly,  highly 

qualified technical labour. 

Thus,  from this point  of view,  the relative degree 

of mass production, as well as the level of the product 
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má of produotion teohnology «re e a ten ti al preadeeea 

before the aotual work of development may start. 

Among the points of view orientating produotion 

and exports,   it  is also mentioned that  in principle the 

quantity of products of the  same kind  should reaoh not 

only the lower limit of capacity  still  exerting an 

influence on the world market,  but   should exceed  it  ae 

far as possible. 

Finally,  the  analyses have led also to suoh con- 

clusions that it  is not  sufficient  to import ihe result« 

of the work on technological development    that  is,the 

purchase of licences and technological procedures.   It 

is at least of the   same  importance  to participate  in 

the  international division of labour in  a manner which 

la characterized by  specialization   in  spare parts,  par- 

tial units and complementary  elements.   Those  industrial 

countries the engineering  industries of which turn   out 

a wide range of products import engineering products 

for their own productive consumption at  an increasing 

rate. The point of view,  therefore,  which would push 

the development of  exports towards big homogeneous 

quantities,should be  at  least  complemented with the 

statement  that  in  turning out  a rational and competitive 

choice  of products  and  in  such export pattern  a role 

fflust be accorded to an  international division of labour 
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which finds expression in the oooperation relating to 

spare parts, partial units and fittings. 

Development policy in Hungary partly accounted for 

but partly also negleoted the considerations quoted a& 

examples. E.g. instead of the cautious orientation first 

mentioned it is held more important to create lasting and 

even dynamically expanding demand on exports. The satis- 

faction of a falling or stagnating demand on world level 

/e.g. on railway rolling stock, more backward traditional 

machine tools or tools for manual labour, etc./ could 

be still joined. Such products may even secure a comfor- 

table market and adequate profi tability but such market 

cannot provide a lasting and dynamic export possibility, 

for the long term so much less since these products are 

not the bearers of the great technical progress of our 

times. It will be more expedient to look for the market 

of such products which are connected with developing bran - 

ohes and products. Such are in most countries the heavy 

chemicals, the processing of oil, road transport, long- 

distance pipe-lines and the connected telecommunication 

equipment and instruments, machinery for food produotion, 

oooling equipment, bureau machines, computers, eleotronios, 

e to. 

It may be advantageous for a contry with medium or 

small industrial potential to join the development of a 

new group of products in its rising stage. Such a country 

—1M.. 1.,.^-, J,.,-, ,..,-£,..*,„.i¿...fe.i-.^Lji^.-.^fe.*,. 
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Al ont if unabla to advanoe at th« haad of tha application 

of taohnioal sciences nor to work out auoh development 

raaulte whioh would enrich the world market with new 

products. If, however, it joins development in time and 

applies the results achieved up to that time, it may reaoh 

an advantageous situation from both the economic and the 

taohnological points of view /and this may open further 

•oonomio possibilities/ 

|n§ljftioal_ calculation« 

In harmony with the general information gathering 

treated above, a detailed and intensive market researoh 

will start o In this field the Hungarian planners perform 

oonorete analyses in respect of narrower groups of produota, 

hy oountries or groups of countries. 

Market research requires, quite obviously, other 

••thods in connection with the socialist countries where 

long-term plans are collated at regular intervals and 

agreements are made, and other ones «ain in espect of 

oountries with which we have no such »planning relations». 

Market research is conducted by the foreign trading 

oompanies who also draw in the specialists of the produc- 

tive enterprises. 

Market research covers not only individual finished 

products, but also groups of them, complex machinery, or 

oonversely, only partial groups or individual kinds of 
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machinée. Generally, it has proved advantageous if we 

appeared on the market with offers covering not only 

individual kinds of products but related groups of ma- 

chinery, whole factories, or at least certain typical 

lines of machinery. It is, e.g. more advantageous to 

find a market for a whole line of machinery for food 

production /e.g. a group of machines turning out tomato- 

mash or a whole factory equipment/ than to export single 

machines* 

Beside export demand, also the domestic demand needs 

some research. The ratio between the two cannot be es- 

tablished quite voluntaristically, since it depends to 

a large extent on how "open" is the economy of the 

exporting country. The size of the series satisfying the 

requirements of a rational scale of production can be 

established for the combined quantity of the products 

for domestic use and to be exported. Owing to technical 

development and, to a certain extent, in spite of it, 

the minimum quantity of individual engineering products 

meaning the lower limit of competitive production, is 

rapidly growing. If demand does not attain even this 

minimum quantity, the eonomic efficiency of production 

will become doubtful. This limit is, of course, not a 

sharp line, but more or less an elastic band the width 

of which depends also on the character of the product. 
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/l*g.for truoks this limit is substautially higher 

than for other similar vehicles with special bodies,/ 

The problem of mass production marked out one of the 

«ost decisive calculation tasks of our engineering 

planners« 

If the numerical relations are defined in a way 

that we establish by kinds of products the quantity 

anually released by the big enterprises capable of 

essentially influencing the market and relate our pro- 

duction to this figure, we obtain the restive degree 

QÎ  mass production. It relates to an individual pro- 

duot or a group of products. It is not formulated in 

the usual categories of mass production - series or 

individual product - but in natural units of measure- 

Bent characteristic for the product. If, e.g, the 

leading enterprises on the world market have an annual 

output of looo - 15oo pieces of some kind of machine, 

and the corresponding Hungarian enterprise releases 

800, the indicator of the relative degree of mass 

production will be 8oo/125o = 0,64. 

The examination of the relative degree of mass 

production of the engiheering products may be classi- 

fied as belonging to the "classical" planning methods. 

Our calculations for the relative degree of maso 

production are, of course only gross approximations 
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the rolt of whioh rauat not be exaggerated. It must not 

be viewed as a fatal disadvantage if the produotion 

volume resulting from domestic  and export requirements 

does not  attain   a certain relative degree of mass produo- 

tion  since, under the given conditions,  development may 

be  still economically efficient  and advantageous. Similarly, 

a satisfactory  degree of mass production provides no 

guaranty since  the success of the export development 

program depends not  so manchon  some  initial   conditions 

but rather on  the correct concept of the whole program 

and on its proper implementation. 

Similarly,  an orientating figure will be the pro- 

portion of the annual volume - serving for working out 

the above indicator of the relative degree of mass produo- 

tion -    to the whole world trade  in  the product /or to 

some determined part of it/. If this ratio  is small,   it 

means that the world market  is  supplied by a multitude 

of such leading enterprises and thus our appearance on 

the world market  promises more results than  in  case the 

market were  supplied by a mere dozen  of enterprises.  But, 

of course,   even   such figure has only an informative 

character. 
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relative degree of —s produotioii 
engineering produots, /Based on 1963-66 data/» 

P ro d u o t s 
average European   Hungarian  

relative degree of mass production 
in oomparison to  

leading world 
pompany  

competitive 
European average 

percentages 

Metal-cut ting maohint tools 
Centre  lathes 
Milling machines 
Grinding machines 
Revolver lathes 
Non-cutting maohine tools 
Trucks 
Buses 
Wheeled tractors 
Caterpiller tractors 
Diesel  engines 
Motor-cycles 
Railway passenger ooaohes 
Railway wagons 
Steam turbines 
Boilers 
Cranes 
Household vacuum cleaners 
Household refrigerators 
Radioreoeiver sets 
lochs and padlooks 
Pumps 
Air compressors 
Bath-tubs 
Ball-bearings 

o,18 

o,13 
ot29 

o,38 

o,17 

o523 
o,17 

o,36 
0,14 

o,lo 
0,18 

0,006 

o,lo 

o,13 
o,17 
0,06 

• 

o,25 
o,17 

o,44 

• 

o,5o 

o,67 

o,25 
0,12 

2,oo 

4,oo 

1,31 
1,29 

o,27 
o,38 

o,o3 
1,67 
o,12 

1,21 

0,23 
3,5o 

4,76 

o,33 

o,33 
o,15 
2,2o 

o,34 
o,3o 

o,72 

l,5o 

l,6o 

l,oo 

l,8o 

1,25 
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BxpTinof laiatA la te—Ini \*p export developed 

program» for aaj•» ^»H^^l  pro J »oil and branches 

Following from the character of the Hungarian «oonoay, 

the development of exports has an essential role in moat 

of the engineering branches.  In recent  decades there 

has been   hardly any development  idea or proposal worth 

mentioning  in engineering where exports would not hava 

been  implemented explicitly with export objectives la 

view« 

The oonoepts and programs about the development  of 

exports hitherto prepared were born on various lévela and 

affect various levels.  This multi-level character of 

the proposals arises from the fact that - with the 

practical  exception of the »mailers ones - all major 

development projects were  financed from central resouroe», 

under the  supervision of the oompetent ministry. 

The most concrete development programs of rela- 

tively  small  scope and taking only a few years usually 

referred to one or a few enterprises. 

These programs are based on  individual investiga- 

tions and  calculations performed for the economio and 

technological  concepts of  the  development.  Their lessons 

are  difficult  to generalize  and,  therefore, they will 

not be dealt with in this place. 

- ^-l^jaaA....^-^^   .**>*. 
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A development program influanoing the aotivity of 

tarerai enterprise» or a whole branoh oovers mostly 

flTt years or longer periods of planning. Their evalu- 

ation takes place in harmony wixh the annual and the 

five-year plans but separately, not infrequently on 

Government level. 

The drawing up of some development program is ini- 

tiated on the level of the enterprises or on that of 

the supervising body /ministry,  directorate  super- 

vising several enterprises,  the foreign trading organ, 

•to«/ Suoh program will provide for major changes in 

the technological level of engineering,   in  the order 

of magnitude of output  and the pattern of production. 

In addition,   it has to pay attention to the changes 

on domestic and foreign markets, which necessitates 

perhaps major preparatory   steps in home or foreign 

trade« 

Another type of the development program  is whioh 

alas at working out  a development concept  for the 

whole of the engineering industries or a part of it 

oojlpriBÌngy  however,  several branches.  This kind of 

development programs cannot  be  squeezed  into  a five- 

yaar plan period since the  gestation period of the 

development  approximates or exceeds tve years and 

the connected effects,  the economic realization of 

the development may take even longer. 
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These\faotors induce,  of course,  such a degree and 

complexity of changes which can befereseen - assuming 

even the greatest care - only with a certain likelihood. 

Such comprehensive  development programs comprise, 

of course,  much less of details and many  assumptions« 

Their working out  requires quite  different   initial 

material,   points of tf,ew and  methodology. 

By  our experience,   it   is worth while  to check 

each development program at  about  the middle of the 

period  planned for and modify   it   if necessary.  This   is 

particularly  recommendable   in  case of  such products 

which are   in   the course  of rapid  technological develop- 

ment  or   such consumers which are parts of a similarly 

rapid  development. 

Example   No.l.i  Major methodological features of  the 

development program  of  the Hungarian telecommunication 

industry» 

Before surveying the features of this program, 

first the order of magnitude of the development achieved 

in ten  years should be  characterized.  Before 1945 there 

were  only three plants  in the  Hungarian  telecommunication 

industry which were comparable  by  international  standards. 

The Arst,   the well-known  "Tungsram"  turned out  incan- 

descent  lamps and àectronic valves,  the other telephone 

exchanges and extensions,  the third radio receiver sets. 
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Two of them were    subsidiaries of foreign oompanies 

and had no development capacities or facilities to 

produce  all  spare parts themselves. Between 1948 and 

1958 the  bases of the Hungarian télécommunication  in- 

dustry were  created by building several new enter- 

prises and by developing the  existing ones. Follow- 

ing this period, rather a policy developing and mo- 

dernizing these bases is characteristic,  and the 

introduction  of some new lines of production /TV 

picture tubes, transistor receiver sets,   semi-conductort, 

micro-wave and transmission technique equipment,   etc./. 

In  this period the production  of  some up-to-date 

basic materials for the telecommunication   industry 

had to be  solved /introduced/   in  metallurgy  and the 

production  of some  products required byfadvanced tech- 

nology /ferrit bars.printed circuits,  etc./ has  started. 

The conditions were  created based on which later,   in 

the   'sixties,  the production  of  the telecommunication 

industry  could be developed  in  the direction  of bigger 

industrial  equipment  of greater  economic  efficiency 

/micro-wave  systems,   Crossbar  telephone  exchanges, 

transmission  techniqe  equipment,   industrial  televi- 

sion,   etc./.  Further,   the  development  of  vacuum 

teohnical  products,   vacuum-technical  productive  equip- 

ment   ,   studio and amplifying   systems which are up-to- 

date even on world level, has been also realized. 

—       -    ..*£& -Z-sauBLÈaEgmA*:..,  .   ...•¿¿J.,-*..     -....   _.      ^_,^     -Ja .,^j£fei^. 
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After this development, the situation of the telecommu- 

nication industry within engineering may be characterized 

by the follwing data: in i960, it represented lo per cent 

cf total engineering output. In that year the share of 

export was kl  per cent in the output of the télécommunica- 

tion industry. There are special "export'1 branches, where 

the majority of production is exported. The bases of 

such development have been created by the favourable 

cooperation connections with the socialist countries. 

Analysing the world development tendencies of 

this industry, the growth of domestic demand and the 

economic efficiency of production, the problems of 

long-term development emerging at the beginning of the 

•sixties were the following: 

a/ The pattern of production had to be changed 

in a way that the share of consumer goods should 

diminish and their place be taken ly industrial 

equipment so that their share in exports should 

also increase; 

b/ It had to be achieved and a way found that the 

production of basic materials, spare parts and 

finished products should develop in proportion 

to needs; 

0/ Conditions had to be created that part of the 

capacities should grow not in Budapest but in 

the country-side. 
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à/ In order to raise rapidly the technological level 

of the products,  the industry had to be provided 

with a sufficient number of technical staff of 

proper qualification; 

•/    The organization of the telecommunication industry 

had to be revised according to modern principles 

of management. 

Partial programs were prepared on the above 

problems by the Ministry of Metallurgy and Engineering, 

the Directorate supervising the industry and the enter- 

prises concerned. The work was coordinated by the 

Ministry. 

The ministry examined,  for  instance,  what  condi- 

tions were necessary for a higher concentration of 

the production of articles of similar character. A 

plan was made how to  solve the expansion  of research 

and development capacities,   and to  create  such productive 

capacities which are highly research-intensive  near 

the research bases. A plan  for the   supply with technical 

staff was drawn up and the conditions of quick training 

worked out. It was established that   the   supply with 

engineers cannot be essentially improved   in  five years. 

Privisions were made to   improve the  equipment 

of the  research and development base<è. 

f- 

•    *     ..      .-.Wfe&^.i¿^..¿ ....,,„'.. ¿.w., 
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In the framework of the oonoepta on the development 

of the production of spare parts, provisions were made 

for the production of  semi-conductors,  transistorized 

constructions and the purchase of the licences for pro- 

ducing these. A factory was pointed out  to produce 

the  equipment  for the domestic télécommunication  industry 

with the aim of  supplying machinery  entirely from domes- 

tic  sources.  It  was also found that  the production of 

spare parts for  the telecommunication  industry must 

be centralized   in  order that  the  scale  of mass produc- 

tion thus originating  should enable production  on a 

higher level of  technology. 

The program  comprised also the tasks of the other 

ministries which were  the conditions of realizing the 

telecommunication  program   in a complex manner.   Such 

were   e.g.   the   domestic   basic  materials   .lecesoary for 

the  production   of  germanium,   the development  of  the 

domestic  glass   products  and  ceramics,   the   planning of 

up-to-date  information   systems and   system techniques. 

Example No.2.:   Organization of  the  program of  the 

precision  engineering  industry 

Twenty years ago   the Hungarian  precision engineering 

industry comprised but  two big and  some   small plants. 

The Gamma and   the  Hungarian Optical Works turned out 

mainly optical   instruments and other  equipment  for 
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fine mechanics,  the  smaller plants, however, mainly 

electric instruments,   simpler mechanical  instruments 

and measuring equipment.  The first period of develop- 

ment /about till 1955/ was characterized mainly by 

the growth of capacities and the development of new 

products came only then into the foreground. New 

groups of products were introduced:  geodetic equipment, 

special X-ray apparatus,  electronical and electric 

medical examination  and healing equipment,  nuclear 

instruments,  automation elements and  systems built 

from these,  etc. 

The output of the industry rose between 1955 and 

I96o to 1,77-fold and its share was almost 6 percent 

in the total output of engineering. About 35 per cent 

of its outpit was directly exported in i960 and another 

3o per cent was exported built into other engineering 

products. Precision engineering is thus fundamentally 

an export industry. 

When the necessity of preparing a comprehensive 

development program emerged,  it  had to be taken also 

into  account that the range of  the  spare  parts  is to 

a great extent  common  for the  telecommunication and 

the precision engineering  industries  and  thus this 

part of the development program had to  serve the 

interests of both branches. 
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Similarly,  the bottleneck of the researoh and 

development basis was also coupled with the problems 

of the telecommunication  industry, mainly because the 

qualification  of  engineers and technicians needed in 

the  industries  is very  similar  in both branches. 

The  development program prepared pointed out the 

following tasks: 

a/ Productive capacities must be essentially increased, 

by 198o to more than itwofold of that in i960, mainly 

from the point of view of a long-terra export conoept# 

b/  The pattern  of production must be  changed  In  a way 

that the  production of some groups of products  should 

cease  in  order to  increase  the output  of automation 

elements and  complete automation   systems. 

c/ Harmony between the production of  spare parts and 

finished products must be  secured. 

d/ Capacities must be secured for the  domestic planning 

and fitting  of measuring and controlling instruments 

and automation  systems. 

e/ Proper organizations must be brought  about for the 

maintenance,   repair and servicing of precision 

engineering products,   in  cooperation with the  home 

and foreign trade organizations and the  supervisory 

bodies of the main users. 

. 
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f/ Hew oapacities for precision engineering must be 

built as Ar as possible in the countryside. 

The development programs reviewed have been already 

implemented. Prom the evaluation of the realization we 

wish to  stress only  some methodological points of vi§wj 

In general,  it would have been expedient to work 

out  detailed partial programs for the realization of 

the  tasks,  observing much more the long-term points of 

view.    This relates particularly to the market requirements, 

their differentiation and development over time as well 

as to the development oapacities. 

The relations of the branches to other coopera- 

ting industries and to the whole of the  economy should 

have been worked out in greater detail. 

Elaboration of a comprehensive development concept 

in engineering with the aid of "traditional" methods. 

Utilizing partly the lessons of  the   Individual 

programs and attempting to  set new comprehensive 

objectives,  an experiment was made  in Hungary which 

tried to work out   in the framework of long-term planning 

a technico-economic  concept  covering the development 

of the  entire engineering industry. 

This work was composed of about  5o  studies,  each 

dealing with problems relating to groups of engineering 

products. Thus, the products of the telecommunication 
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industry are treated in five studies, prepared for 

53 groupa of products. Another five studies covering 

59 groups of products dealt with the precision 

engineering industry. The total of the groups of 

products analysed was more than 3oo. The methodology 

issued prescribed in detail what questions should be 

answered and according to what points of view. 

The points of view are succinctly summarized in 

the questions issued /Appendix No.l./ 

Prom two points of view this development program 

has fulfilled its task, from a third one, however, it 

has not. 

The evaluation and broad discussion of the studies 

was suited on the one hand, for drawing a manysided 

and critical pio lure about the problems of the production, 

and technological level of the individual groups of 

products. On the other hand, the valuation al tempted 

to establish the ranking of ltì engineering branches, 

based on "classical" technico-eoonomic weighing, from 

the point of view of the possibilities and success of 

development. Vrom  the 18 branches, the five most 

advantageous ones were 

- radio and telecommunication industry, 

- precision engineering, 

/ 

_L___ •«_ ,. 1  .1. 
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- «trongeurrent eleotrio machinery produotion, 

- tool and machine-tool industry, 

- car industry. 

The least advantageous branches from the point 

Of view of development were 

- production of tractors and agricultural maohinery, 

- production of machinery for the food industry, 

- production of metallurgical machinery, 

- shipbuilding, 

- ball-bearings production, 

- production of machinery for construction 

and the building material industry. 

It followed from the character of the data processed 

and the method of evaluation that the mn kin g within 

the individual groups was immaterial, only the 

comparison between groups made sense. 

The individual studies contained also production 

•etimates of the authors and were so published. They 

oannot be considered as conclusions checked with the 

aid of national economic programming. 

Central planning /the ministry/ evaluated the 

studies with the aid of the valuation system presented 

in Appendix lío.2. The method is, as a matter of fact, 

eimilar to an information system relying on inquiries. 

The studies have not come up to expectations in 
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respect of the production,  export,  etc volume« sinoe 

in the meantime these proved to be irrealistio. True, 

the points of view issued have not unequivocally demanded 

an exigent analysis. 

Taken together,  the lesson  can be <rawn that 

the most delicate /and unsolved/ problem of the studies 

prepared for the  individual branches of engineering 

was the evaluation of demand and the  allocation  of 

resources in  the  interest  of some   optimum of  the   economy. 

But these program  studies proved  to be  definitely valuable 

as regards technological  development  and  in  working 

out the  conditions of   development.  But   in  this sense 

they only enriched  the   information  of   planning and 

could not be  considered as  planning in  themselves. 

The positive  and   the negative  statements arrived 

at  have  finally  led  to   the  conclus ion   that   the  "classi- 

cal"  planning   in   engineering  /the  one  based   on  individual 

analyses/ must  be  complemented by  methods which bring 

into planning the macro-processes.  This purpose   is served 

by the  mathematical methods reviewed  in a later part  of 

this  study. 

Disclosure of the   development proposals and organization 

of their evaluation 

The evaluation of   an eligible export development 

program or the selection of the most  advantageous one 
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from among the possible ones is effected by weighing 

the results and the inputs in  a complex manner.  It 

should be  stressed that the   complex weighing does not 

mean a simple confrontation  of monetary values.  Economic 

efficiency as the quotient  of the result  and the  input 

is in itself of smaller importance and decides only 

programs of smaller volume. 

For the  simultaneous consideration of all factors 

and circumstances no closed,   formula-like method  is 

used. Even  in the cases when  an advanced and manysidtd 

method is applied as mathematical programming,   it  will 

be expedient  to use  several  objective functions,  which 

yield optima corresponding to various points of view. 

Decision  is finally taken by comparing the optima of 

different  character. 

The methods of evaluation are, however, different 

In the case of  individually proposed programs when 

deoision must be taken on its acceptance or refusal 
when 

or the most  advantageous solution has to be chosen 

from among a few ones with the  same objective and 

different  again when the problem to be decided is put 

in a more general form. 

In the preparation of the decisions to be taken 

on individual cases the analysis of results and inputs 

has, of course,  an  important role. In addition,   in 
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Hungarian practice the economic efficiency of exports 

or the procuring of foreign exchange is  of decisive 

importance.  Its measure  is the  forint  input necessary to 

earn a rouble or a dollar according to  the proposed 

export program. 

In its calculation the price of the  product,  the 

imports and the domestic inputs necessary for production 

are  taken  into account. Another indicator v/as also used 

where the price in   terms of foreign exchange was com- 

pared to the weight  of the engineering product, yielding 

information about the utilization of the  metal as a 

more or less  scarce resource. 

In this sense,   also the expected volume of exports 

has a role  in the evaluation.  In vain does some program 

promise an áDove-average profitability or foreign exohange 

yield if the volume  is  so small that it  does not contri- 

bute to the average  efficiency of the whole economy to 

any  significant extent. 

The expected duration of the  exports  influences 

the  decision to no  small extent.  In this  case the 

duration is measured on two soales. One  of the measures 

is the lifetime of productive equipment.  Obviously,  a 

different valuation  attaches to the duration of the 

sales of such consumer goods the production of which 

requires only a few means of production with a short 

•; - i-t..:... .,:•>.. 
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lifrtime /tools, clichés,  etc./ and a different one 

again to suoh goods which require equipment of high 

•alue  and long lifetime.  In the first case  it  is more 

likely that demand will continue as long aB the equipment 

Is worn  out and needs to be  exchanged. 

At the  same time,   also the lifetime of the produot 

mist be taken   into account.  Even  if demand continues but 

the lifetime of the product  expires and the equipment 

is not   suited for turning out other products,   this will 

be disadvantageus rom the point of view of the  develop- 

ment  program. 

Some years ago a mechanized bath-tub factory was 
a 

put  into operation withAhighfy mechanized foundry. The 

tools /moulds/ are most  closely connected with the 

types,   forms and sizes of the bath-tubs and the whole 

equipment can be used essentially only for casting 

tubs;   for other purposes  it  can be used only under 

nuoh less favourable conditions. 

Demand for bath -tubs seemed to be very »liable 

and on the rise both at home and abroad since  it  is 

oonnected with the improving living conditions of the 

population. Nor could it  be  alleged that the  changes 

in the  types of tubs were too quick or that there 

were too many types, still,   even with such stable 

export  products it had to be examined whether the 
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oaet iron tub will not bt substituted by welded plate 

tubs or plastio tubs» Only after a thorough analysis 

as to the lasting character of the market was the 

deoision on the realization of the faotory taken. 

The analysis of the teohnologioal level with 

direct and indirect methods is a oondition of the 

realization of development. It is direct if the given 

development is a stage of a longer purposeful develop- 

ment process which must take place in order that the 

next stage becomes possible. In such cases the rise 

in technological level beoomes manifest partly in the 

growing value of fixed assets, partly in the rising 

qualification and training of the staff and in the 

growing organization of the plant. 

In the course of the analysis we may assume 

with some Justification that, even if fixed assets 

have to be changed when switohing over to a new, more 

advanced technology, part of the machinery may remain 

on the old level of technology, they need not be 

exchanged since they will be able to supply also 

the machines corresponding to the new technology. . 

Such machines can be mostly found among those perfor- 

ming the preparatory operations /cutting into pieces, 

clipping, roughing,/ and the complementary and finish- 

ing ones /drilling and cutting threads, smaller 
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finiehing operations/. Of course, neither these maohi- 

nes got stuok in development, but they are less sensi- 

tive to the most modern  technical requirements. Such 

machines may supply that  part  of the fixed assets of 

a given program which is already prepared for further 

development. The more  such machinery in the  stock of 

fixed assets /if justified/, the less inputs are needed 

for further development. 

The  competence and training of the workers and 

employees is also available.  Thus,   in the final ana- 

lysis,  the effect of a realized stage of development 

on a consecutive  stage becomes appreciable  in terms 

of fixed assets,  training of manpower and the  rate of 

development of production. 

If the subject of the evaluation is not   a definite 

development project but the question is which to prefer 

from several possibilities for the development  of  engineer- 

ing,  this is more difficult to answer in a practically 

usable and well orientating manner, without mathematical 

methods. But let us disregard now the mathematical 

methods to be treated in  the next  part of  our study  and 
put up 
with the methods which can be used without  computers. 

We have already mentioned the series of studies 

prepared with the aim of analysing the long-term de- 

velopment possibilities of the Hungarian  engineering 
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branches» It has been also stated that ills venture 

comprised more  than  5o  independent  studies and 

treated more than  3oo products /according to a 

predetermined,  centrally issued methodology/. 

Evaluation took place in three steps. The 

Committee  evaluating the individual  studies in detail 

drafted questions which were  issued to the specialist 

panels and had to be answered  in writing. /The ques- 

tions are attached,   see Appendix No.l./ Part of the 

questions had to be answered by quoting figures, part 

of them,  however, with simple yes - no. 

The about  5o studies and the answers given to 

the questions were studied by the above Committee> 

consisting of 3-4 permanent members and a varying 

number of specialists of the field in question. The 

answers given to the questions were discussed wi'jh 

the leading members of the panels drafting the studies 

in order to  seoure an unequivocal  interpretation of 

the questionu and the answers.  Then the valuating 

committee formulated its opinion about the develop- 

ment of the  about   3oo produots. 

In the second step of the  evaluation a wider Committee 

comprising delegates of the Ministry of Metallurgy and 

Engineering, the National Planning Office, the Nation- 

al Board of Technological Development as well as those 
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of ti» home and foreign trade, the oonBurners and 

the development institutes - always in a composi- 

tion corresponding to the subject - discussed the 

substance of the statements of the studies, the 

answers given to the questions and the proposal of 

the evaluating committe of the first instance. 

The wider Committee discussed all of the groups 

of products and took a stand in the majority of oases, 

The major types of the findings were formulated as 

follows: "it is worth while to engage in the produc- 

tion of the product on the basis of domestic demand", 

"it is worth while to engage in the production of 

the product on the light of doaeetlo and export 

demands", 

"it is not worth while to engage in the produotion 

of the product," 

It must be added that this statement did not 

amount to an immediate concrete decision, it was 

only a recommendation. Otherwise, the sifting of the 

products was not too rigorous which is also testified 

by the fact that the volume of the products recommend- 

ed required greater capacities than was available. 

The third step of the evaluation was performed 

again by a narrow Special Committee. The purpose of 

this stage was to summarize the findings of the wider 
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Committee and to draw up a list for the ranking of 

the main groups of products from the point of view 

of long-term development prospects. The ranking did 

not serve for the basis of any operative deoision, 

it was only of informative oharacter. 

The basis of the summarised evaluation were 

27 questions seleoted from the original list of 

questions. The more than 3oo groups of products were 

summarized aocording to the 18 branohes. /Por the 

list see Appendix No.2./ 

The main problem of the evaluation was that only 

a smaller part of the answers given to the questions 

was of yes - no type. On the other hand, it was not 

intended to prepare some immediate decision based on 

tne evaluation. Only information was required about 

the desirable direction of development, whether it 

is worth while to work out more detailed and concrete 

programs and what are their expectable results. In 

this sense, the purpose of the whole undertaking was to 

disclose and summarize the structural development 

proposals. The evaluations were prepared in a way 

oombired with estimations. We think the method deserves 

a brief review since, in spite of its improvised 

character, we feel that it facilitated orientation 

among the many relatively complicated and intersecting 
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pointe of view and opinions* 

All answers were quantified« The yes - no type 

answers were quantified according to the division of 

the answers to the question between yes and no. On 

the basis of these figures obtained the 18 branches 

were ranked within each question, putting the branch 

having obtained the highest figure in the first plaoe 

as the most advantageous one and the one with the 

smallest figure¿ the least advantageous one, in the 

last« 

The rankings thus established had some tech- 

nioal and economic contents since they expressed some 

priority according to various partial points of view. 

Next, these were summarized by attributing weights 

to the questions, multiplying them with the serial 

number of the branches and adding them up. This 

procedure, however, does no more express any concrete 

teohnological or economic contents, only an opinion 

and judgement« 

Since this method is all too subjective, various 

systems of weights were applied. The results showed 

different rankings of the 18 branches. Prom these the 

oases deserved particular attention where the relative 

ranking of the branches did not change in spite of the 

different weighting. 
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The application of su o h method which lg mixed 

with subjective evaluations will,  of course,  loose 

its  importance  against  the  procedures more relying on 

mathematical methods.  Still,  because it   io easier to 

survey,  and  simpler to handle.it   is  suited for a first 

and  quick review. Research is under way to  work out   a 

mathematically formulated version  of the method. 
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II 

TIOàL OTTHOPS APPLICABLE TO THl ÎIEDIIM-TSFJI 

PLANNING OP  ENGINSERING EXPORTS 

The careful analyses  relying on theoretical 

assumptions  cannot   - even with  the  best   competence, 

goodwill and   training - always find  the  deeper 

quantitative relations dominating the events;   eyen 

though they approach the phenomena  in greater detail, 

from many aspects,   they  can rarely  reveal   the  Inter- 

nal,  decisive quantitative relations.  The  same can 

be  said about   the planning of engineering.  To arrive 

at a well-founded program,  the  exact, mathematical 

investigation of  the quantitative relations  Is ab- 

solutely  indispensable. 

In  the following we wish to  outline  the méthode 

worked out through a whole series of experiments in 

Hungary for the planning of the «ports of engin- 

eering products. 

asslon and corrélation «alaul.ti^g 

The regression and correlation connections In- 

dicate the relationship between the growth of engin- 

eering output  and  the  exportable  quantity   from the 

same,  with its aid  the  "export-elastloity"   of  engin- 

eering can be  computed. The  importance of the method 

lits in the fact  that,   if no special measures creat- 
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ing nt« conditions are planned to improve  export 

capacity /as  e.g. price reduction,  or a  sudden 

improvement  of quality,   or the  releasing of  entirely 

nei» products/,   the regression analysis and  correla- 

tion calculations will  show  the factors  already at 

work which  influence  the  efficiency  of  the  exports 

of  engineering products most   intensively.   /Although 

the adoption  of  some  export development  program must 

be accompanied by an adequate system of   incentives; 

in  this  sense,   the  circumstances cannot   be  the same,/ 

According to  our practical calculations the 

three factors  having the most decisive   role  are: 

the  ratio of  qualified manpower,  the  relative degree 

of mass production /the  ratio of  the  size   of domestic 

series   to  that   in the  factories working with the most 

advances  technologies  in the world/ as well as the 

decree  of   technological  equipment /the  ratio of 

highly valued  equipment   to   the sum of wages/. 

To prove  the above,  a  conrete  calculation per- 

formed  in the Hungarian  engineering industry is 

quoted« 

Purpose and method, of th« »«tçulatlons 

The main purpose of  the analysis was  to in- 

vestigate - mainly on the basis of representative 

data on products - which are  the general  factors 
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asserting themselves as a tendenoy,  on which tht 

• oonomic efficiency of  engineering depends and what 

is the  role  of the  individual factors. 

The representative  analysis going down to the 

level  of products  enables  us  to ¿at  an   insight into 

the economic relationships  that should  be taken 

into account  in rational decisions  to be taken on 

engineering»  This conclusion may be  supported by 

the following considerations; 

a/ In analyses «here engineering is broken down 

only  by sub-branches,   the engineering produots 

figure only in a highly aggregated form /each 

of the  engineering branches turns  out several 

thousands  of articles/ and  thus  the  factors    which 

show  great dispersion by products,   as  e.g.  the 

degree of mass production, can    be hardly  examined 

numerically. Tharefore, an analysis  of the products 

will  give more comprehensive and fuller knowledge 

than  that  of the branches. 

b/ Owing to  the aggregations,  it may happen that in 

the  analyses dealing with branches  the factors 

which have primary   importance from the point of 

view  of efficiency,   remain partly  concealed. 

It   should be noted  that an analysis  by products 

***• alflo disadvantagest A  too broad application is 
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today still impossible, «a must rest satisfied with 

the analysis of selected products which involves - 

as all sample surveys do - certain random error and 

bias. 

The  other disadvantage  is  that  many data can ba 

established for products with much  greater uncer- 

tainty than for branches /because  of  the accounting 

problems of domestic costs,  particularly overhead/. 

As regards the  foreign exchange prices,   the  situa- 

tion is a special   one. These prices can be  exaotly 

given for products /only products  actually  exportad 

have been examined/. But the  actual sales prices 

of  the  individual products show  great  dispersion 

depending on the concrete conditions of  the trans- 

action. 

In the course  of  the analysis  the  total input« 

of 79 engineering products have been determined 

from the major resources. 

In the course of analysing the products,  from 

the several factors and resources  investigated the 

roles of three basio factors could  be  approximately 

established from the point  of view  of  the develop- 

ment  of export  efficiency: 

1,  The proportion  of qualified technical staff 

/mainly  engineers and technicians/. 
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2« The technological equipment of labour. 

3« The relativa degree of mass production. 

In the course of the analysis by products th« 

economic afficisnoy was approximated with the aid 

of the following quotient: 

Domestic inputs /in forints/ 

Sales price /in dollars/ 

Domestic inputs were determined in several 

«ays. Three of them wore the following: 

•/ Prime costs reduced to wag.es /the total national 

economic wa^e costs of the product/ worked out 

with the aid of the inverse matrix of the prioa 

model; 

b/ Production price /prime costs reduced to wages 

plus 25 per cent profits and lo per cent on th« 

value of fixed and circulating assets engaged/; 

o/ Approximative value of the shadow price /using 

the results obtained from the national economlo 

programming to be reviewed later/. 

In the majority of cases the dollar price was 

Identical with tha actual returns from exports on 

the major capitalist markets in 1964-65. 

The method of the analysis was to perform 

multi-variable regression calculations where th« 

dependent variable was in turn some  variant of 
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the Indicator expressing économie  efficiency and 

the  independent variables were simultaneously the 

above mentioned  three  factors of efficiency:   the 

share   of  qualified  technical staff,   the   techno- 

logical  equipment  of  labour and  the  relativ« degree 

of mass  productioa  In   this manner - with the aid 

of partial  regression   coefficients an answer could 

be  given to  the question  to  what  extent  did  the 

factors mentioned influence  the efficiency charac- 

terized by  the above   quotient. 

The  threo factors   of  efficiency were approxi- 

mated  on  the  basis  of  the  data available  in  the 

following manner: 

Ratio of qualified   technical labour; 

«    - total wage  of  technical staff 
A      prime cost  reduced  to wages 

where  the  total wage  cost  of the  technical staff 

includes all wages paid  to  technical  staff  in the 

last  and  all preceding  stages of production and 

prime  cost   reduced  to wages are calculated  in the 

same manner for total wages;   the  tool  for calculat- 

ing these  items  is an  input-output  table  used in 

the price model. 

Technological equipment;  x2 « K/W 

where K is  the gross value of the equipment and 
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tools used In the economy as a whole for turning 

out a product multiplied by the average number of 

shifts worked and W is the prima cost reduced to 

wages, as above, /the wage stands here instead of 

employment/. 

Relative decree of mass production: x, • ^h^k 

where ^n is the volume of the product turned out 

in a year and q,^  is the quantity turned out of 

similar products by leading competitive enter- 

pr jes on th6 world market. 

The efficiency functions derived are tha following: 

Yl - ao • al xl + a2 x2 • a3 x3 

Y2 - b0 + bx xx • b2 x2  • b5 x3 

Y3 " Co + °1 xl + °2  x2 *  °3 x3 

where Y^ « prime costs reduced to wages per salti 

price in dollars, 

Tg * production price per sales price in 

dollars, 

Ij » shadow price per sales price in dollars, 

*o» bo' co are constants of the functions, 

and 

*1» *2' A3» bl» b2* b3» °i» c2» °3 ara Parti- 

al regression coefficients. 

«H means e.g. by how many forints is the prime cost 

/reduoed to wages/ necessary to procure one dollar 
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lower if x* /meaning the share of qualified tech- 

nical labour/ is higher by one unit. 

The analysis was not restricted to determin- 

ing the parameters of the three regression func- 

tions. Also other interrelations were analysed and 

the result emerged that from the point of view of 

the development of efficiency the above interrela- 

tions are most important in the engineering indus- 

tries. 

Efficiency interrelations: 

Reviewing the concrete interrelations estab- 

lished, let us first look at the development of 

the three selected indicators of efficiency in 

respect of some engineering products: 

Tabla 1 

National economic Inputs necessary to earn one 

dollar, regarding 41  engineering products. ?t/# 

Code      Name,  according to 
No.      Hungarian list of 

producta 

Prime cost  Produc- Shadow 
reduced     tion price 

to wages    price 

4o9 Electromotor 
416 Door-lock 
5o4Nut,  unrefined 
592 Incandescent Lamps /4o W/ 
608 Aluminium Tube 
619 Stock-lock 

622 Universal Pliers 

Yl Y2 

47,4 

Y3 

26,9 5o,5 
26,9 43,o 48,7 
32,2 59,o 61,3 
31,4 5o,9 56,o 
22,6 39,4 42,3 
23,8 36,5 41,2 

64,9 95,o 112,9 
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Code 
No. 

Name,  according to 
Hungarian list  of 

products 

Prime cot 
reduoed 
to wages 

Yl 

it Produc- 
tion 
price 

T2 

Shadow 
price 

T3 

623 Padlock "Cato" 31,7 45,2 53,1 
624 Acid Call 19,5 33,1 36,3 

1398 Electric Stove 22,8 39,o 44,3 

1435 Upholstered Seat 47,5 78,8 85,4 

135o3 Noval-tube /Rectifier/ TEL 84 32,9 5o,8 57,6 
135o8 Noval-tube /Common/        DY 86 19,2 35,3 4o,0 

13511 Noval-tube /Common/        EP 8o 32,5 5o,5 57,o 

13517 Noval-tube /Rectifier/ PI 83 29,2 47,8 52,1 
1399o Radio Transmitter Receiver 

AR 612 62,1 94,2 lo7,l 
2oo26 Bus IK 55 15,8 26,2 29,o 
2 oo48 Past-twister 2o,2 32,9 38,9 
2oo49 Fast-twist_r with Basket 27,2 43,8 52,2 
2oo50 Press Shearer OP 16 19,8 3of9 37,4 
2oo62 Lathe  SU 5oo/l5oo 22,7 36,6 44,2 
2oo63 Aluminium Cable ASZB 6kW 19,6 38,4 38,9 
2oo64 Milling Machine UP 222 14,8 23,3 28,8 
2oo65 Tractor U 28 35,5 67,4 72,6 
2oo71 Crane  Engine  "Hors" 17,2 3o,o 32,1 
2oo78 Ball Bearing, 62o5 33,9 6o,9 67,7 
2oo81 Lathe   RT 3o 13,6 22,5 26,7 
2olo3 Bus IK 63o 22,3 37,1 4o,9 
2ol27 X-ftay Apparatus "Diagnomax" 24,8 39,9 44,8 
2o4oo Cast-iron Bath-tub 2o,9 36,3 38,9 
2o4o4 I ad lock  "Tuto" 19,1 29,3 32,9 
2o4o5 Padlock  "Tutius" 27,8 43,5 48,3 
221ol Portal Crane 5 t 19,8 34,6 37,8 
221o2 Vacuum-cleaner "Venus" 31,7 52,7 59,7 
221 o3 Lorry   "Csepel"  45o 31,5 54,9 59,8 
221o4 Refrigerator "Lehel"  12o 1 56,2 91,o loo,2 
221 o5 Railway Passenger Ooaoh COOP 16,2 27,6 31,o 
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Prim« cost Produc-ov,.,,--, 
reduced        tion      ^ric« 
to wagea     price    p 

Coda Name, according to 
No. Hungarian list  of 

products 

221o6 Motorcycle "Csepel" 25o 
22I08 Steam-turbine "Lang"  24 MW 
22111 Steam Boiler 12o  t 
22200 Grinding Automaton KU 25o/75o 

Average /unweighted/ 

29,5 51,1 56,3 
25,2 45,5 51.1 
21,o 41,2 43,5 
37,5 61,6 73,o 

28,1 46,5        52,o 

The data  of the  table  show that: 

1, There are  substantial differences  in the levels of 

the   three kinds  of  input indicators.  The  inputs at 

"production prices" /Yo/ axoaed  the prime  costs 

reduced  to wages by 65 per cent  on average which 

corresponds on the whole to the national economic 

average as well. At  the same time,  the average level 

of  the "shadow prices"  is about   12 per cant  higher 

than  that of the production prices,  This  ts  connec- 

ted with the fact   that  engineering requires a  greater 

share  of highly   qualified  labour  than the  economy  on 

average and  the  valuation of  this   labour is  relative- 

ly  high according   to   the»  shadow   prices. 

2. The  dispersion   around   the  average   i;>   considerable 

with  all   three   kinds   of   the   Indicators:   J5-4o  per 

cent   of   the  avoragö   value.  The   pur   unit   input   of  the 

most   advantageous  article   i.» about   half of  the  aver- 

age,   that  of  the  most   unfavourable  one is  2,1  - 2,3- 

fold. 
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Table 2 

Nuaerioal valuta of the efficiency factors X., Xg, X, 

for the 41 engineering producta 

Total wage Technolo- Degree 
of technical gical    of mass 

Oode     Name, according    labour/prime equipment produc- 
to      to Hungarian      costs reduced tion 

*    list of products    to waees 
per cent Ft/Ft  per cent 

^ *1 *2       X, 

4o9    Electromotor                                   17,2 4,ol              4ox' 

416 Door-lock 15,3 3,o6 15o 

5o4 Nut,  unrefined 14,9 5,16 13ox' 

592 Incandescent Lamp« /4o W/ 15,4 3,72 15o 

608 Aluminium Tube 15,8 4,72 12o 

619 Stock-lock 13,o 3,o9 15o 

622 Universal Pilars 14,4 2,72 7ox^ 

623 Padlock "Cato" 12,6 2,45 15o 

624 Acid Cell 19,6 3,o5 5ox/ 

1398 Electric Stove 17,4 4,29 3ox^ 

1435 Upholstered Seat 16,8 3,53              40
x^ 

I3503 Noval-tube /Rectifier/ BL 84 15,8 2,90 loo 

I3508 ftoval-tube /Common/      DY 86 15,7 Jf03 loo 

I35II fcoval-tube /Common/      EF 80 15,o 3,15 loo 

I3517 Noval-tube /Rectifier/ FY 83 16,3 3,42 loo 

I3990 Radio Transmitter Receiver 
AR 612 15,7 2,76 4o 

20026 Bus IK 55 16,8 3,72 167 

2oo48 Fast-twister 17,7 3^0 15ox/' 
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Cod« 

No. 

Name,  according 
to Hungarian 
list  of producta 

Total wag« 
of technical 
labour/prime 
costs reduced 
to wages 

per cent 

Technolo--Degre« 
gical         of nasa 
equipment produc- 

tion 

Pt/Pt      per cent 

h h X3 

2oo49 Past-twister with Basket 17,7 3,75 15ox/ 

2oo58 Press Shearer 17,7 3,33 33 

2oo62 Lathe EU 5oo/15oo 18,o 3,83 4 00 

2oo63 Aluminium Cable A3ZB 6 kW 18,8 5,82 401/ 

2oo64 Milling Machine UP 222 18,6 3,44 131 

2oo65 Tractor U 28 17.1 4,41 12 

2oo?l Crane Engine  "Hors" 17,2 3,66 loo*' 

2oo78 Ball Bearing 62o5 17,4 4,6o 125 

2oo81 Lathe  RT 80 18,0 4,o9 27 

2olo3 Bus IK 63o 16,7 3,7o 167 

2ol27 X-Ray Apparatus "Diagne MMX** 18,4 2,88 13o*/ 

20400 Cast-iron Bath-tub 14,8 4,36 I80 

2o4o4 Padlock  "TutoH 
13,0 3,12 150 

2o4o5 Padlock  "Tutius" 15,6 2,77 15o 

22I0I Portal Crane 5 t 16,6 4,22 22o 

22I02 Vacuum-cleaner "Venus'* 18,2 3,64 34 

22I03 Lorry  "Csepel" 45o 16,7 3,7o 3 
22104 Refrigerator "Lehel" 12o 1 15,9 3,34 3o 
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0 ode 

No. 

Nan«, aocording 
to Hungarian 
list of producti 

Total wagt Ttchnolo- Degree 
of technical gical    of masa 
labour/prime equipment prodúc- 
eoste raducad tion 
to «ages 
par cant Pt/Pt  por cant 

xi X2 h 
221 o5 Railway Passangar 

Coach COCP 2o,0 3,8o 476 

22106 Motorcycle "Caepal"  25o 16,* *.*3 5o"/ 
22I08 Steam-turbine  "Lang" 

24 MW 19,1 3,8o 33 
22111 Steam Boiler 12o  t 19.1 *,59 15 
222oo Grinding Automaton 

KU 250/750 

Araraga /unwîghtad/ 

17,6 3,72 129 

16,7 3,7o 113 

z/ aatimatad raluea 

xx/ with Japan included 
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Tabi« 2 «ho«« thare ara significant différencia 

between the produots examined as regards the nume« 

rioal Yaluea of the three afflcienoy coefficients. 

The greatest differences oan be found In the degree, 

of «asa production. 

The dispersion is strong also in respect of 

technological equipment, irti ere the highest valu« 

ooourring is almost 2,4-fold of the lowest /5,82 

and 2,45/. 

For the share of the «age of the teohnioal 

staff the same ratio is 1,7:1 /2o:12,6/. 

The next stage of the analysis was to inves- 

tigate the interrelations between the efficienoy 

indicators and the factors of efficiency shown. 

First   the connection with the efficiency 

indicators was examined if the products ware ranked 

by the share of technical wages, technological 

equipment and the degree of mass production. It 

could be established that the higher values of all 

three efficiency factors involve, as a tendency 

smaller per unit inputs, with considerable disper- 

sion. 

In order to characterize the interrelations 

numerioally, the correlation coefficients have 

been computed. The results are summarized in Table 3. 
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Tabla ? 

ivldual corrila tion between the factors 

of efficiency and  the individual Indicatori 

of efficiency 

Nota- 
tion        Independent variable 

Correlation with the 
dependent variable 

3 

X,  Share of "technical" 
wages 

2^, Technologic«! equipment 

Xx Degree of mass produo- 
*    ti on 

-o,35      -o,26      -o,26 

-o,29      -o,18      -o,21 

-o,31      -o,36      -o,33 

Beyond what has been already  established,  the 

figures  in Table 3 also show  that   the  individual 

faotors  of efficiency are in closest  connection with 

the prima costs reduced  to wages. This  is  under- 

standable. Por instance,  the raising of  the techno- 

logical  equipment  of labour will  increase  the cost 

of the assets.  Prom the assets the  prime  costs redu- 

ced to wages  take  into account  only amortization 

while both the production price and  the shadow price 
alsoy 

reckon,with a factor for assets  engaged /the shadow 

price with a  smaller,  the production price with a 

bigger one/.  The situation is analogous  if the 

share of  the wages paid   co the technical staff is 

raised in proportion. 
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The three factors combined determined the per 

unit  Inputs more decisively  than any of them taken 

separately.  This is shown by the results of  the 

correlation calculations  summarized in Table  4, 

Table 4 

Total and partial correlation between the  effi- 

ciency  factors investigated and the per unit  inputs 

Dependent  variable      ^°**¿Partial correlation with 
»?*•-    n^f,Hn„ latioñ tha  ^dependent variable» tion      Denomination ia"on  ~ ^ 

2 I3 

Y- 

Prime  costs re- 
duced to wages 

Y. 

dollar 

Production price 

dollar 

Shadow price 

-o,49      -0,28      -o,25      -o,31 

2    _ _0#45     _0i23     -o,15     -0,36 

Y       —,  -o#44      -o,23      -0,18      -o,33 
dollar 

This means that the  total correlation with the 

first  efficiency factor    examined  is moderately 

close,   while It   is somewhat weaker with  the   two 

other  indicators  of efficiency.   In   respect   of   the 

degree   of mass production,   tha  partial  correla- 

tion   is   essentially   identical   with  the  Individual 

correlation while  it   is  somewhat weaker in  respect 

of the  two other factors. 
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As a  result  of complex regression analysis 

/which simultaneously takes  into account  the threw 

independent  variables/ the parameters of the  func- 

tions described were obtained.   /Table 5/ 

Tabled 

Regression coefficients and constant» 

Forint/g 

Nota- 
Dependent variable Partial regression 

coefficients Oon- 
Denomination X]/VXg/Ft/Pt/ xy %/     stants 

Prime  costs re- 
duced  to wages 

dollar 

Production price 

dollar 

Shadow price 

dollar 

-1,66 -3,68 

-2,lo -3,3o 

-2,31 -4,52 

-0,49        73,9 

-o,7o      loi,7 

-o,73      115,7 

According to the data  in Table 5,   if the share 

of wages paid to the  technical  staff is  one per cent 

higher,  the  prime costs reduced   to wages necessary 

to procure  one dollar falls by Ft  1,66,  the produc- 

tion price  by Ft  2,lo and  the  shadow price by Ft  2,31 

A  raising of the   technological equipment  by 

about Ft 2o  ooo /annual average wages were around 
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that figure/ will reduo« th« prim« costs reduoed 

to wages neoessary to earn on« dollar by Pt 3,68, 

the production prioe by Pt 3,3o and the shadow 

price by Pt 4,52. 

A lo per cent increase of the degree of mass 

production in comparison to the Western European 

average will bring savings of o,4o - o,73 Ft/¿. 

The above interrelations can be expressed in 

a more generalized form if the Ft/# values are con- 

verted to indicators as a percentage of th« average 

of th« efficienoy indicators. /Table 6/ 

Table 6 

Regression coefficients and constants as a 

percentage of the averaae of efficiency indicators 

Dependent variable    Partial regression 
coefficients     Oon- 

^" Denomination     V*' X2M/Pt/ X?/ M    stants 

Prime costo re- 
duced to wages 

Y 
Production price 

2 ^ _        _4ï53      _ 71o       _1 5o 218 

dollar ' 

Shadow price 
Y _  ^|45      . 8 7o       -x 41 222 

dollar ' 
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Application of trend oaloulatlons 

In the planning of the production and export 

possibilities of engineering the computation of 

Tarious trends may also  be  frequently expedient. 

Their use   enables mainly  the  extrapolation of 

the prevailing tendencies. In the  knowledge  of the 

determined or  the prevailing growth rate  of  the 

economy and,   relying on  the  experience of  earlier 

periods,  the  relation between the  development  of 

engineering and  the whole   of the  eoonomy /the 

ohanges  in its structural position/,  by extrapolat- 

ing the proper trends and  their interrelation pre- 

liminary estimates may be  obtained about   the  im- 

pulses  the growth of the   economy will exert  on the 

engineering industries  and what will be the main 

direction o*f movement  of   the  latter. 

As a matter of fact,   trend  calculations  oan 

be  used mainly   in the  initial sta^e  of planninfl, 

to assess the  place and  development  of engineering. 

Generally,   if  we  speak about  trends,   what   is meant 

is an analytical  trend.  According to  our experien- 

ces,   this  is,   namely,   the  kind  of  trends which 

proved to be  best suited  for more  exact extrapola- 

tions. 
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The drawing up of a development plan starts 

almost  in all cases with the  elaboration of  trends 

since  in this way the effect  of the  general  growth 

of  industry  on  that   of engineering and  on export 

possibilities  to be  created by  the  development  of 

engineering oau be  established in the first  approxima- 

tion. 

On the basis of the global production of in- 

dustry and engineering the following trends oould 

be established  for I950-I966: 

Trend  of  industry:    Y »    12o  .  l,o9* 

Trend of engineering:    Y - 133 .  l,o91x, 

O   * 37,6 per cent 

Por the  trends themselves  see pp. 82    83 

The accuracy  of  the  computations and  the charaoter 

of the conclusions  to be  drawn from them is much 

impaired by  the  fact   that   in the mid-fifties  thers 

were   stronc fluctuations   in Hungary   both in  industry 

as a whole and  in engineering and  thus  the devia- 

tions  from the  trend are considerable. 
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Application of Input-Output tabltf 

In Hungarian planning- practice the Input- 

output analyses are usually performed for the 

"global social product". The global social produot 

Is in our terminology the sum of the material 

Talues produced in a given period - usually a 

year - in the national economy. The balance of 

the global social product Is essentially an agg- 

regate balance showing the flow of the social 

product between branches. It is called upon to 

disclose the relations, material connections bet- 

ween branches of economy, or sectors. The funda- 

mental idea of planning with the aid of the Input- 

output table is the following: 

The form of the table: 

H 

tfcara    K    la the matrix of direct material require- 

ments, with    k^ showing the quantity  of 

output of sector 1,    absorbed as an Input 

by  sector    j, 
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T li ih« final utilisâtion, oonaietin» of 

th« columna of grots investment, con- 

sumption and export, 

I is the vector of gross output, equal to 

th« sum of the columns in K and T 

H is the lower wing of the table compris- 

ing amortization, wages and accumulation, 

Xj is the global social product of sector i, 

z is the transposed of vector x. 

Mow, if the sum of the columns in matrix T ia 

equal to y /the rector of net output/ and th« SUB 

of the rows in matrix H is equal to vector h, 

/the value added/, and 

K \V  - A, "hera (x)"1 Is the inverse 

of the diagonal matrix formed from the elements of 

vector x, and A is the matrix of technological 

coefficients, whose element a., shows the quantity 

of output of sector i absorbed by sector J per 

unit of output in sector J, the basic formula« 

necessary for planning will be: 

y • /ïï-A/x  where E is the unit matrix, th« 

other notations being known, and 

x • /1-A/" y where /E-A/"1 is the inverse of th« 

trix /E-A/, the matrix of th« cu- 

mulated or total coefficients, its 
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•lèsent    rt.    show ine *ht quanti ty 

of output of sector    i    required both 

directly and   indirectly  for  one  unit 

of  final demand   In  sector    J. 

In Hungary   three types   of  tho   input-output 

Ithod are  known /denoted   in  turn by    A, B  a-id C/ 

differing in  the   treatment  of  importa.   In variant A, 

Imports are   included  in  the  material  utilization 

of each sector,   thus  in tnis variant e.g.   the spare 

parts of machinery  imported   for mining will   figure 

•s  the output   of   the engineering industry absorbed 

by mining.  The  division   of   imports  by  sectors relli« 

on the consideration which  domestic  industry would 

have produced  the  articles  in question,  the produc- 

tion of which  sector has been substituted  by  imports. 

In variant    B     the  imports  used   in material  consump- 

tion are  in  a  single row vectcr.  Finally,   in variant 0# 

the  Imports and   the domestic   inputs figure  separat- 

ely  in each cell   of  the matrix.  The system is comp- 

lemented  by  a  chessboard   table  of  imports  enabling 

the  transition  from each variant  to the other. 

The most  stable connections are represented 

by  the  table  of  type    A,   since this expresses the 

reel input-output relatione. 
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The various typas ara  tusad mainly  In connec- 

tion with the  planning of   the  balance  of payments. 

Statistical  Input-output   tables have  been com- 

puted in Hungary  for the years  1957,  1959,   1961 and 

1965. The variants A, B and C were compiled eaoh 

time. 

The sector breakdown of the  tables hitherto 

computed was  rather different.  Por 1957 the table 

oomprised  38  sectors,  for 1959 45,  for 1961 and 

1965 already  93. The number of  sectors in the 

planned tabla  for 197o is 2o. 

With tha method  in question the  global  econom- 

ic processes  belonging to a given engineering ex- 

port program  can be disclosed.  It  can be  used in 

two forme  in  planning: 

- for the purposes of simple  input-output analysis, 

- for linear programming based  on the  input-output 

table. 

The input-output table  is a useful tool for 

analysing the export processes of the engineering 

industries. 

In the  short  term,  our experience  is  that the 

technological   conditions do not  change  suddenly In 

an economy,   it  may be  thus also assumed  that  the 

Input coefficients remain stable in the  short  term. 
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Iff however, we assume that the input coefficients 

are stable in a period, we will be in a position 

to plan, on the one hand, the quantity of goods 

available to the economy by the end of the period 

and, on the other, to distribute these goods. This 

plan of distribution will - keeping in view the 

desirable volume of angineering products to be ex- 

ported, for which as has been mantioned in the 

first part of this study; information can be derived 

from the general plan of economic policy providing 

a framework for the tasks and possibilities also 

of the engineering branches. 

The use of the input-output techniques in plann- 

ing relies, as a matter of fact, on the total /cu- 

mulated/ coefficients. The technological coeffi- 

cients show, namely, only the direct connections 

but not the total material inputs of the branches. 

The utilizing branches - in this case the engin- 

eering sectors - use e.g. electric energy not only 

directly, but also embodied in the metallurgical 

products. This is of outstanding importance, since, 

if a large-scale development of engineering is 

planned, it will involve also the development of 

the energetic basis and not only to the extent in- 

dicated by the technological coefficient at the 
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intersection of the "engineering'' columns and the 

row of "electric energy" but beyond it, because 

the development of engineering raises additional 

requirements against metallurgy and that again in- 

duces the growth of demand on energy, etc.. 

The calculations of this cumulated demand 

/multiplicator effect/ takes place with the aid 

of the inverse matrix. The inverse matrix, whioh 

is computed for each input-output table compiled, 

shows immediately these cumulated inputs per unit 

of final demand. With its aid also the import 

labour, amortization and accumulation content of 

a unit of additional output can be easily deter- 

mined. 

Table 7 

Cumulated inputs in some branches 

per loo forint of final demand, average of 19^9-64 

Branch 
Amor- Wages 

Electric energy 8,4 

Metallurgy 26,5 

SnRlneerinft 24,4 

Chemical industry 29,4 

Accumu- Imports     tiza-    and *ccumu- Total 
tion    Incomes   latl°* 

28,6 

15,8 

lo,5 

11,7 

24,o 

19,1 

28,o 

17,9 

39,o 

38,6 

37,1 

41,0 

loo,o 

loo,o 

loo,o 

loo,o 



« 
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Thus, from the Input-output  tabi«  the indlreot 

and the cumulated  Inputs from labour,  energy,  im- 

ported products etc  per unit of  exports of the 

engineering industries can be calculated. In possess« 

ion of   these data  it  can ba,   of course,   also calcu- 

lated what additional  burden originates  - owing to 

the  indirect  and  reverberating effeots  - for the 

other sectors of the   economy  if the  export perfor- 

mance of the  engineering industry   is to be increased, 

Planning has  generally  two possibilities: 

either to determino  the  output deemed necessary for 

the end  of  the period and fit the   inputs to that  or, 

to estimate the  structure and level  of   inputs,  traoe 

through the  technological connections  the primary 

inputs  and  obtain  the  possible  output   in this way. 

When the  intention  is  to increase  the  output  of 

engineering for export /if this task is  prescribed/, 

the  first method will  obtain  greater emphasis. In 

such cases  the   task  is,   obviously,   not   only  to 

adapt  the  inputs  to  the  output  task but   the struc- 

ture of  output must   itself adapt  to  the  situation 

emerging because  of  the  primacy  of  export tasks. 

Since the  resources available   to  the economy 

oannot be neglected  even if we start  from the output 

tasks,  the first step will concentrate  on the deter- 
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m1A»ti on of the optimum total lavai and pattern of 

output  under the given conditions,  with the increas- 

ed exports of  engineering products.  Although the 

planning of  this level and structure   is a most 

serious  task,   since  it  affects problems  connected 

with the  planning, of  the  whole pattern of the 

economy,   it  transcends  the engineering industry as 

well and   cannot  be   treated  in the  scope   of this 

study. Prom the point  of view  of planning the  engin- 

eering branches it  must   be assumed  as  given;   only 

in this way can planning start from the  needs. 

Thus,   if the volume  and pattern of  final demand 

is  known,   together with  the  technological matrix 

only the  adequate production levels must  be deter- 

mined.  In  the  knowledge  of  these data,  however,  the 

reverberating effects due  to indirect  relations 

must  be  assessed with sufficient accuracy   in order 

to be able  to  examine the harmony between the necess- 

ary  output  levels    and the available  capacities and 

labour.   In principle,   only  the application of   the 

inverse matrix will yield  sufficiently accurate 

results  for the accounting of   indirect  effects. 

By  starting from the needs, wa  can   reach  in 

the above manner a certain necessary   level  of   in- 

puts and  output. It  may,   however,  easily happen 
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that the available capacities and manpower, eto., 

are not in harmony with the orders of magnitude 

necessary for the given program. In this case the 

needs must be adapted to the resources available 

and then the calculation performed by starting 

from the resources and the result will be an output 

program. Por the second step the inverse matrix is 

no more necessary. 

According to our experiences the solution ob- 

tained in the first round excegded as a rule in 

respect of inputs the possibilities allowed by 

existing resources and with the narrowest bott- 

lenecks the claims had to be reduced and it had to 

be examined with smaller inputs how to secure the 

determined output. Obviously, a relatively accep- 

table solution may be arrived at by several itera- 

tions only. 

It follows from the nature of such procedures 

that they must converge on some result and the 

result will much depend on the steps taken in the 

individual stages of the iteration process. 

Another circumstance must be mentioned. As is 

known, various inputs can partly substitute each 

other. Accordingly, the technological coefficients 

«ay be flexible to some e tent. /This will, of 

course, also depend on the length of the period 
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to be planned./ Therefore,  there  is  some chanoe 

to harmoniza  final demand and  the  production levels 

even  if neither the  pattern of demand can be adapt- 

ed  to the capacities nor conversely.  These  substitu- 

tions  can bo  relatively  easily  calculated  since 

only   such modifications have  to be   taken  into 

account which are palpable as a direct  effect  on 

the  change  of  the coefficients. 

Dépendance  on  tho  choice  of   the  individual 

steps  is,  however,   only  one  of  the difficulties. 

Another one  is   the measurement of  inputs.  In our 

planning practice  the contribution  of  the  engin- 

eering industries  to  the global  social product 

and  the  inputs are measured  in  terms  of  the "gross 

production value". This concept  of  the Hungarian 

statistical and planning practice  is the aggregate 

of  the "gross production values"1'   of  the  individual 

x/ The  "gross production value" as a micro-economio 
category  is determined on  enterprise  level by 
adding up the  following items,   determined with 
the  aid  of accounting methods: 

a/ Value of  finished products at producers' 
prices, 

b/ The value  of  investments made  on  own account 
and with  own forces,  at producers»  prices. 

c/ The  value  of  services performed,  and   the 
production  of  energy,  at producers'   prices. 

d/ The  value  of changes  in inventories at prim« 
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•nterprises In the engineering industries. /The 

same relates  to all other sectors as well./ Prom 

this method  there follows  a certain duplication in 

the value   of  the  global  social product  since a 

product may  be   taken into account  several  times 

in terms  of value.  If,  from one period   to  the other, 

there  occurs  a  change  in  the  organizational  setup 

of the engineering industries,  also  the   extent  of 

duplications will change.  Our planning practice 

relies on empirical  evidence  for the estimation 

of the changes   in this duplication. 

Though the  "gross production value"  comprises 

by definition,  also the material inputs,   our ex- 

perience is  that  neither the  so-called net  indica- 

tors /as value  added  or the  sum of wages and net 

Income/ are free of problems. Hungarian practice 

applies,   therefore rather the "gross"  categories. 

As regards  the  lonR-term planning of engin- 

eering,   the  question emerges again whether to 

start from the   level  of production and  final utili- 

zation /that  is,  from the   total  output  of  engineer- 

ing and, within it, from the desired  exports/ or 

from the structure of  inputs. Of course,   no general 

or unequivocal answer can be given,   but   if  our aim 

is to clear up  the macroeconomic conditions of  the 
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«port capacity of engineering, «he first method 

should be chosen« 

We must not neglect  the problem that,  beyond 

what  has  been already mentioned,   in long-term plann- 

ing the changes  in the  input coefficients or rather 

the planning of  these changes cause  serious diffi- 

culties. No Hungarian experience  can be recorded 

as yet   in this field  but the methodology of long- 

term planning is now  under elaboration in the 

National Planning Office and we hope   to be able 

to render account  of  some  experience  by 19?o. As 

regards medium-term planning,  an  investigation was 

conducted   in the  car and tractor  industry about 

the  expected changes   in the input  coefficients 

between .966-19707 This analysis dealt with the 

material and labour  inputs  In the  following way. 

x/ The method was devised by  the Long-term Develop- 

ment Section  of  the Technological  Institute for 

Engineering in the   course  of  constructing a 

model  for the  car and tractor  industry. 
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The material Input» were worked oat by takln* 

lato account the material requirements  of the 

products and spare parts,  first for 1965 and then 

the changes were assessed for 197o, 

The products turned  out were  converted with 

the aid  of certain multipliers  into  so-called 

"leading products"  and part of the  changes in ma- 

terial  input coefficients was explained in terms 

of the material requirements of these  leading 

products. 

Another part of  the coefficients was the ma- 

terial requirement  of   the spare parts.  To deter- 

mine   the  inputs needed,   such factors  had  to be 

taken  into account  as   the  rising average lifetime 

of the passenger cars   or  trucks and   other vehicles 

sold  and  still  in use /since this  affects the ratio 

between  general repairs and maintenance/,   the share 

of rapidly   outworn parts /by kinds  of  materials/, 

the demands  of the various users  on  spare parts,   etc. 

In assessing the   changas in technology the 

assumption was that 

- the enterprises develop in the period investigated 

/five years/ mainly   the  traditional   technologies 

and 
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• no major specialization or concentration will 

takt placa   In either technology  or producta. 

These  abstractions   enabled  firat   the establish- 

ment of   trends showing  the  earlier development  of 

the material   inputs and  then the extrapolation of 

the changea. 

The  following analyses revealed some rules 

at work.  Thus,  e.g.,  in respect of  the  inputs fro» 

some materials: 

- A  general   tendency for substituting unalloyad 

forged products  for pig iron could be established 

with dumpers,  buses,  Diesel-engines and spare 

parts.  The per unit   inputs   from unalloyed forged 

steel  rose /e.g. with Diesel-engines  by lo per 

centi/ at   the  expense  of mostly  pig iron and 

partly  at  that of unalloyed steel  bars and thick 

plates,  clearly pointing to a substitution rela- 

tion. 

- With the  growing series  in  the production of 

buses,   dumpers,  and trucks,  and  under  the effect 

of the  spread  of welding techniques,   in tne ma- 

terial   requirements of  the chassis  the per unit 

inputs  from unalloyed  bars,   tubes and plates 

increased. 



• Similar luv«itlgati (mm «art oarrlad oat for tht 

e hangts in  the  Inputs  from unalloytd  steel sec- 

tions,  aluminium plates and  sheets,  alumlnluB 

eastings,   non-ferrous metals and products  from 

the same, ball-bearings,  etc. 

As  regards spare   parts,   it «as established 

that      the average material requirements of  tht 

spare parts  ara diminishing /the  share  of more 

labour-intensivü  spare   parts  is  increasing/.  The 

lover limit   of  this  reduction was   found  to be - 

with most products  -  the  point where  the material 

requirements per  one million  forint  of  spare parts 

diTided  by  the material   requirements per one million 

forint  of  finished  product /e.g.  a   tractor/ approxi- 

mated unity.  This  seemed  to be  generally valid even 

If  there were  differences  in respect of  individual 

kinds of materials.   In   the period   under  investiga- 

tion this reduction of   the material  requirements 

of  spare parts  took place at   first   steeply and 

later along a  flat   curve. This could  be  well  ob- 

served for such materials as\alloyed  forged  steel 

unalloyed rolled and drawn bars,  pig iron,  unalloy- 

td bare sections,  etc.  /Set p. 99.   ./ 
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By generalizing the findings of the above 

investigations,   the changes  in the  input coeffici- 

ents were determined and the  input  coefficients 

for 197o were worked out. The results are shown in 

the following tabi«. 

Table 8 

Materials 
Change from 1965 to 1970 

1965 • 1,000 

Pig-iron Casting 
Steel Casting 

Forged Steel, Alloyed 
Porged Steel,  Unalloyed 
Bar Profile 3teel,  Unalloyed 
Bar Profile Steel, Alloyed 
Thin-sheet,  Unalloyed 
Wedium Sheet,  Unalloyed 
Thick Unalloyed Plates 
Tube, Hot-rolled 
Tube,  Cold-profiled 
Bar Profiled,  Unalloyed 
Bar Profiled, Alloyed 
Aluminium Plates 
Aluminium,  Alloyed 

Non-ferrous Metal Semi-produot 
Bronze and Slide Bearing 

Semi-product 

Dumpers 

o,949 
o,949 
0,924 
1, c51 
o,949 
o,975 
l,o51 
o,924 
0,924 
l,ooo 
l,ooo 
0,924 

o,975 

1,27o 
l,13o 

Buses 

l,ooo 
l,ooo 

l,o51 

o,949 
l,ooo 

o,949 

0.975 
o,975 
l,loo 
l,o76 

1.13o 

l,ooo 
l,ooo 
l,ooo 

l,ooo 
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As  regards the changea in the labour Input 

coefficients,,  the factors  examined were the follow- 

ing: 

- direct  labour requirements, 

- indirect   labour requirements, 

- the requirements in respect of salaried «api07ees 

/office workers/. 

The  direct labour requirements oould be  easily 

established  from the norms prescribed  in terms  of 

hours  for  the products. 

The  indirect  labour requirements were calcu- 

lated with the aid  of technico-economic parameter! 

in the   following breakdown: 

- workers  engaged  In carrying the materials and 

products within  the  factory, 

- technolocical suparvlsers,   /relying on the  tech- 

nologically necessary  per  ux.it   time   of checking, 

the  checking time  comprised   In  the mechanical 

operation,   etc./, 

- maintenance  staff /average  time  necessary  for 

maintenance  in  relation to mechanical operation 

hours/, 

- workers engaged   in producing tools and equipment, 

- machine   fitters and regulators. 

The   labour requirements  first  established for 

plants  in the industry were  broken down to product« 
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and in this w<§y the per unit labour requirement! 

expressed in hours vere  obtained.  Por  illustration, 

the per unit   labour requirements  obtained for 197o 

are shown for buses and dumpers; 

w 9 

lonler * shSrleT"   Dumpers 

than 11 meters        5»5 cu*m' 

Normative hours per unit        16oo,o        29oo,o        35o,o 

Total of normative  hours, 
looo hours 

Direot labour 

Indirect  labour 

Total physical  labour 

laployees 

Workers + empioye as 

Per unit  labour  requirement 
/heads per pieces/ 1,2767 2,2885      o,444o 

192o,o 377o,o 175,0 

873,0 1714,0 8o,0 

315,0 591,o 87,0 

1138,o 23o5,o 167,0 

344,o 67o,o 55,o 

1532,o 2975,o 222,0 

Such detailed  survey  cannot  be  performed  in 

all cases for  obvious* reasons. In  our opinion in 

planning for shorter poriods,  one   or  two years, 

the assumption  of an unchanged input pattern is 

Justified without  making any  serious mistakes. 
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Manning problems connected with tht application 

of  input-output  techniques 

The planning procedure  relying on  the  Input- 

output   table  comprises not  negligible   soirees of 

•rror. This  problem has been  in tht cantre  of in- 

terest   of   international  literature and   several 

Hungarian studies  have also dealt with   the margin« 

of  «rror of  the  input-output  tables.       There  is a 

general  corsensus  among economists as   regards the 

oauses of the possible  errore. A  listing of the 

major causes will not  be  immaterial  in  this piaoa 

eince the engineering industries are where the 

biggest  errors may   occur in planning,   because it 

la here  that  the  coefficients  show  the  greatest 

fluctuation. 

As a  first approximation,   the  error« may be 

divided  into  two major groups:   the  first  comprise» 

the  Inaccuracies  of  statistical  observations,  mea- 

surement and computations,  the  second  relatée to 

the  abstractions,   simplifying assumptions made in 

the  table,  that  is,   to ¡rob1ems of contents. Pro« 

the point  of view  of planning,   it amounts of course, 

to the  same whether  the error made  is  formal or not 

but   the distinction becomes  important  If we wish to 

reduce the margins  of  error or wish to know the 

expected  inaccuracies. 
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The causas of the irrora on In g to th« oontant« 

•ri tha following: 

- Homo Renelty of the  tabla. Tha planning using th« 

input-output  table  relies on the  hypothesis that 

the pattern of  each unit  of  input is the sane. 

This abstraction neglects  the   fact   that  the sama 

product  can be   turned out  with the aid  of essen- 

tially  different  technologies,  with material 

inputs  there   is a broad  scope   for  substitution. 

Therefore,  even  in  the most detailed sector break- 

down,  where  the abstraction  of homogeneity may 

••em to be more  or  less  Justified,   the pattern 

of  inputs may   rapidly  change. 

- Linearity   of  the  inputs  is another simplifying 

assumption.  There  have been  investigation« to 

assess  th« magnitude  of   the   error due  to thia 

aaaumption by  constructing cost  functions  for 

th« branches. As  is   known,   the cost   function« 

take  the   form of a "U"  but   the deviation between 

th« maxima and minima was only  about  lo p«r cant 

in  the  cases  examined and  thus  we may  safely 

assume  that  th« assumption of   linearity does not 

eause  too  g,reat  errors. 

" Th«  static character derives  from  the  structura 

of the table  itself. Dynamic«, meaning th« ohanga« 
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in tht coefficients over time, can be introduced 

into tha  model  only   through external  factors. 

In our planning practice the   input-output 

tabi«   is used with the  fact   figures  for both  th« 

direct  and   the  cumulated   input  pattern and   this 

amounts to   the  ne&lsction  of  technological develop- 

ment.  The problem presents   itself  in  tuo aspects: 

partly  the   level  of  input   falls  and  partly  its 

structure  changes since development   is  uneven also 

in this respect. 

In view of  the above  considerations it should 

be obvious   that   the hypothesis  of  unchanged coeffi- 

cients  is  unacceptable for  the long-term.  The prob- 

lem is  within what period   it   is permissible  to 

start   from  a  fact  table.  Our experiences seem to 

verify   that  a  table  can be   used  for  planning pur- 

poses   over a period  of 3-5 years  with a 5 per cent 

margin of error /the  latter  relating to  the average 

and not  the  maximum deviations/. 

To judge  the masjiitude  of  the  error,  most  often 

the following method   is  used  in statistical analy- 

ses: 

II   Vt - *t-l   • Tt   II 
»her«    Vt    m    gross output   in year    t    in a break- 

down by   sectors. 

t-1 m    matrix of cumulated   inputs  in  th« 
preceding year, 

T|    m    final utilization in year    t 
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If all data originated in year t or t-1, that 

la. If thty related to the same year, the absolute 

value denoted by the formula v?ould be zero. Owing, 

however, to soma of the abovo enumerated causes, 

the matrix of cumulated inputs /Q* 1/ "ill changa 

in the next period and thare arises a difference 

between the actual and the "planned" output. /The 

quotation marks indicate that in this case the 

planning took place ex post in possession of tha 

aotual fact figures./ 

The above calculations were performed and 

also the deviations of the "planned" data from tha 

raal ones were computed. The conclusions «are tha 

following ones; 

• Tha big and small coefficients behave differently 

/for practical reasons, the input coefficient« 

•bove 3 per cent are considered as big/. The big 

coefficients hardly fluctuate - between 3-5 per 

oant on average - but the fluctuations becom« 

•or« intensive the smaller the coefficients. 

• As regards either the rows or the columns, tha 

changes in coefficients tend to balance out» 

Thla process is stronger in respect of the co- 

luans than in respect of the rows; the standard 

deviation is 60 per oant on average, with tha 
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rows it  is 4o and with the columns only 2o. Thus 

the decompensation effect  is 2o per cent with the 

former and 4o with the latter. Thus,  the decisive 

cause  of   the  fluctuation  is not  the ohanae  in the 

level  of   inputs but   some   of the other factors 

listed among thò sources  of error. 

Since  the  level  of  inputs has  been found  to 

be much more stable   than  the part  of the gross 

output  used  for productiva consumption  In  the  in- 

dividual  branches,   the conslusion had  to  be drawn 

that  those branches  are Hmost   unstable" which 

release a   great portion of  their output  for final 

utilization. The share of  final  utilization in the 

gross output of engineering was between 55 and 65 

per cent   in the years I964-I966 and  this must  be 

observed   in planning the  engineering branohes. 

A third  statement - which may  seem trivial - was 

that   the  deviations   considerably increase with 

the years   from the  date of compilation.  In the 

year following the compilation  of the table and 

the next  one the  errors will be minimum but in 

the third  and the following years  the greatest 

deviations will  reach lo-2o per cent and beyond 

5 years they will grow to such extent that the 

table will  be no more suited for planning long- 

term orientation. 
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The ohanges, fluctuations In coefficients 

have been observed in concrete analyses of data 

on engineering.    The computations have led to 

the rather surprising result that it will not be 

the increasing of the number of sectors - other- 

wise leading to homogeneity - that will result in 

more reliable, or more stable coefficients, but, 

on the contrary, the aggregation of the sectors. 

For instance, the fluctuation in total engineer- 

ing of the consumption of iron and steel was only 

2,5 per cent in four years, while that in non- 

ferrous metallurgy was 22 per cent. It seems that 

the pattern of big and small coefficients has a 

dominating role in shaping the deviations. 

A tracing of the changes in input coefficient« 

is a particularly difficult task if the table Is 

all too detailed, if it contains too many sectors. 

Various methods are applied to establish the actual 

ohangee in the input coefficients. 

According to a study on the subject, between 

1955 and 1958 no regularity could be established 

for the changes in inputs. Por the purpose of 

Illustration the changes in the iron and stesi 

inputs of some important products are shown* 
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WU 19. 

Product 

Hot- 
rolled 
steel 

Cold-rolled 
and drawn 

steel 
Cast- 
ings 

Porged 
parts 

k i 1 o g r a m s 

Drilling Machines 

0Ï 2 175 17 2597 145 
RP 2 315 51 4967 141 
RP 31 543 73 6989 297 

Milling Machinas 

VP 23 653 32 4841 35o 
UP 23 583 36 4315 573 

Bist 

Bicycle "Tura" 2,4 13,5 0.3 2,2 
Motorcycle 

"Pannonia" 5o,5 3o,5 10.7 15,0 
Head of Sewing 
Machine 3o o>5 3.0 16,1 0.7 
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TlHt U 

Material Inputs in 1958 

Product 
Hot- 
rolled 

Cold-rolled 
and  drawn 

steel 
Cast-    Forged 
inga      parts 

kilograms 

Drilling Machines 

OP 2 188 

RP 2 Jo5 

RP 31 685 

22 2561 181 

58 45o5 185 

lo5 7778 48o 

Milling Machinai 

VP 23 611 

UP 23 649 

Sisa 

Bioycle "Tura"    2,3 

Motorcycle 
"Pannonia"    59,7 

Head of Sewing 
Machine 3o       o,6 

29 4o84 382 

26 3955 258 

12,8 o,5 2,2 

25,8 lo,6 15,3 

2,7 14,o o,7 

The tables show that the per unit inputs ara 

not constant nor can the direction of the changes 

be established or generalized. The changes in each 

year between 1955 and 1958 are indicated by • and - 

signs in the following table. 
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znios 
Changes In material Input« 

from 1955 to  1958 

Produot 
Hot- 
rolled 

Gold-rolled 
and drawn 
steal 

Cast- 
ings 

Porgad 
parts 

Drilling Machines 
OF    2 - • • • - - - • - • - • 
RF    2 • - • - + « - - • + • - 
RF 31 • • - o • • o • • o + • 

Milling Maohinea 
YF 23 • - • • - • • - - «. + - 

ÜF 23 • - • * • - • - - — + *• 

Bist 
Bioyole "Tara" - • - ... 0-0 0-0 
Motoroyóla 

"Pennonia" • - • - - • -   0  0 • - • 
Head of Saving 
Machine 3o - • • - - • - • • -  •   0 

Linear proarammin«. based on input-output tabla: 

applications in entdneerlnfi 

It  is  known  that with certain transformation and 

extension the  input-output  table  can be used as a 

linear programming model.        This method has been 

applied by the National Planning Office of Hungary. 

It  is a unique feature of the Hungarian application 
tb*t » Planne^ input-output table has been uaed  for 
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thli purpose and not a table reflecting economio 

processes that have already  taken place« 

The  transformation of  the  input-output  table 

for usa  in a programming task for planning has not 

caused  serious difficulties,   only some   conditions 

fixed   in the  table  had   to  be  removed. The  table 

considers, namely,   the  export  and  import  coeffi- 

cients as determined magnitudes, while   in  the 

programming model  they are  treated as variables. 

In addition,   the model   took into account  techno- 

logical  variants,   it  made  a  distinction between 

production  in old,   reconstructed and new plants. 

With the conditions  thus  changed,   the  resources 

are no more considered  as  fixed  eithe~.   Instead, 

lower and  upper bounds are  applied depending on 

market  conditions. 

The starting point  for  the  engineering model 

was also an  input-output   table  comprising 81  engin- 

eering sectors( 14  other  industrial  sectors  and 18 

ones      for the  other branches  of  the  economy. 

The  reason why   it   is  considered adavantagaous 

to use an input-output  table for the programming 
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of anginaaring production is that  - as haa bean 

•trassed  in the  first Chapter of  this  study  - tha 

output  and  foreign trade  targets  of  a  real national 

aoonomic plan cannot  be  selected  at   random,   there 

exists  a mutual  interdependence between the  indi- 

vidual   targets.  /Obviously,   the   export   target  for 

engineering sets  limits  to  the production plan 

and conversely,   if the production plan  is decided 

this will  also  determine   the  possibilities  of 

foreign trade./ These  interrelations  are most 

palpably described precisely by  the   input-output 

table. 

A few short remarks are necessary about tha 

application of the model which has otherwise al- 

ready  been tested  in planning: 

The variables of the model are  the planned 

outputs of  the productive  sectors  of  the  economy 

on the  one hand and the  export required from tha 

economy as well as the necessary  imports,  on the 

other.  /The procedure oovered 18  sectors./ 

The programming reviewed serves   in Hungarian 

planning to ohack the harmony between resources 

and utilization. A surplus production arising at 

individual places or imbalances manifesting 
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themselves m surplus demand are eliminated, ae a 

rule, by  operativa management but the restoration 

of the   balança may have  several  unexpected and 

reverberating effects.   The mathematical program 

is called   upon to  lead   to a plan that  will be in 

equilibrium,  precisely   because it  can  trace all 

indirect  effects through the input-output   table. 

Thus mathematical programming fulfils a double 

litó: it partly performs - through the input-output 

table-the balancing of resources and utilization 

•nd partly provides a foundation for considerations 

of efficiency. Indeed, it makes further corrections 

on the plan proposals  beyond establishing equilibrium. 

The  objective  functions used  up  to now have 

been most  diversified  depending on  the   economic 

policy   thought to be  decisive  in  tha  plan period. 

The following objective  functions have  been used: 

- maximization of the  balance of payments  by trading 

relations /meaning here  the socialist and non- 

socialist   countries/; 

- maximization of the additional consumption by th. 
population. 

Beyond  these  "clean" obJaotiva ^^ 

also such u .hloh th9se „„ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

of parametric programming.  i„ these case. th. to. 

/or more/  emotiv, fêtions .ere mixed. ac00rding 

to different weights. 
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Jlg-ltrel programming 

The tasks and conditions of a given structural 

trend or export developmant objective can be planned 

in detail by products with the method of the so- 

called two-level programming. 

In the following wa are going briefly to review 

the methodology of planning in engineering with th« 

two-level programming, relying on calculations ac- 

tually tasted in Hungary. Also the methodological 

problems and the deficiencies of the method will be 

shown« 

The mathematical bases for the calculations 

mentioned were provided by the Dantzig-Wolfe decom- 

position method. Since it is widely known and 

accessible, the description of the mathematical 

formulae will be neglected and, instead, efforts 

will be made to present the experiences gained In 

the practical application of the method. 

Let us mention that, although among the variab- 

les of the model we find also such as investments 

or the production attained with the aid of invest- 

ments, any of these may be left out if not necess- 

ary for the investigation of soma export development 

trend. 
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1 • J>l»iral_f «a tures of_the__cal £ulat1 one 

The assumptions and simpllfioations employad 
are the following: 

a/ Th6  usual simplifications of  the single-period 

linear programming model: 

- the variables  of the modal  are continuous, 

that  is,  the  indivisibility  0f  individual 

activities and  resources io neglectod, 

- only linear  equations are  used 

- the modal  is deterministi»,   that   is,  it do«, 

not represent  the  uncertain data with 

random variables 

- it plans for a single period,  neglecting that 

activities are phased over tima and does not 

deal with tima horizons  longer than the period 
of programming. 

»/ Approximativ. procedure:   th.  solution of  thf 

Hungarian mode! are  only approximative la oharae. 

««.   o.lng to difficulties  i„  computation ttch. 

»Hu« /computer capacity/. This means that th. 

solutlone are near th. optimum.   thay MU>fj %ht 

8ySt9m °' «»»•*«'»*..  consisting of 2ooo eau- 

««•.  but  are not necessarily   Identical „an 
the  exact optima. 
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•/ Itality of tht constraints. Tilt »odel takes 

Into account  tht structural  limita of thi tconoale 

activities.  It  can  hardly,   or not  at all,  take 

Into account  th8  subjective  limits, due  to 

behaviour which,  however,  strongly affeot tha 

economic  processes» 

d/ Reliability of  the  data. Tht  final  risulta much 

depend  on the   reliability of   tha   informations 

usad.  Precisely  because  the   level   of data supply 

is  very  uneven and   inadäquate  data may  impair 

th«   success of  the  calculations,   this  is worth 

while  to  be paid particular attention and tht 

system of  informations must  be  organized with 

utmost  care« 

l«-T£«_fMniasental__ldS£ o^àO^fiarianjafidel 

With the aid  of  two-level programming suoh 

plans may  be drawn up which are  not  worse  in any 

rtsptct   than tha  plans  formulât od  with the  tradi- 

tional  methods,   but  in certain  respects - mainly 

in the   bdlanse of payments   - they will be more 

favourable.  The  programming actually  performed 

made a  comparison with the  plan drawr   up with 

traditional methods. 



^ 
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Jfaf JP#JcjilaU<^s_p^rfOjn3eqJ 

Two-level programming required the performance 

not   of a  single calculation,   but   of a whole 

•fries of  calculations,  oarried  out in the 

following order: 

- sector-level basic  calculation«, 

- «ector-level sensitivity analy«ee, 

- national  economic  basic calculation, 

- national  economic  sensitivity analyse«. 

The  individual stages  of  the  calculation« will 

be briefly   reviewed and   the particular solu- 

tions applied  in the  calculations of the engin- 

eering sectors presented  in detail. 

¿•-sloior-leyel basic  calculations^ 

The calculations covered 48 sectors  of  the 

economy.  Bach sector comprised  both production and 

foreign trade.  The latter  is,  thus,  not  independent 

or «utonomous.   but e.g.   the  textile  exports and im- 

ports appear  in the textile sector and the  export« 

tnd  imports of machinery   in the  engineering sector«, 
•to« 

Individual sectors were generally represented 

by 6-lo groups  of product«, /m except   cas*« 

th.s. w.re,  indeed, products, but generally .T«H « 
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product meant ¿roups, tht aggregate of oonortt« 

articles that  could be summarized  according to 

some common criterion«/ 

To  each product /group  of product/ belong 

various  alternative activities. The alternativ« 

activities belonging to product i were  the follow» 

ing:1/ 

1/ Output at  the  end of the period for which the 

program was prepared 

- in old plants /x^ ,/, 

- in  reconstructed plants /x*   g/ 

- in new plants    with technology I /x.   -/ 

with technology II /x*   J 

2/ Imports at  the   end of the period 

- from socialist  countries /x,   e/ 

- from non-socialist  countries /x,   -/ i t& 

3/ Exports at  the  end of the period 

- to  socialist   countries /x.   „/ 

- to non-socialist  countries /x*   «/ 

x/ It should be obvlus that   the  eight activities 
listud are not necessarily found with each 
product,   but  only those  which can  be economic- 
ally  interpreted. There  are,  however,  some 
special activities which are connected with tht 
particular endowments  of  some sector« 
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The volume  of  the  individual activities pro- 

vided  the variables of  the model and  by determining 

the volumes  the sector program consisting of complex 

production,   investment,   technological  development 

export and  import  plans was  obtained. 

It  was required  that   the  sector program estab- 

lished   in the  framework of the basic  computations 

should not be worse   in respec;  of  inputs and  output 

than the  targets  determined with the   traditional 

methods,   but   should  be dominated by at   least a 

single criterion /e.g.  the balance  of  foreign ex- 

change  in one   of   the  two relations/. 

The  sector calculations   of the  engineering 

industries showed   tne  following structure: 

The  model  for  engineering was  built  up from 

the models of 11  sub-sectors.  These  sectors and 

the products comprised by them were  the follow- 

ing: 

Name of  the sector 

1.  Shipbuilding 

Products belonging to 
the sector 

Portal Cranes 

16 ton Floating Cranes 

loo ton Floating Cranes 

Seagoing Cargo Ships 

Boyiers  for Power Stations 

Push-  and Tugboats 

Cargo Ships   for Inland 
Waters 
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Nam«  of the sector Froducts belonging to 
tha  sector 

2. Public Road Vehicles "Csepel"  Engines and  Spar« 
I. Parts 

New Engines and  Spare 
Parts 

Front Axle  Housings 

Rsar Âxle Housings and 
Driven Front Axles 

Auxiliary Gearboxes for 
Change Speed Gear 

Power Steering Units 

Lorry  of 5  t capacity 

Lorry  of 8  t capacity 

Lorry   of  12  t capacity 

Buses /up   to 11 m length/ 

3uses /longer than 11 m/ 

3« Publio Road Vehicles Dumpers 3,5 cu.m. 
II. 

Dumpers 6 cu.m. 

Tractors 4o HP 

Tractors 9o HP 

Electric Material  for 
Automobile Building 

Structural  Spare Parts 
/Without  dumper/ 

Spare Parts  for Tractors 
and Dumpers 
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Hanf of the sector Producta belonging to 
the  sector 

4. Precision Engin- 
eering I. 

5. Precie ion Engin- 
eering II. 

•• Telecommunication 
industry I. 

Automation Devioes 

Electronic Measuring 
Instruments 

Office Machinas and Devioes 
for Organisation Technique 

Material  Testing Instrument« 

Geodetic  Instruments 

Optical Devices 

Optician's Products 

Sleotric  Instruments 

Electro-Mechanical Parts 

Electric  Installation Material 

Medical Apparatus 

X-Ray Apparatus 

Steel Medical  Instruments 

Laboratory  Equipment  and 
Implements 

Geophysical  Instruments 

Fuel Pumps 

Other precislor  engineering 
products 

Incandescent  Lamps 

Fluorescent  Tubes 

Receiver Tubes 
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Nanu of the sector Products belonging to 
the sector 

Transmitter Tubes 

TV Picture Tubes 

Other Electron-Tubes 

Semi-Conductors 

Vacuum Engineering Machines 

?• Telecommunication 
Industry II. 

•• Maohine-Tool 
Industry 

Machines for Telecommunica- 
tion 

Telephone Apparatus 

Telephone Exchanges 

Transmission Equipment 

Radio Transmitter-Receivers 

Microwave Equipment 

Radio Home  Receivers 

TV Home Receivers 

Amplifier Studio Equipment 

Tape Recorders 

llectric Railway Safety 
Applianoes 

Ileotric Spare Parts for 
Telee ommun1ca t i on 

Universal Precision Lathes 

Special Precision Lathes 

Medium Size Lathes 
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Name of the sector Products belonging to 
the aeotor 

I. Hailway Tehioles 

Grinding Machinas 

Knee-Type Milling Machines I. 

Shaping Machines 

Speoial Purpose Machines 

Drilling Machines 

Knee-Type Milling Machines II. 

Special Milling Machines 

High Precision Machine Tools 

Semi-Automatic Disc Lathes 

Production Lines 

Machine Tools Operating on 
Special Principle 

Metal-Working Machine-Tools 

Diesel Engines 

Electric Locomotives 

Diesel Locomotives 

Electric Poner Cars for Tram- 
ways and Suburban Railways 

Multiple Unit Diesel Trains 

Railway Passenger Coaches 

Railway Freight Wagons 

Railway Tank Wagons 

Spare Parts for Railway 
Vehicles 

Wheel Sets 
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Name of the sector 

lo.  Agricultural 
Machinery 

11. Metal Maas 
Prod uo ta 

Products belonging to 
the  sector 

Tillage Machines 

Seeding-Manuring Machines 

Plant Protective Machines 

Harvesting Machines 

Machines for Stock-Breeding 

Loaders 

Grape, Fruit and Vegetable 
Cultivating Machines 

Aluminium Kitchen Pans 

Enamelled 71 are 

Bolts and  Nuts 

Padlocks 

Hand-Tools 

Industrial Armaturea 

In the  course  of the basio calculations  eaoh 

saotor determined  its plan proposal which would be 

the most advantageous from the point of view of  the 

balance of  trade.  Of course,   the  sub-sectors 

established not  one but   several  proposals eaoh. 

Prom these  the final one was  chosen in a way  that 

*ne aggregate of the proposals made by  the sub- 

branches should on the  level  of engineering total 
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• mot require mort from central resources than 

«as mad« available  to the sector, 

- yield the  output required from them, 

- yield the most favourable result from the point 

of view  of the  balance   of foreign exchange. 

As a rule,   this   objective  cannot be  reached 

with the aid  of selecting a single plan proposal, 

but   by a proper combination of  these. This  combi- 

nation comes about by attributing weights   to  the 

individual plan proposals and the  individual pro- 

posale - relating to  the   same sector - are mixed 

in proportion to the weights. 

The constraints  of  the engineering program 

computed may be divided  into two groups: 

- special sector constraints, 

- central constraints. 

The special sector constraints were supply 

obligations,   capacity  resources and  the market 

limitations  to foreign trade. Central constraints 

were the balances of  individual products,  some 

national resources, and foreign exchange prescrip- 
tions« 

The model enabled the  reallocation of central 

rssoruces between the individual sub-sectors, the 
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only oonditlon being that the aggregate of the 

aeotorB should not transgress the limits set* 

The objeotive functions  used  in the calcula- 

tions were the following: 

- optimization of the balance  of trade with social- 

ist countries in terms  of foreign exchange; 

- optimization of the balance  of trade with the 

non-socialist countries  in terms  of foreign ex- 

change. 

Under the  effect of  changes taking plaos in 

the  system of conditions   the   constraints can be 

ohanged and the calculations  repeated with the 

modified  constraints. The  importance of  the re- 

peated calculations  lies   in the fact that it   is 

not necessary  for the changes actually  to take 

plaoe;   it  is sufficient  to assume  them in order 

to  investigate what madiflcations  become  inevit- 

able  to attain the  objectives  set   in case of 

possible future changes. 

4._Exj?erienoes_of jbhe national-levjil_oalcula<tlonj| 

In connection with these  calculations the 

question can be put: what allocation of  the  resour« 

oes between the sectors will yield a solution that 
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Il optimal for the   economy from some point of view. 

That  is, while  the  national estimations  for the 

resources are  taken as  being given,  their alloca- 

tion between  the sectors  is not  considered as  giren. 

As regards the   sensitivity analyses  on national 

economic  level,   these agree in respect  of mathe- 

matical contents with the  sector-level analyses. 

However,   the weight  of  the problems  to be decided 

is different.   In this case nearly  "optimum" programs 

belonging to various alternative  economic polioies 

have  to be determined.  In individual concepts of 

economic policy various   ideas will dominate about 

the   living level, foreign  trade,  employment,   eto. 

Thus,  the  "optimum"  programs provide an opportunity  for 

comparing these  individual concepts, it must be also 

established whether  the  individual  economic policies 

are attainable  at all. 

5°B"_ra«thodolofiical  experiences 

As has been mentioned earlier,  the calcula- 

tions actually  carried out  in Hungary -  though 

baaed on the Dantzig-Wolfe method  - are,  as a 

matter of   fact,   of approximativ« character owing 

to difficulties  of computation  techniques /limited 

computer capacity, lack of an adequate staff of 

researchers  in  term, of both numbers and qualifica- 
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Uon/. Wi hope to bi not far fro« truth by asaum- 

ina that such <s i re urns tane e a may amarga also in 

several other countries in a similar situation as 

Hungary. In consideration of this fact it will not 

be useless briefly to review the simplifying pro- 

cédure that greatly facilitates the calculations. 

First, a few words must be said about tha 

•ystem of constraints. The system comprises so- 

oalled sector conditions and central condition». 

Tha steps used in the calculations are the follow- 

ing: 

a/ Sector program. - It is a simple programming 

procedure acoordlng to soma objective function 

expressing the development concept of tha seotor« 

As a rule, each sector strives to prepara aeva- 

ral optimum programs. 

»/ Preparation of the plan proposal». - The Motor 

programs are detailed by producta, the plan pro- 

posal comprises aggregate data on sector level. 

c/ Mlilng of the plan proposale. - Bach sector sub- 

mits its plan proposals to tha centre /in Hungary: 

to some of tha planning agencies, the National 

Planning Office, the Ministry of Pinano«/ and 

they will be scrutinized there. The centre 

attaches a weight to each proposal of each seotor* 
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If ths »tight li ziro,  this atan« that tht 

proposal  is  redactad,   If  It  is one,  ths proposal 

is accepted.  If the weight  is between    0    and    1, 

thi proposal  Is   only  partly  accepted,   It will be 

"mixed"  with other proposals   of  the  sector. 

The process  of  scrutinizing is,  as a matter 

of fact,   the   solution of a  linear programming task 

whose variables  are  the weights  of  ths proposals 

submitted. 

Aftar ths first  central calculations,  ths 

iteration process begins,  that   is,  ths  first thrst 

steps are   repeated with the  conditions changed. 

d/ WeightlnfiT   - The   sector programs  are multiplied 

by the weights  obtained  from ths  central calcula- 

tions and   thus a mixed sector program will bs 

obtained. 

•/ jfiftracations,  - Various aggrsgtts  indioators 

art formulated /e.g.  total exports,  total import« 

«tc./. 

The  accuracy of  the approximative procedure 

here described  strongly depends  on  the  aggregation 

of the central  mixing model,   on  the number of ths 

sector plan proposals and  on  the number of   iteratirs 

•taps. It may be  established that  the  sxaot optimum 
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oan be satisfactorily approaohed and as regard» 

tha practical performance of the  calculations, 

they are  essentially simpler than the  exact    Dantzig- 

Wolfe method. 

ft. Role  of the  shadow price oaloulatlon« 

To each solution of a programming task thera 

belongs also a system of shadow prices. In thia 

study no attempt  will be made to   give   the mathe- 

matical definition of  the  shadow price or to clear 

up the  concept  in  general,  but   exclusively  the 

application of the  shadow prices will be illust- 

rated  on hand  of  our model. 

We  have a linear programming task, /in our 

oase the  two-Isvel programming/,  where e.g.  tha 

balance of  foreign exchange has  been optimized« 

The  calculation  is performed with  the  given numari- 

oal values  for  the  constraints,   that   is, definite 

final  uses are prescribed,  definite  limits are set 

to fixed assets,   imported machinery,   employment 

and  exports. To each of the constraints belongs 

a shadow price expressing the change   in the balano• 

of payments in terms  of foreign  exchange  if  tha 

oonatraint were  increased by a unit. 

The  shadow price has been treated in each oast 

as a quotiait:   the  increment of  the  objective function 
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ptr thf increment of the oonstraint. Prom thi« 

follows also the dimension of the shadow price: 

the  unit  of measurement of the  objective  function 

divided by  the  unit  of measurement  of the  const- 

raint • 

The  sign of the  shadow price depends  on its 

economic content.  If a bound is not  exhausted,   its 

shadow price will be  zero.  If an upper bound  is 

exhausted   then -  if  the  objective function  is maxi- 

mized  - the  shadow price will be positive.  The  si- 

tuation is  a reversed  one with a  lower bound and 

a maximizing objective function:   in  such cases  the 

shadow price will be negative.  It  expresses, namely, 

by how much the  objective  function deteriorates, 

if the activity  forced  upon the  program is   incre- 

ased  by  unity. 

The  expression "valuation  of non-optimal 

activities»  is a concept related  to the shadow 

price.  Sometimes  it   is called  -   inaccurately - 

the   shadow price  of  the activities. The  economic 

content  of  this  kind   of valuation  is   the  follow- 

ing:   by how much would  the value   of the  objective 

function deteriorate   if at   least   a unit  of an 

activity  originally n^^m^rised by the optimum 

program were forced  upon it. 
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Fron our experiences with the shadow prices 

we wish to point out only a single scope of problems; 

how stable is the system of shadow prices. From this 

point of view the relative shadow prices, the 

frequency of zero value shadow prices and the dis- 

persion of the shadow prices deserve attention. 

a/ Relative shadow prices 

For these the next table presents the shadow 

prices of three "clean" programs in the national 

economic level programming, not their absolute 

•alues but their relative magnitudes, ratios 

to each other. To this end a uniform basis of 

oomparlson had to be introduced. c¿uite volun- 

taristically, we chose here the shadow price 

for the final utilization of food produots. 
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Branch of  industry 
Pinal Bounds on tha  
utiliza-    non-socia-      socialist 
tlon list  exports importa 

Relative  shadow price/in a program with t\r*A 

exports and  maximizing, the  balance   of  foratoi 

exchange  in non-socialist relation« 

Electric  energy 27 3 - 

Metallurg;- 42,8 446,8 

Chemical  industry 171 7 

Engineering industries      89,1 278 9 

61, * 

171,5 

518,$ 

287,6 

•   frUtlT«  shadow price/jn a program with fix«H 

jxports  to Bon-nor.iallst  oountn as and —»f<«iBg 

the additional consumption 

Electric energy 114  0 

Metallurg 8Pi9 ^ ^ 

Chemical  industry 134  1 •f ±jt,i. . 131,4 

Engineering industries    109,7 34,9 8o 7 

Bflatlve  shadow pHre/jn a nr0fir,. wlth fira„ 

fxports  to  socialist  countries  and  maximizing 

the non-socialist balance of  foral ^  «^^ 

Electric  energy 157 * 

Metallurgy 81#û ^ ^ 

Chemical  industry ip¿± x y i24'5 - 312,0 
Engineering industries      72,3 365,0 i7o 3 

*/ Pood   industry  =   loo,   in  each of   the  cases 
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o/ Ffqutncy  of zero shadow prlotf 

As has  been mentioned,   if  a bound does not   git 

exhausted,   its shadow price will be zero.  This 

evidently   follows from the   economic  interpreta- 

tion  of   the  shadow price.   In case  of  an  upper 

bound:   if   the optimal  program has not  fully 

exhausted  a  resource,   in vain would we   rise 

the volume  of  this  resource  by  a  unit,   the  ob- 

jective   function would  not   improve at  all.   In 

oase   of  a   lower bound:   if an  optimal program 

overfulfils an obligation "by   itself",   in vain 

would   the   obligation  be   increased  by a   unit, 

the  objective function would not  détériorât« 

on this  account. 

In the   course of the calculations  it  turned  out 

how  often   the various  bounds  obtained a  zero 

shadow price in all  the programs. The  closer 

this  number to 43 /the  total number of   the   prog- 

rams/   or  to 8 /the number  of  the  "clean"  prog- 

rams/  the more safely can a  bound  be  considered 

as  "redundant",  that   is  a   factor which  does  not 

constitute  a bottleneck  for  the  economy.  The 

dosar  the  number to  zero,   the more  unequivocal 

the  statement that we  have  to deal with an ac- 

tual  bottleneck, with a  factor actually   limiting 
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our choloa, The bounds obtaining figuras other 

than zero but much smaller than 43 and bigger 

than 8 were sensitive to the general economio 

assumptions of the model, that is, they were 

unstable. 

Por instance: 

- from among the  bounds on Imports from the socia- 

list countries the shadow price was never zero 

in coal mining,   the aluminium industry and the 

construction material  industry; 

- in respect   of  the bounds  on  exports  to  socia- 

list countries,   the  shadow price was   in all 

programs  zero  for many  branches /electric 

energy, oil-refining,   the  chemical   industry, 

the food   industry/; 

- in respect   of  the  bounds  on exports   to non- 

socialist  countries,   the  shadow prices were 

never zero  for the metallurgy,   engineering and 

agriculture,  meaning that   it would  be  advanta- 

geous  to  oxpand  the markets  for these products - 

from the  point  of view of  the  given   internal 

economic  relations. 

°/ Dispersion  of   tha shflHn, j^-Wn 

In order to  investigate the stability  of the 

system of shadow prices,  the arithmetic mean, 
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the standard deviation and the variance /the 

quotient of the standard deviation and the mean/ 

have been computed for the shadow prices obtained 

from the "clean" programs: 

Resources Mean Variance 

Fixed assets 27,4 29,12 

Imported machinery 746,6 13,34 

Total employment outside 
agriculture 3483,o 57,45 

Male manpower in agri- 
culture 2732,9 74,17 

Prom the above, the following conclusions 

may be drawn: 

Most of the shadow prices relating to final 

utilization are moderately sensitive, but those 

of the foreign trading activities are highly 

sensitive. 

The shadow prices of the resources deserve 

Attention: only the shadow prices of machinery 

imported from non-socialist countries seemed to 

be relatively insensitive. The shadow price of 

fixed assets was moderately sensitive, that of 

employment highly sensitive. 
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To sum up:  the relative proportions of the 

•hadow prices are highly  sensitive to  both the 

objective function selected  and to the  estab- 

lished pattern of foreign  trade. 

6t Utilization of two-level programming in ths 

analysis  of  the  export   targets for engineering 

products 

If,   in a given period,   a  goverment   intends  to 

increase the  export  capacity  of  the   engineering 

industries,   the   two-level programming may   render 

help  in judging the  reality  of  such  efforts. 

It has  been already  emphasized,   and we wish 

to stress  it again that an  evaluation of  the ex- 

porting capacity   of  the  engineering branches - 

•ven  if we do not  intend  to create additional 

capacities and carry new  investment  burdens - 

cannot  be  conceived of without  fitting the  engin- 

eering branches   into the whole   of the   economy. W« 

cannot push  the  development   of any engineering 

branch without  having  information about  the  effects 

of this decision  on the other fields  of  the   economy. 

/A boosting  of a  branch may  draw  off raw matériels 

from other  ones,   or may raise  the wages  in  engin- 

eering and  the  increased demand   on labour may draw 

off also the workers of other branches, etc./. 
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The two-level programming Is capable of assess- 

lng the effects of all these phenomena or those 

belonging to different export development variants 

and of creating the optimum combination of these 

effects. 

The most serious argument against the use of 

the model may be, from the theoretical point of 

viei», that it is too much aggregated; it represents 

the individual sector of engineering only with a 

few products. In the Hungarian calculations each 

sector was represented by 6-lo produsts only, but 

this order of magnitude is not necessary. The litera« 

ture of the problems connected with the aggregation 

of products is wide, the selection of an aggregate 

best suited for the circumstances cannot cause any 

serious difficulties.1' 

at/ E.g. the method devised by prof. Thomas Vietoris 

oan be successfully used for solving the problem 

in question. Still, for technical reasons we had 

to chose a simpler method for the Hungarian praotice. 

It must be also noted, that the levels of programm- 

ing need not be the same as in our practice. A 

method is conceivable where the highest level is 

the total of engineering and the individual program 

sectors are various smaller engineering units. There 

is no lower limit of further breaking down the 

sectors if more detailed results are aimed at. 
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The two-level programming - particularly it» 

•«ctor-level calculations - determined not  only 

tha  global  tasks  of the  engineering branches  but, 

depending on  the  predetermined details,   assessed 

also the  various products.  These  products are, 

however,  necessarily aeeregated  to a certain  extent 

since  engineering  is  so diversified  in respect  of 

both products and  plants  that   the  possibility  of 

a programming aimed at  completeness must be  excluded 

in principle. 
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Application of production function« for plan^nj 

In connection  with  tha  Input-output methods, 

It has become  clear  that as soon as wa attempt   to 

plan for  longer periods,   the   evaluation  of  th« 

changes   in Input  coefficients  causes difficulties. 

ïxr-arlmants with th« measurement   of   tha  changes  in 

coefficients,   where  a start was  made  from tha 

Individual analysis  of  the  factors  bringing about 

tha  changes /examination of  tha   concrete material 

and   labour  Input normatives/,  yielded satisfactory 

results  only   for  short periods,   but  over short 

periods no regularity  oould be   found for the  changea 

*n tna material  Inputs. 

Tha problem prompted to  establish also soma 

control  of  the   long-tarm planning  relying on   the 

input-output analysis. One of   the  checking method«, 

which lies  on  hand,   is   to doubt   the  gross and  net 

production and  output relations   between branches 

«8  established with the aid  of   the   input-output 

table and  try   to work out   the  same  data also  with 

tha  aid  of other methods. True,   in  this way wa 

oannot   obtain additional  information about,  tha 

pattern  of  inputs  but perhaps more  reliable data 

may  be derived  on the  groas and net  output of   tht 
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taÉividMl branche., that H, about the. Uvü 0f 

imp ut. tad the ahifts in proportion« batween branch«. 

Por said purpose experiments have  been going 

on for  some  years with the  aim of constructing empi- 

rical production  functions for the  individual bran- 

chi! of  the economy. 

Tha cause of  the first  calculations of prac- 

tical   importance was  the determination  of a rational 

mtasur»  for the  "charge  on assets engaged-  introduced 

in Hungary  in  I964.*/ As a matter of fact,  the problem 

»•s a programming task;   through the   size  of  the charge 

to be   introduced  such allocation of   the production 

factors had  to be   secured as  would  result  in an 

optimum national  income.  Por  the sake   of  interest, 

th. calculations performed will be  briefly reviewed. 

The  initial assumptions  of the  calculation wert 
th«  following; 

1/ there  exists an aggregate /macrotoonomio/ produo- 
tion  function; 

«/ Th. charg.  on ....t. „gag.d is .  conc.pt ,WU, 

to Inter.st. It   i. p.id ,s . p.ro<lota&, on tht 

«lue  of th. fiIad mi ciroulatlng taBttt   Aa rt 

Wrt.   It. character.   It  i.  . 80uro.   of  M0UMUtl(- 

on national  level. 
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2/ thtr« exista an aggregate cost function, the 

variables of which are live labour and the stock 

of capital, on any level of production, similarly 

to the production function; 

3/ the above two functions can be empirically deter- 

mined /the statistical tests satisfy the hypothe- 

sis of the existence of these functions/; 

V the production function is of the Cobb-Douglas 

type, thus the marginal rate of substitution 

between capital and labour and its elasticity 

may be computed. 

If the above hypotheses are realistlo - and 

the calculations performed point In this direction - 

the optimum proportion between the charges on assets 

and on wages must be identical with the marginal 

rate of substitution between capital and labour - 

assuming, of course, that these faotors had been 

allocated among the branohes in the best possible 

way. The most interesting conclusion of the calcula- 

tions, performed was that the rational valuation of 

the assets depends to no small extent on the stabi- 

lity of the ratio between consumption and accumula- 

tion of national income. With increasing accumula- 

tion the valuation of the assets will be higher 

and conversely« 
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Now,   if we start from the hypothesis that the 

assets are  valuatad differently   in various branches, 

the basis  of  the valuation will  be  the part  of net 

output  attributable   to  the  growth  of  capital   on 

the basis   of  the production function and the percent« 

age change   in the organic composition of capital: 

^1      A   ' L  * ß 

where:  ^i« the proportion between the charges on 

assets and on wages, 

A • a proportional  factor, 

K =  capital 

L « labour 

and oC and ß   are the exponents of capital and labour 

in the Cobb-Douglas  function. 

Another analysis determined,  by starting from 

the data covaring the period  between 195o~l963, 

the parameters  for the production  functions  of all 

branches  of  industry,   examining the  uncertainty 

and fluctuation  of  the data as well. 

The production function used  in this analysis 

to which the  parameters have been fitted  summarize« 

the  results   of  researches connected with the produc- 

tion functions.  The  independent  variable  in it is 

Y « value  added,   by  branches 

the dependent variables are: 
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A- 

L • Uva labour used, in terms of hours, 

K • the stock of assets. 

The functions has five parameters: 

a « proportionality factor without any economic 

meaning, 

C * exponent of the exponential function express- 

ing disembodied technical progress, 

returns to scale /expressing the percentage 

increase in value added if the factors of 

production increase by one per cant/; 

• * the marginal rate of stubstitution between 

the two factors in the first year; 

further, two parameters indicating the reliability 

of the regression function: 
2 

R    • the measure of multiple correlation express- 

ing the accuracy  of  the  estimation,  and 

the measure  of auto-correlation. é 
In view of the fact that the number of years 

observed was relatively small /14/ and, at the 

same time, a great many parameters had to be used, 

the production functions constructed were pretty 

near to the fact figures. Some signs, however, 

indicated that not each of the functions computed 

comprises realistic parameters /see Table 13/. 
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Sino« the use of the bookkiiping data on fixid 

«••ft« has not  led  to satisfactorily results in  the 

Initial  calculations,   these  were  substituted by 

the actually  utilized  fixed   assets /gross value  of 

the fixed assets multiplied  by   the degree of ex- 

tensive   utilization/.  This abstraction  seems  justi- 

fied from the  economic point   of  view since  the volumi 

of production can be  related   only  to the utilized 

part of  fixed assets. The production function used 

was of CES  type,  that   is, with a  constant  elasticity 

of substitution.  /The quotient     of the proportion 

between capital and  live labour and  their marginal 

rate of  substitution must be   constant   in each case. 

If this  coefficient  of elasticity  is e.g. 2, and 

the proportion of capital to   live  labour is 8,  thi 

•arginai  rate  of substitution must be   16./ The 

risulta  obtained are  shown in Table 13, p.   147 

From the data  in Table  13  the following conclu- 

lions may be  drawn: 

1/ Parameter "a" is the power of an exponential 

funotlon,   indicating a proportionality factor 

not much fluctuating around   unity,   thus  it oould 

have  been  aven omitted from the function. /At 

least  this  is what  the relative dispersions of 

the branches - not  reaching even 5 per cent - 

indicate./ 
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T0i| 1? 

Characteristics of the production f uno t Ions. 

Wo-196? 
1/ 

2 A J 
State-owned   -o,o522  0,0296  1,2157  188   o,9918  0.8993 
industry,    /o,ol93/ /o,oo72/ /o,1716/ 
total 

Haavy 
industry 

Mining 

-o,o384       o,o418       1,1464       677 
/o,o2o6/ /o,o418/ /o,1569/ 

-o,o278       o,ol67      o,5912      459 
/o,o277/ /o,oo63/ /o,132o/ 

Bleotrio -o,ol24      o,o397 
energy /o,o299/ /o,o239/ 

Metallurgy      -o,o631       o,o218 
/o,o3o3/ /o,oo82/ 

Engineering     0,0003,    o,o37o 
/o,ol61/ /o,oo5o/ 

Construction -o,o228      o,ool5 
materials        /o,o258/ /o,ol5o/ 

Chemical 
Industry 

Light 
industry 

-o,1165      o,ol27 
/o,0334/ /o,0269/ 

-o,o281       o,oo84 
/o,0II7/ /o,0068/ 

o,7o33      3oo 
/o,3552/ 

o,9411      112 
/o,1959/ 

1,2732        16 
/o,0923/ 

o,9864 O 
/o,21o3/ 

,1.9557, 513 
/o,4521/ 

1,7569      24 
/o,15o2/ 

o,9914 

o,9758 

o,99o2 

o,9712 

o,9964 

o,9856 

o,99o5 

o,9963 

l,ol22 

l,o984 

l,olo3 

l,o742 

o,9568 

1,3458 

l,ool7 

1,8254 

1/ The  data  in parenthèses  indioate  the  standard deviati on of 

the parameters 
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•/ Distmbodied technological development is also 

exponential according to the construction of 

the function, the value figuring in the table 

is also a power. The values shown for techno- 

logical development may seem too high in inter- 

national comparison; it should be, however, 

taken into account that the function has not 

accounted for any other technological develop- 

ment /embodied in capital/. 

The estimations for parameter "C" seem to be 

inacceptable in some branches /construction ma- 

terials, chemloal industry, electric energy/, 

¿part from these three branches it seems rea- 

listic, that the figures for the other branche» 

are situated around the average of industry. 

3/ The third column of the Table illustrates the 

returns to scale. Engineering, which showed a 

favourable picture also from the point of view 

of technological development, responds sensiti- 

vely also the growth of resources: its output 

increased much q acker than the factors engaged 

in production. It is an intsrestingftature of 

the values on the returns to scale that in the 

same branches where the u ta were irrealistio 

in respect of technological development, also 
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the estimates of sensitivity to faotor inputs 

were unreliable, fluctuating to a great extent« 

It seems as if the irrealistic values for techno- 

logical development were compensated in this 

factor. 

4/ The values obtained for the marginal rate of 

substitution seem to be least reliable. The 

value for industry to'.al is outstandingly high, 

th« component for engineering being surprisingly 

low« Very likely, beside real causes, also the 

deficiencies in the construction of the func- 

tion play some role. The main economic reason 

might be the great investment activity in the 

period examined which influences, as a rule, the 

marginal rate of substitution. 

5/ Finally, the parameters relating to the reliabi- 

lity and economic interpretation of the estimates 

hav« shown that the calculations are, in general, 

suited for drawing some conclusions on planning. 

Suffice it to mention that the correlation 

exceeds in each case 99 per cent. 

The calculations have proven - in spite of the 

problems mentioned - that the relationships between 

the volume of production and the resources as well 

as the assumptions about the shifts in proportions 

between the factors of production can be quantified. 
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In the final analysis,  the calculation of 

production functions may yield usable  informations 

in three main fields: 

- the  investment  and labour requirements of develop« 

ment  concepts, 

- the  allocation of resources 

- the  long-tarm tendencies in the development of 

prices and  the pattern  of prices. 
zxz 

The methods described do not and cannot 

oomprlse all mathematical methods  conceivable as 

tools:   the possibilities  offered  by mathematics 

are inexhaustible. Only some  of  the methods wer« 

mentioned, namely those which have been already 

•uccesefully used in Hungary. 
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£olloii-iip of the programs approved 

In a quickly developing economy it is almost 

natural that the conditions of individual develop- 

ment projects are not quitte identical with those 

assumed, even at the start of implementation, and 

later they get even more modified. The changes in 

conditions influence the realizability of the program. 

Therefore, in some form we must react on the modifica- 

tion in conditions, we must have some possibilities 

to forestall the undesirable effeots of possible 

changes. 

From among the conditions of a program changea 

in some of them are always "expected11 and even 

measureable within a certain confidence interval. 

About another part of the changes we have, however, 

no information before they actually occur. As a 

matter of fact, the changes can be classified 

according to this criterion; to one group belong 

those which oan be already taken into account in 

the course of planning, the program oan "take 

measures" for the case of their occurrence and oan 

thus more flexibly adapt to them; the other group 

comprises changes the ooourrenoe and effect of 

which is incalculable. 
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In the first casa the effects of the modifica- 

tions may be approached with the aid of the sensi- 

tivity analyses, while the second justifies the 

implementation of a flexible operative economic 

policy and incentive system promoting the realiza- 

tion of the program. To this extent in real life 

the term "optimum" obtains an interpretation 

different from the mathematical one. 

If we were entirbly certain about all assump- 

tions and all data of a program, it would suffice, 

as a matter of fact, to perform a single programm- 

ing and the solution thus obtained could be consider- 

ed unequivocally as optimal. In practice, however, 

we are unable to draw up a long-term plan calcula- 

tion we could look at so confidently. Therefore 

instead of a single programming, a whole series of 

programs must be prepared. 

In such a series it can be examined what will 

be the consequences if, instead of the original 

assumptions, we start from others and what if the 

numerical data do not exactly reflect the real world. 

The difficulty of the task consists precisely 

In how to simulata in the program the probable 

changes and how to assess them. The answer is that 

In the course of the repeated calculations we 

«f 
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determine th€ valuta of the constraints, tht Input 

coefficients, etc., in Tie« of the expected techno- 

logical development and make efforts in the meantime 

to account for the probability of the occurrence of 

certain "unexpected" events. /E.g. e technological 

process which is today still In the research stage 

but may be introduced still during the period of 

the program and may essentially change the pattern 

of inputs, or strongly distort the prices in com- 

parison to those now in force./ 

With a series of calculations to be performed 

an answer can be obtained to the question how 

sensitively will the "optimum" program riact on 

the new conditions or, what new eolution provide», 

tht optimum in the changed system of condition«. 

We attempted to answer these questions with 

the aid of sensitivity analyses. The series of 

calculations performed in their scope lead - on 

the basis of the new assumptions and initial data - 

to another "optimal" program. Theee are thus in 

all cases, relative optima and only their Joint 

examination and comparative analysis will help to 

reach a rational decision. /Acoordlngly, the conoept 

of "optimum" must not be overstlmated from tha 

economic point of view./ 

, 
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In a part of the  sensitivity analysts  hitherto 

performed  we   studied what  programs art arrived at 

If there  occur changes   tn  the  constraints  or  ths 

type of   the   objective function. 

In  othar sensitivity analyses  it «as again 

investigated  what effects will  ensue if  tha  numeri- 

cal characteristics of   the model are changed within 

a model   of  a  g,iven construction.  E.g.   in  the course 

of programming, for the   cotton  industry   it  was 

examinad whether the  optimum program undergoes a 

change   if  the prices  of  machinery are higher  or 

lower in  the   cost   functions. 

It  has  been found   that   the  simplest  and most 

• useful way  of sensitivity analyses  is  to compare 

the results   of  tha parallel  calculations.  /As a 

matter of  fact,   this  is  what   is always dona   if the 

effects   of  changes  in the  structure  of  the model 

are to be   examined  but   It  may  be done also   if  the 

subject   of  the analysis are  the changes   in   tha 

numerical  charactarlstlc  values  of  the model.  In 

such cases   the  comparison   ia performed with  fixed 

discrete  values  of  the magnitude   in question^ 

In   some  cassai is possible  to apply  special 

procedure« for the purposes  of such investigation!, 

to perfora    so-called parametric proqramnlnft. 
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Para«« tri o programming is oono«lv«d of aa 

follows: 

The characteristics of th«  task to be programm- 

ici  or al   least part   of them are  not  constants but 

functions of a variable called  parameter. It  follows 

that   the  optimum program itself  -  determined  by   ths 

oharacteristics  of   the  task -  ia a   function of  th« 

parameter. The parameter is  usually  denoted by   A» 

and   the  optimum program by z   ,   then 

x1 - o*  .   X 

Whan economically  interpreting the parama tri o 

Programming, we  know  that  the changes  in the pa ra- 

ms tar usually do not  express  the  aotual changes 

over time  of  the   economic magnitude   in question. 

Ws   do not  know  th«  actual,   real  value of th« para- 

meter,   therefore we  chang« it,   let   it  pass through 

different values and  establish  in  the meant im« how 

th«   optimum program changes as a  function of  th« 

parameter.  In  this   oase,   therefore,  we wish to 

draw economic  conclusions from the   functional 

relationships existing between  the  various para- 

meters and the  optimum program. 

According to   the abovo,  param«trio programm- 

ing is,   in its  fully  generalized   form,  a task 

difficult to solve   in practioe.  Therefore, essential 
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rsstrvations must be mad« in praotict to obtain a 

solvable  task. The most  important one  is:   the cha- 

racteristics  of the  task should be linear func- 

tions of  the  parameters. Neither Is  it   the   same 

which characteristics  of  the  task depend   on  the 

parameter:   e.g.   only  the  coefficients   of  the ob- 

jective  function,   the  constraints or only   the 

coefficients  in the  constraints or all  these taken 

together.  Computation procedures which ara  easy to 

handle  have  been worked  out   up to no«  only  for 

certain special cases. 

The  task can be rendered somewhat   easier 

owing to the fact  that   in practice we are   usually 

not  interested  in all possible values  of   the para- 

meters.  A  further facility:   in a considerable part 

of the  oases not  all changes   in tha parameters 

will cause  substantial changes  in the  optimal 

program.  This problems has  been investigated also 

somewhat  closer and   it  has  been found   that   also 

two different programs may   have  the same   structure 

/the set   of  the  serial numbers,  or index numbers 

of the  variables having a  positive value   in the 

program are  called  here   the   structure./  E.g.   in 

two programs  there  are  the  same variables  with a 

positive value;  among others also the variable No 1., 
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but in the first program   x* • looo and In the 

second    x? • 2ooo. Programs of  ths samt structura 

lndtoate the same direction of development but 

they may differ  in how far we must  go in the direc- 

tion  indicated. 

In the course   of parametric programming on« 

of  the  following two cases oan be   often met: 

a/ To several values of the parameter following 

upon each other, or even to a whole range of 

them,  may belong  the same optimal prograo. 

b/ To  several values  of the parameter following 

upon each other,   or even to a whole  range  of 

them, may belong optimum programs of  the samf 

structure, although the magnitude  of the indi- 

vidual variables differs        within the idcnotlo- 

al structure. 

In the first  case we may say  that  the ranges 

of  the parameters  are  identical  in  terms of quantity, 

while  in the second  case we may say   they are  identic- 

al   In  terms of quality. 

For eoonomlc analyses it   is  always highly 

important to know  the limits of these  renges of 

identity. The knowledge of  the  expectable effeots 

•ay  - as has been stressed - show where the sctivi- 

ty has an effect defined by the criteria of efficiency, 
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/If, t.g., the paraastar on whloh thi progra» 

depends is th§ world market prie« of some engin- 

eering product,  then,  depending on  the fall In tht 

price,  we may  sat   reasonable  limits  to the produc- 

tion and  exports  of  the  product   in  question./ 

A  solution having essentially   the same contenta, 

but  being in  come  cases  of higher value,  is the 

•tnsltivity analysis performed with the aid of 

•tochastic programming,  where  the  variables  of  ths 

program are     random variables and the optima« 

solution denotes a solution possible within a certain 

oonfldence  interval. /Though we must  confess  to hare 

BO serious experiences  in this  field./ It  is  known 

e.g.   that  the  deviation of engineering output  from 

the planned quantities  follows  the  pattern of normal 

distribution.  From that  the confidence interval of 

optimal  solutions can be  computed. 

. is  regards  the  changes  in other faotors affoot- 

ing the development  of  exports  or the struoture,  we 

h«Tf practically no planning methods for these.  In 

rtspeot  of these  non-quantifiable  conditions,  ths 

•odificatlon of some elements of  the system of 

incentives may provide  some satisfactory solution« 

The system of  incentives,  certain  affects of eoonomle 

polloy  that can be taken into aooount under certain 

•onditione are treated in Ohapter III« 
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III. 

Systeme of incentives connected with the Implementa ti i 

of the policy of machine  export promotion. 

1. 

General characteristics of the systems of 

establishing an  interestedneae  In exporta 

In the engineering industry the increase of exports 

depends,  among  others, on the attitude of the producers 

/enterprises/.   This attitude  cannot  be "prescribed" in an 

administrative way,   but it has   to be directed by  economic 

regulating        means  and incentives. A greater importance is 

given to this  in  engineering induntrv  by  the fact that 

central development decisions  influence the exports less 

thnn  for instance  in the basic material  industry.  The 

necessity  of incentives comes  up in  the economy  of most 

of the developing or medium-developed countries  and this 

is proved also  by   the expreiences in Hungary, 

In many countries, measures of import restriction 

and export promotion art adopted in order to stabili«« 

their international payment conditions. According to 

our experiences,   however,  import  restriction,  as a 

method,  cannot   asaure a  lasting solution.   On the one 

hand,   because  any  kind of restrictive import policy 

has, In general,   a braking effect on development; and. 

. 
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on the other hend, because ite effects in developing or 

uedimn-developed countries ccn be especially dis- 

advantageous, QS they obtain the more developed technology, 

up-to-date raw materials, r?emi-finished products primarily 

through imports. Therefore the reatriction of imports - 

considering the rete of technical development which is 

txperienced all over the world - means necessarily that 

their backwardness to the most developed countries will 

increase even more. 

The solution can be found exclusively in developing 

txports in ouch an economical way which makes it possible on 

a long-term basis that the increase of foreign exchange 

receipts of exporta should keep abreaat with the increase 

of import iieeds. Naturally the development for purely 

export purroaea /in other words, the production of 

•oamodities for which there is no requirement at all, 

or only to a minimal extent, in the internal market/ 

cannot be a. general aim, except in the case of countries^ 

having a very limited internal market and having a 

deficit in raw materials. But we hove good reason to 

presume that if a port of the production capacity 

eetebliahed according to the requirements of export 

•orketa will be used for aales on the internal market, 

this will result in the substitution of imports which 

affect indirectly the foreign trade balance in a 

favourable wey. 
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A basic probleífcof the development with the aim 

of  exporting is   that  in foreign markets   there ia a 

keener competition,   the risk of marketing is bigger, 

and   in most cases  the  prices which ccn  be obtained  are 

lower  than those  of the  internal market.  /To a  certain 

extent,   the  trade  between  socialist  countries  forms an 

exception to this.  Tnis  trede  ia carried  on under 

government agreements being valid for several ye  rs, 

pnd   containing  compulsory   quotas,   and   these  r;; reements 

give   the security  of marketing for  the contracting 

parties/.  There  is a basic  question of   the endeavours 

directed to export promotion:   are  the producers interested, 

or can  they  be  made interested,   in undertaking a  bijjer 

risk,   and is  it   possible   to compensate  the lower 

receipts to be  anticipated when selling on external 

markets.  It  is  obvious  that producers cannot be expected 

to  increase  the   export if   it means a loso  for  thern.  In 

countries where   there   is  a  ^reat effective demand   in 

the   internal market,   the  high  profit which can be 

achieved at  the   favourable  local prices moy make 

possibly  for  the  producers,   with a  view   to utilize 

their  capacity  better,   to undertake  lower profit  in 

export  sales,   or  even    a certain loss.  In general, 

however,   it  ie  necessary   for  the state  to as; ist  the 

export  sales  by  various methods.» 

The forms  of assistance of machine  export  in 

Hungarian practice can be  divided Into two big groupil 

A.   general systems  of making interest  in  exports, 

B«    individual   export   suhsliies. 
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A. 

fonerai systems of machine  export promotion. 

Apparently,   the  beat  way of supporting the export 

promotion programs discussed in the  preceding chapters 

of   this  study   ; s  by  giving individual /enterprisal/ 

encouragement.  L'o doubt,   thin  is nececcary and  Inter on 

we  shall stente what    ethodc  nre U3ed   for  this purpose; 

nevertheless,   the prerequisite of the  elaboration and 

realization of ary  kind  of  export promotion pro-ram ia 

to maintain    a general  system of interestedness in 

exports.  If this does not  exist,   the  initiative 

precisely  in this kind  of export promotions  is  lacking, 

end  it  can hardly  be  imagined that this con be substituted 

by  the  initiative of the  state. 

The creation of a general interestedness in exports 

in a  national economy  sets   the following two probietnsi 

•7  elimination of the  disadvantages in export salee 

as compared to domestic  sales; 

to/ assuring a profit  to exporting enterprises which ia 

bisser than that of domestic sales. 

If we wish to trr.ke the system general, working auto- 

matically in all forms of marketing, it is clear that the 

rate  of  foreign exchange should be examined.3^ 

17 
In  the following we assume  that this method can be used 
by  countries whose netionol currency  is not convertible 
and who are not members of some multilateral trade 
acreement or where the state makes it compulsory  that 
bï !Í?3 excî?^e originating from .r.arketiSg abroad should 
be  sold  to  the state   bank. 
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Our «perlene«    shows that the  official rete of 

foreign exchanges  fixed on the basis  of the gold 

parity maintains  /and  sometimes  even  increases/  the 

difference of earnings between domeatic vai foreign 

marketing,  as  it  does not  to Ice  into consideration  the 

difference between  the production coots  of the industry 

of different countries.  The exchange at official rate 

of  foreign exchanges  earned by  exports  ia,  ac a natter 

of fact,  contrary   to  the interestednesa in exports, 

since   the difference  between  the   price  level  of   the 

international market  and that of   the  external market 

should be fully   borne by the producer.   It is customary 

in international  practice that  the  banks value  the 

different clearing  foreign exchanges  - when buying 

exchanges - at  different rates,   if  the country  concerned 

effects its  trade,   or a great part  of  it, within  the 

framework of clearing arrangements,   The deviation  from 

the  official exchange rate,  however,   follows  the  effect of 

the movements of   the  international money market,   and it 

does  not  take into account at all,   or in a very   small 

degree,  the differences arising from the point of vie» 

of production coats. 

If the official rate of exchange being in force 

presents these  problems,  one would consider as logical 

to resort  to the  devaluation of  the national currency, 

with a view to  increase the interest  in exports.   But 

in this connection the following should be taken Into 

consideration t 

. 
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The general devaluation would affect not only the foreign 

trade turnover, but also e.g. tourist traffic. The 

experience prove, however, thct the comperison of 

foreign exchangee outside the field of commodity flow 

/e.g. on the basis of the consumer's shopping baaket/ 

show a arno 11 er difference then the comparison on the 

baai3 of production costs. Therefore a devaluation based 

on the latter might decrease unreasonably the value of 

the notional currency in tourint truffle, whereas a 

devaluation based on the former comparison /namely the 

one according to the consumer's shopping basket/ would 

not be sufficient for the encouragement of exports. 

The ch, nge of the official rate of exchange, i.e. the 

general devaluation of national currency - if its aim 

is encouragement of exports - would not mean a 

sufficiently selective solution. Partly, because it can 

put in advantageous or disadvantageous position, from 

the point of «iew of export, such branches off industry, 

where this is undesirable because of the general economic 

structure, and pertly, because it can establish a 

disproportion between the exchange movement of the 

commodity flow and of the field outside commodity flow. 

naturally, a general devaluation of currency would make 

also the import more expensive. Though this may be 

advantegoùs for the international balance of payments, 

but at the same time reqtrains technical development and 

#!*. 

-  '...*."".  .X« !   -''•• •*    AÎ.V. 
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thereby, viewed in perspectives, the export as well. 

/In the following we refrain from discussing the 

impact on imports, as it is not the objective of 

this study/. 

Owing to  whst has been mentioned, in the planning 

of Hungarian economic policy it as more useful to 

seek methods which heve the same effect in certain 

fields - from the point of view of export en- 

couragement - as he change of exchange rates but 

at the some time which can be used in a sufficiently 

selective way /even according to branches of industry/ 

and which make their effect felt only in foreign trade 

turnover. Such a method can be in the foreign trade 

the valuation of foreign exchnnges in a way deviating 

from the official rate - called shadow exchange rate -, 

or the use of "foreign trade co-efficients". 

Having studied this question in greater details 

we have found that if the foreign exchange produced 

by exporting compan es is bought by the s*ate or by 

an authorized bank at a higher rate than the official 

one, thin produces a double effect, depending on the 

extent of the deviation from the official rate: 

- for some enterprises it will be possible to eliminate 

the disadvantage of selling in export markets, as 

compared to domestic marketing, 

- for other enterprises export sales may become even 

more profitable than domestic marketing. 
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The extent of foreign trade coeefioients can be 

fixed in different »ays. Experience« in Hungary show 

/»hat lB also proved  by  the llterature on eoonom.es of 

other countries/ that in practice it is useful  to apply 

the principal of »Parage costa- or ^^ 00st8„. 

The principal  of »avarage coats- means  that calcu- 

lations should be made on a national scale about the 

«change price income of the total export sales, 

«pressed uniformly  in one of the foreign currencies, 

and this should be compared with the price income 

arising from the supposed domestic marketing of the 

.a-e volume of products.   a. ratio of the  two gives the 

value of the coefficient. Actually,   comparison is made 

between the price income and not between foreign and 

domestic production and marketing costs.  This is 

essential because the calculation tskes into consideration 

the profits from marketing,   too,  which depends not only 

on production and marketing cost.. /If the aim of the 

study  ia  to fin/the ,,-,ean8 of export encouraient,  of 

course  the profit which can be attained in   the domestic 

market cannot be left  out  „f ««,   -J 1611  out  of consideration./ 

Here by  the  term »coat««  tho co-N  or e *     . 
foreign  exehnr^e  ePi-.ir-    Ln'i  , export,   i.e. 
other words,   it   shouï    K  °  £,t, V     T^'   ifì 

average value  of domestic  ,      " "•    "  *?* 
to a glven  unit   of   fore ¡ ..,ri   ^ "fi^X^ 
J- is  /.   If nn   enterprise   ,rpt"   r~r 

l"t-orne  /e«S» 
selling   tbp   rorf,jiri     "  , b*1"   l/:C   Bame   income  by 
export"•   ir•'^^'""*  f^^   »>•«ßh  itî 

the  enterprise  wether  it /       "       e  ñ?lfne  lor 

But  if  the  income  is   bi .Ur^os C°n^ V1      -. 
induce the  enterprise  torpor?!    pr°baVl*  xt "*" 
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The basic data of the same calculations can be used 

for the definition of :he "marginal costs" here, again, 

we mean income and not production coats/. »Vhether we 

calcúlete the ratio /foreign trade coefficient/ of 

export price incomes and price incomes in the domestic 

market accordine to products, groups of products, 

enterprises or industries, they will surely i  disperse 

around the average of national economy» Obviously, there 

are products which can bring a much smnller export income 

than what could be obtained in the domestic .v.orket, and 

fall beyond the "margin" within which it is pcying to 

export. Of course, it would be difficult to fix this 

"margin" in an exact way. After experiments we lieve  come 

to the conclusion that if the ratio of domestic and export 

income of a product exceeds the average of national 

economy by more then 50 $, it is not practical to sub- 

sidize the export oí this product. 

The following table is given to illustrate whet has 

been mentioned: 

Branch x/ DomerMc income/  Shtre in total 
exnort in corn e        exports 

Machine industry 52 /t/# 

Light industry CO " 

Basic material industry 58  " 

Agriculture and food 
industrié 64 " 

10 fo 

15 % 

30 * 

45 % 

Average of national 
economy 60 Ft/g 100 % 
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Ha tur:; 11-,   the dispersion  s round the avéra-e  values 

of different inductrice  is   rico considerable.  /The 

evera 3e of n.rtiohal econo:-   v^ not been Caiculated 

by averaging of the above branches/. 

The  foreign  tr:íe coefficient  can be calculated 

both with  the principle of  »average«  and of  the »marginal co.t.«. 

There  can  be no doubt  that  the  principe of lin:it  near*  a 

stronger  encouragement  for  export,   as  it enables   in a 

v.ide ran«e   the  export  of producta  earning a ratio  below 

the average.   Its risk is  that  it  may  bring about  a general 

price increase in the domestic market and undesirable 

inflationary   tendencies.   The primary reason for  this  ia 

not the  fact  that  the enterprises   endeavour to achieve 

4 higher  income in the domestic  market assured by   the 

•marginal rote»,   since in .any  countries  the absorbing capacity 

of the  internal market is rather restricted.   It  is much 

rather  through increasing the  costa  of imports  that  the 

high foreign  trade coefficient  has  effects linked up «ith 

each other.  /In another context  we h ve already referred 

to its  disadvantageous effect  on   technical development/. 

At   the   same  time  the definition based on  the   »principle 

of averages» is more selective,   it  means on encouragement 

first  of  oil  to sports which produce a more favourable 

ratio  than  the average of national  economy.  But it  does 

not .«lude    that  - in certain cases  ,nd  by adopting  other 

methods   -  the  state  should not   subsidize  /support/ 

enterprises  exporting at a higher ratio  than  the average. 
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'¿'his approcci! to the  question j.a not without problems in 

the  cane  of new developments.  In principal  a better 

coefficient  should be given than the average  to the 

new developments,   if the  production costs  are favourable, 

L'C requirements,   in principle,   should increase. 

On  the basis  of  the   considerations mentioned before, 

in  the new system of economic management  introduced in 

Hungary   on January  1,   1968,   the foreign  trade coefficient 

has been determined  on   the basi3 of  the  principle of average. 

It should be  noted that in  the practice  of 
Hungarian  economic management,   the  introduction 
of foreign   tro de  coefficients  plays ón important 
role,   as  it   does  not mean  si: ply  the creation 
ot  the  method of export   encouragement. 

Preveounly   a   double price  syntem wus in  force 
in  the   interr-.-il   :T rlret,   a co or ding  to which  the 
producing and  user's  enterprises received ;jnd 
paid respectively   the  prices  valid   ;n  the 
interni. 1   .• r':et   for  the  exported  goods  as well 
as for  the   imported ones.   The  difference  between 
the  price   of   the   external   :.i;;rket  an:i   that  of   the 
internili market  appeared   in   the result  of  the 
foreign  tradeenterpriaes  in   the  forn of  a  sum to 
be paid  to   the  state or  in   the  form of  state 

subsidy. 

Therefore   it   ha 3  been a  matter of  basic  importance 
for foreign   trade activity   to  establish   the 
organic  relationship between   internal and 
externa]   prices  and  to put  an  end  to the  double 

price  system. 

In other words,   the  foreign trade coefficient represents 

the domestic  price of  the  foreign exchange in the field 

of commodity  turnover and  the costs related  to commodities, 
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«ad this domestic prie« io uniform both for the 

purchase by the bank of the foreign exchange delivered 

by the exporter as well 00 for the sale of exc'.onge to 

the importer. The experiences gained concerning the 

foreign trade coefficient as a merket regulating 

instrument vre' as follows: 

- Its establishment determines the interest in foreign 

trade for the whole economy and at t'-e same time 

permits the comparison of receipts and expenses 

arising in forints or in fore.Ì3n exe: enge. It 

orientates the enterprises in their decisions 

concerning the product composition of exports. 

- As It is valid for a longer time, its original 

effect can only be changed - in cases when it 

it absolutely necessary - by applying other 

economic, market regulating instruments. 

- In view of the fact that in Hungary export has a 

very high share in the natior.nl income, the 

export interest established as a re3u.lt of the 

foreign trade coefficient can play a decisive role 

also in the direction of the general technological 

development. 
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Por the non-commercial traffic affecting the 

population - including also tourist traffic - a so- 

called "non-commercial" rate can be fixed. It can be 

fixed starting from the consumer purchasing power 

parity in such e way that the importance on tourism? 

is taken into consideration. For instance the non- 

commercial rate of exchange of the US $  corresponds 

wilh the supplemented rate of exchange qu< ted by the 

national Bank of Hungary: 1 $  being equal to 30 Forints. 

The rate of exchange of the currencies of other 

capitalist countries can be determined in relation to 

the US #, according to the gold parity. 

In planning statistics, the settlement of foreign 

trade turnover is effected by the coefficients being 

uniform for every foregin exchnnge and valid for exports 

as well os for importa. One of the elcncntr; of thcae 

coefficients is the official nup lamented rate, the other, 

which can be changed more flexibly, in called "price 

factor"  /actually t' e disagi'-»/. From January 1st 1968 

the extent of the price factor bar. been fixed at 100 % 

for the dolirr md ?o %  for the rouble, accordingly the 

coefficient «alues ut,ed in the internal settlement ut 

enterprioea ore: 1   dollar being worth 60 forints, 

1 rouble being wort 40 forints. 

From what has been mentioned it follows that the 

foreign trade coefficients express the average 

"producing coats of the dollar and rouble, under the 

conditions of the given commodity structure, commercial 

. 
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conditions and prices of Hungarian foreign trade. The 

coefficients are not differentiated according to commodities 

and are equally valid for exports and imports. 

The present difference between the dollar and 

rouble coefficients is caused a number of factors, such as: 

- The commodity structure of Hungarian export greatly 

differs with countries of dollar settlement from 

countries of rouble settlement. 

- There is a certain difference ; lso in the level and 

proportion of prices prevailing in socialist and non- 

socialist markets. In the trade with socialist countries 

the prices, based on capitalist world market prices, 

ere established taking into consideration a longer 

period - in order to eliminate the distorting effects 

of the :.arket - and they are valid for a longer period, too, 

In the trt-.de w:th non-socialist countries, prices 

reflecting the current conditions of supply and 

demand exict. 

- The cost needs of exports are also different in 

the trade with socialist end  non-socialist countries. 

Por example: 

in general Hungarian export  to non-socialist countries 

have higher transport costs than the export to 

socialist  countries; 
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- the export receipts which can be attained in 

the different capitalist -aarkets are conaiderebly 

influenced also by the custorr.es tariffs and 

discriminations applied by partner countries! 

- in exports to non-socielist countries we h,-vt 

to reckon with additional commercial charges 

/e.g. commissions, etc./ which do not arts« 

in the trade with socialist countries. 

Naturally it is also clear from the ebove that the 

formetion of foreign trade coefficients should be 

connected with the change of market conditions, 

with certo'n elements of trade policy aims and, 

consequently, with the change of the Hungarian export 

structure as well. 

/In order to facilitate this survey, in the 

following we leave out of consider-,tion the fact that 

in Hungary there are two kinds of foreign trade 

coefficients. This abstraction, however, does not 

affect the valuation of the axperiences of the 

system of coefficients./ 

According to our experiences, the extent of the 

average production of foreign exchange of the 

national economy can be determined by the following 

method: 
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1. ft convtrt tht foreign exchange prie« which can bo 

attained in the external mrrket to free doliera, 

at the valid rnte, reducing the amount by the 

costs arisin- in foreign exclude in the courat 

of rurketing /freight, comisoion, etc./. 

2. Against thin, we net the current, expectable internal 

price of the exported commodity /including tha 

calculable profit/, adding to it the costs 

arising in forints in connection with the export 

/packing, transport/ as well as the comission of 

tfie Hungarian foregn trade company. 

The comparison of nil foreign exchange values under 1. 

with the total forint omount under 2. gives the extent 

of the average production of exchange of the economy, 

and this forms the basis of the establishemnt of the 

foreign trade coefficient. 

Tha most important effect we expect from the foreign 

trade coefficient is that it should induce most of 

the enterprises automatically, - without state 

subsidies - in accordance with the princille of 

proper interestedness, to compare directly the 

results of foreign and domestic marketing and to 

decide in favour of exports when working out its 

development and marketing programme. 

We have exomined, therefore, how the application of 
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foreign trade coefficients influences the promotion 

of export, 

V/e hove airead;.- referred to the fact that the 

average of the own costs of exchange production of the 

different bronches of economy, and within them the 

branches of industry r.nd enterprises, disperses conside- 

rably around the average costs ef exchange production 

on a national scale. Due to the fact that the central 

bank buys from the enterprises the exchange earned by 

export on the basis of the foreign trade coefficient, 

irrespective of their own costs of exchange production, 

those enterprises, whose own costs of foreign exchange 

production is lower than the average of national 

economy, are put into a more advantageous position. 

These enterprises can m, ke an "extra profit" in 

the export sales, compared to the domestic sales. It 

is obvious, therefore, that they will seek the 

development of exports firdfctaking into consideration 

their existing capacities and later by expending 

these capacities.The extra profit enables them to 

give better salaries to their workers end engineers 

and thus to ea.ftoy the best larger staff, and aleo to 

use a bigger part of their income for investment 

purposes. 

The endeavour to increase exports, however, 

comes up against the competition in the external 

ncrkets. If the enterprise does not want to ¿ive up 

Vic  extra profit on exports, the competition corr-yals 

i ,« 

« i 

!! 
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it to keep up with the requirements of up-to- 

dateness, quality, etc. arising in the markets. 

Por thia aim it has to ,. ke use of the resource 

available for development purposes, too. In this 

way the endeavour to meet the market rejuirements 

brings ehout the continous increase of the 

technical level o? production. If the enterprise 

uses parts, component units, materials, etc. 

supplied by on other domestic enterprise, for 

incorpora tins them in the product to be exported, 

it is obvious that the enterprise, too, will raise 

its requirements tov/crds the cooperating partners 

in order to assure that the final product is up-to- 

date. ?or the hi-her requirements it can pay by ceding 

a port of the extra profit on exports. Thus it also 

contributes to raisin- the general technical level 

of inland production. 

This process is also advatageous for the whole 

Of the economical life, as the country participates in 

a more intensive form in the international division of 

labour by Lhe export of the product of such an enterprise 

which can produce foreign exchange at a lower cost than 

the avarege of te national economy. Thereby it makes 

use of the comparative advantages offered in the 

international division of labour. 

Let us v: ve a look at the table given on page 9. 

Among the different branches only the machine industry 

is below the avarage. It is logical that we shall find 

here the ¡rost branches and enterprises, which 
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can realize extra profit on exports as a result 

of the foreign trade ceofficient. Though the system 

of foreign trade coefficient has been introduced on 

January let 1963 only, the data of even these few months 

show that there is a definite tendency for the increase 

of exports in such branches of machine industry. 

Denomination of branch Exchange 
production 
avarage 
Ft/I 

Expor 
Janua 

taken 

t increase 
ry - August 
1967 
100 

Machine industry altóle ther 52 112 

Vehicles 55 140 

Machinery, equipment 50 150 

Tel ecorr,rr,union tion, 
vacuum technics 53 156 

Instrument industry 65 83 

Electrical machining 72 102 

I.Ietal ware 73 107 

Thus a part of the export can be realized by 

rveana of the foreign trade coefficient under more 

favourable conditions,' the other pert under les3 

favourr. ble ones. The enterprises whose exports produce 

an exch.-.n e production which i a ..ore favourable than 

the coefficient, con red: e extra pr if it compared to 

what tV.ey c-uld make by dornen tic m; rkc tin,7,, while 

enterprises having lean favourable foreign exchange 

production - conpared to the domestic marketing - can 

export with a deficit or with a smaller profit.*1"' 

i i e-: 
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Note:  Por simplicity's  sake,  hereinaftei  we  shall refer 
to the   former gropp of enterprises as  »profitable«, 
to the  latter group as  "showing deficit».   b»t we 
would  emphasize  that   the enterprises  "showing 
oníwíl mpy  be  Profitable  in the domestic marketing, 
only  tney cannot  make   extra profit  in  exports due 
to the  foreing trade  coefficient. 

The question is raised,  wether the export   »showing 

deficit"  i.e.   producing foreign  exchange at  a  lesa 

advantegeous  extent  than  the  coefficient,   should not 

be given  up.   This would be unambguosly   to  the national 

economy   only   if the  favourable  export  »showing 

deficit»  could be  eliminated  without any  difficulty  by 

a surplus of another export   the  coefficient  of which 

makes  it  possible  to realize  a profit /in other words, 

if cap-cities  of production  and manpower can be  con- 

vened  for  this purpose/,  end  at   the same time all  of 

the newly introduced  commodities  could be marketed 

in foreign countries immediately. 

The  eliminated  »deficitous«  export could be  balanced 

- in P£:rt  or in full - by  the  simultaneous decrease 

of imports from t ;e  seme market. 

Unless  either one  of these  two conditions  are 

fulfilled,   the equilibrium of   the  foreign trade  balance 

would  be  jeopardized owing to  the introduction  of the 

coefficient.   'Therefore,   under  the  existing circumstances, 

we crnnot  give up the volume   of export  »showing deficit« 

without  n y  consequence.   A sudden decrease  of  exports 

would   in any  cane bring  about  a great disorganization 

of the whole  economic  activity, and  a   consi„ 

deroble  decrease of employment and  living standards. 
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In order to maintain the determined level of 

exports /even to enlarge the exports ghov.ing deficit/, 

it ip neces- pry  for the 3tote to cospersa te institutionally 

the enterprises concerned for t"c Äifference of results 

arising between home nnd export marketing«, This purpose 

is served by the system called state reimburse:.entr" 

compensating for t'.e differences of productivity. Iti its 

form t this system me• ns export subsidy, in its content. 

it r:.eans the reimbursment of the difference of price 

income. In Hungary we consider the system of state 

reimburse; cnts as an economic instrument of export 

ncnrgemcnt, as a necessary, but a temporary category 

/though it will not be in function for a short time/. 

The aim of the state reimbursement system in to counteract 

/or divert the effect of/ the foreign trade coefficient 

in certain fields, in order to ensure an export level 

of optimal structure end tendency which is necesœry 

in the given circumstrrces. Its application must comply 

with the fo] lowing requirements: 

- It should promote the export turnover in a volume 

necessary for the equilibrium of the foreign trade 

brlcvce, but it should restrict exports which earn 

foreign exchange ct costs much raigher thrn the overage 

of national economy, i.e. the uneconomical exports, 

- It should represent such an objectively given 

regulation for the enterprises, which enables them 

to hrve secure and independent management system. 

The state reimbursement fixed for a longer period 

? 
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•hoald play the same directive role in the nanesement 

of enterprises as the forei n trade coefficient. 

- It should riso contribute to the rra du E 1 formation 

of a more fovourcble comodity pattern end  direction 

of export turnover, which under the civen circumstances 

would be optirr.."!. 

As is deer from the above, the stete reimburse- 

ments ere not ^r-.-ted outoneticelly, but on certain 

conditions, cucha as: 

- The enterprises cab get state reimbursements, if 

comparing the home expenditure and their price 

receipts calculated by the foreign tro de coefficient, 

their export octivity chovtf a lasting deficit which 

can be elirr.im.ted only &fter a longer time. The export 

of the product of lie enterprise concerned is to be 

meintBinc-d because of foreign tre do balance reasons. 

- The state reimbursement is -ener: llv not fixed for 

coverin0 the deficit of specific products or 3roupii 

of products, but the whole export activity of the 

producing enterprises concerned is t ken as a basis. 

Stcte reimbursements cen be fixed for individual 

products separately only in exceptional cases. 

• The question, whether the state reimbursement is 

Justified should, in ßenerrl, be examined and 

decided separately for the two rain p.-y ment areas 

/countries with dollar and rouble settlement/ 

like in case of the foreisn trade coefficients. 
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The state reimbursement becomes an inte^rel pert of 

the income of the enterprise; the general régulâtiono 

concerning th<: income of enterprises /taxation, etc./ 

regulate their utilization. 

There pre different forme for the application of 

state reimbursement: 

- Export premium being proportionate to the turnover 

/linear premium/ 

lb means that on esch unit of foreign exchange 

earning produced by export - over and above the 

foreign tr^de coefficient, and to complement it - 

the enterprise sets budget allowance /premium/ of 

a fixed rate. 

Theoretically this form is applied for enterprises 

whicn have a not much hig er index of foreign 

exchange production than the foreign crude coefficient 

so th;it it can be presumed thnt by tht help of various 

measures it en- become e  "profitable" enterprise 

whithin a relatively oh ort tiir.e, and therefore 

v»e do not wioh to réduce it3 export. 

- State reimbursement paid according to a fixed volume 

of turnover. 

If the export which is unfavourable in comporiaon 

to the foreign trade coefficient is to be maintained 

at the mort, ¿¡tthe exi:., tin;;; level, or if we want 

to prevent the decreaae of export during a temporary 

period, it is possible to ¿ive a fixed reimbursement 
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to the enterprise in one sum yerly. It can increase 

its export above thia level only at ihe expense of 

its own result, but ib  has to achieve ti.e foreign 

exchange receipt prescribed as a precondition of 

the s to te reimbursement. Another form can be if in 

euch a case tie  linear premium io approved on 

condition th.-=t the enterprise can benefit by it 

only until the predetermined turnover is reached. 

As oan be seen from the above, it is partly due to 

necessity that the foreign trade coefficient is 

counteracted by the ap liaction of state rrirnbursèment. 

According to our experiences namely, the ideal solution 

of stopping from one year to the other such exports of 

machine indus ry which »show deficit», i.e. bein- less 

advantageous than foreign trade coefficient, cannot 

be carried out. On the oAe hand it is obvious that the 

enterprises should be given the opprtunity to adapt 

themselves to the new circumstances and on the other hand 

the decrease of exports should be prevented. 

On the basis of these considerations the state reimburse- 

ment does not provide an extra profit, i.e. an advantage 

for the export, it assures only an identical situation 

with the domestic marketing. Then-fore the question 

can be raised why it can still be ranked «mon; the 

systems encouraging the export promotion, and what 

its function is as such. 

Kare it should be recalled that one of the conditions 

of state reimbursement is that it is fixed at the 
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level of enterprises. The average production of foreign 

exchange of an enterprise can be derived from the actual 

coata of foreign exchange production of the commodities 

produced for export by the enterprise. Expreience3 

snow that these coats present great differences even 

within one enterprise, as compared to the average of 

the enterprise. 

However, tie state reimbursement is allowcdat a given 

time, taking into consideration, the given export 

structure of the enterprise, but for a longer period 

/3 to 5 yea.rs/. If the enterprise changes the 

commodity pattern of its ex-.ort by increasing the 

e.port of t.-iose commodities which can be marketed at u 

more favourable index than its aprarage of foreign 

excshnge production, in this relative way the enter- 

prise can mi-ike ex'ra profit on exports. Let U3 take 

the following example: 

The machine tool works "Matador" works with an average 

cost of foreign exchange production of 70 forint per 

dollar /in o her words, it gets 10 Pt/ji state 

reimbursement/. 

The export a true ture of the works in 196/: 

Product Unit coat  Kxport  Cost of  Price Profit • 
of foreign Vf1 lue  exch-¡tvTe  income ir. Lona 
exchange   tooo t      \roduct'or,  looo Pt 

 pr.",d. Pt/¿    

l.Iícdif. 1 dri T] in ; 
machine RY   lo  7';,?     600   44 500.  42 OOu   - 2 500 

2. Radial drill.i-, ; 
rechine UT] lo 5C,0 300   15 000  21 000   + 6 000 

3. Morisontr.'l   mj ] - 
lin;; m.T "5 55,0     600 39 000      42  000        +2 000 
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4* Universal lathe 
V
E
 100 80,0 200 16 000 14 000  - 2 000 

5. Univers 1 lathe 
VE 20° 75,0 300 22 500 21 000  - 1 500 

Totel: 70,0 2000 140 000 140 000 

If the enterprise did not get a state reimbursement, its 

entire export activity would be \n  deficit, 3S its 

total amounts to 140 million forints,while ita foreign 

exchange ermine is 2 million #, for which it would 

get only 12 million forints calculated according to the 

foreign trade coefficient. Due to the state reimbursement 

it can realise its total export with deficit, and 

within it, the products under 1, 4 and 5 can be exported 

with a deficit, which is sompenoated by t: e export of 

the products under 2. and 3. The reimbursement is 

guaranteed by the state for the yeacs 1968-1970. 

Therefore the enterprise makes calculations how it 

would be possible to change this neutral position into a 

profitable one. It is evident that the enterprise should 

increase the export of the items under 2. and 3. at the 

expense of the other items. This can be carried out with 

the existing capacities9 with smaller inputs, already 

in 1968, by making certain rearrangements. In this way the 

following result can be achieved: 
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Product   Unit coot  Export Co^t of 
of for.exch. in   exchange 
prod. Pt/jl looo $  production 

in looo forints 

Price incoEt 

1. indiai  drill RI-'lo 74,2    400 
2. Radial drill .Ullo 5o,o 500 

3. Ilor.rilling 
mach. IE/; 5 

4. Univ.lathe 
VS loo 

5. Univ.Ir.the 
YE 2oo 

Total: 

65,o 600 

80,0  50 

29 630 

25 000 

39 000 

4 000 

75»o 450 tf 750 

28 000 

35 000 

42 000 

3 500 

21 500 
65,5 2000  131 430 140 000 

Tìiis rrcr nv  thct  r.t 3me level of expox-t but with the 

c;-n.;;e of trie composition, the enterprise ccn taake a 

profit of ;oree then 8 million forints in comparison 

with the previous yerr. If this profit is spent for the 

promotion of the export of the items under 2 P; d 3» a 10 

per cent increoae of exports in the following years can 

bring a profit of further 5 to 6 miHi.-n forints. Naturally 

the strte reimbursement induces the enterprises not only 

to such ch, nges of the export composition, but also to the 

reduction of production costs, as they can also make a 

profit by reducing the unit costs of foreign exchange 

production. These efforts rtthe same time .TI a I: e them more 

competitive in foreign mcrkets, end in the perspective of 

a few years they can rr.cke state reimbursements superfluoua, 

aa the enterprise vvillbe able to mr.ke profit by foreign 

trade coefficient na  well. 

Connection between export onu income recule tionf 

i'rom wh-t han been men ti one! it can be seen that the 
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b*sic principle of the átate reimbursement ie to assure 

for the export a profit position which is identical 

with the domestic marketing. Thia identical position 

mr.kes the enterprises interested in the increase of 

exporte especially in those coses, where it is possible 

to chonge its structure of products by a relatively small 

»xpenditure in favour of pr..ducts with which a favourable 

foreign excharge production con be achieved. A further 

precondition ic that the de.xnd of Vc  domestic merket 

for the products of the enterprise concerned should be 

satisfied on the whole, because otherwise the enterprise's 

endeavour will be to market the products at home, all the 

more so as there is in cenemi a smuller risk for dsmestic 

marketing, the costs of marketing ore larger, even at 

a theoretically identical profit poaition. These pointa 

of view are especially important in the machine industry, 

because the possibility on changing the structure of 

products ic grer.t, *nd there is always a smaller business 

riak in the internal — rketa than when exporting. That is 

why the system of state reimbursements, if necessary, 

should be .-.ade suitable for assis ling the encouraient 

Of exports by supporting specific export developments. 

A general form of this can be, if instead of the mere 

difference between the foreign trade coefficient and 

the own average coot of foreign exchange production of 

the enterprise, a grec ter amount of stote reimbursement 

is granted, /¡ieferrin to the example of the nicchine 
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tool works mentioned before: the a;r.oi;,nt of reimbursement 

given is 15 ?t/* instead of lo Ft/Í. Tais enables the 

enterprise to P"; kc a higher profit on exports air eri*' 

et the beginning than by d ventic ma rice tin ., ?r.ù  this 

profit cd fart: .er be incre^ncd .:y the îv.ericurc;; referred 

to in tvic e::r:..ple. 3ucl; a n- bai'h*.r'i;-;0 of export *c 

justified only if t'e producta,or a gre;"teat p-rt :.? 

thaui, of the enterprise concerned are up-to-date, and 

the conditions of the ex «er: vu luy.rkct ala ;cr it the 

perspective development of exports and coricaqac'-tly 

- by increasir _ the .agnitude oí aericu - the decrease 

o." prodv.c -io1, coata as v.ell. In t: ia recpect t ere is 

c great need of the individual development analyses 

mentioned previnurjly. 

T'e ot er forr. of export subsidy can be te otate 

re incurs eren t granted on certain fir.ed conditions. 

There io a possibility, namely, for increasing prog- 

ressively the amount of s cate reimbursement allowed 

up to the level of the average costs of foreign 

exchange production, if * certain value is exceeded. 

This induces tne enterprise not only to inrpove the 

pattern of export und to reduce the coats, but also 

to increase its export within the shortest time 

possible, by developing and modernizing its products. 

—*- h j. —. -M - 
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Let us take a3ein the forner exorplc« in 
1967 the export of the machine tool works 
amounted to 2 nil li or d olir 1-0. /,s a 
condition of srciîtin.;; the atete reimburse- 
ment it con be stipule ted thnt i £  the vnrko 
increases ita export in the next year to 

'5 n1/}10"' it wil1 -et G reimbursement 
of 13 rt/2, and if it suceeds in in- 
creasing the export t. $  3 million, 
the rate of reimbursement will be 16 Ft/jf. 

This f.-irm oc stete reimbursement can directly be 

connected with the implement.»tion of en export development 

gro.-r.vrime. If the rechine tool works mentioned in our 

exemple -.vos a new investment, the introduction of its 

producto in ~orei;n -rkets rcquireo various costs which 

do not arine in the case of already introduced products 

or in the intern.-,1 market. In such a csue the state 

reimbursement can be a useful form of the support of 

export to overcome the necessary temporary period, possibly 

2-3 years. 

The only Seneral problem of state reimbursement, as a 

system, is that .the enterprises get it as a price income, 

/This is due to the fact that its aim is to divert /Baise/ 

the foreign trade coefficient in order torn maintain the level 

of exports, that is to say, it means the reimbursement of 

the price income difference existing between internal and 

exter-al marketing/ Due to this, there is a direct 

relationship between the state reimbursement and the 

profit of the enterpriser only in such a case when the 

share of export in the total marketing of the enterprise 

is considerable.If the enterprise can increase the price 
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of its products sold in the internal market, the increase of 

price income achieved in this way can easily be higher, 

thrn t e difference of price income assured by the stcte 

reimbursement. In thin case, in our oppinion, the enterprise 

will not endeavour to maintain or increase its export. This 

pears that the encourr.cement of export which can be 

attained by the at^te reimbursement is greatly influenced 

by the ef'ectivc de-.and of the interne! m-rket for the 

products concerned, m vjcil as by the limits of its 

absorbing cop.: city. Thi3 pr blern too, i a closely connected 

with the cttitide of the economic policy mentioned in 

Chapter I concerning the objectives for the machire 

industry market, the budget policy of the state and with 

the income policy, etc. 

Consequently it seems desirable to propose the working out 

al30 of such a system of export encouragement, which 

eliminates this problem of the state reimbursements nd 

which can create a clear-cut interente mens  in exports. 

W 

The solutions ray be found in the introduction of such 

a form of machine export encouragement, which would be 

c- rried out within the cyst em of st te recula tion of 

income. The different varieties of thia form are not 

unknown in any industrially deve]oped country in whose 

economic policy the objective of supporting the machine 

export js included. To nr.cke it more concrete, here we 

have the different tax allowances and various forms of 

tax refunds in mind. 
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As the aim of this study is not only to analyse the 

forr.s of export encouragement in general, but also 

to aurvey the experiences of the practice adopted 

in Hungary in this connection, vie  think it more useful 

to diacuso the solution used in practice. V.'e have to 

point out, however, that the experiences that we have 

at our dispose 1 of this solution could n;.t be collected 

during a ion¿3 time. 

This solution motive tes the introduction of such a 

tex-free state allotment, i.e. of a tax refund, which 

directly increases the profit of enterprises to be 

encouraged for the development of export. 

Prom the point of view of the enterprises the tax refund 

is a more favourable form of support than the reimbursement 

of the price income difference and at the same time, 

it is also easier to survey by the state as regards to 

its expectable effect. It is not possible to calculate 

precisely beforehand the net amount remaining for the 

profit of the enterprise, from its pure income, thus 

the enterprise cannot know in advance whether the efforts 

made in the Interest of export will eleo be reflected 

in the same extent in its own clear profit. The tax 

refund, on the other hsnd, me.ns a clear profit. It is 

more ciear-cut encouraging instrument for the .tate because 

it is not probable that the enterprise will try to 

counteract its effect by increasing its prices in the 

domestic marketing. /Apart from rare exceptions nar.ely, 
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it has not any chango to have auch a price increase 

accepted in the r.nrket, which has the sane effect on ito 

pure income as the tax refund./ 

As this method asnures a considerable advantp^e for the 

enterprises, it i3 justified to stipulate stricter conditions 

for the tax-refund than for the state reimbursement. Therefore 

a double condition is stipulated for this state allofcne :t: 

- increase of the proportion of export marketing within the 

total marketing of the enterprise^; 

- increase of the export level. 

The fulfilment of this double condition requires efforts of e 

different degree from the different enterprises, that ia why 

the most practical method for determining the extent of all 

allotment /subsidy/ seems to be the elaboration of sone kind of 

progressive tax-refund schedule /tnble/. 

Example for the tax-refund schedule   In Ft/tf 

Change of  _ 
proportion 
of export //I 

Increase of level or export in percentage 

2   3   4   b 6   7   P   9   10 

-2 

-1 

o 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

o,5 o,75 

o,5 o,8 

0,5 o,75 o,9 

o,75 o,9 1,2 

1.0 1,2 1,5 

1,2 1,5 1,B 

1,5 1,8 2,1 

1,8 2,1 2,4 

2.1 2,4 ?,7 

1.0 1,25 

1.1 1,4 

1.2 1,5 

1,5 1,8 

1,8 2,1 

2,1 2,4 

2,4 2,7 

2,7 3,1 

3,1 3,5 

1,5 1,75 2,o 2,25 2,5 

1.7 2,o 2,3 2,6 3,o 

1.8 2,1 2,4 2,7 3,1 

2,1 2,4 2,7 3,1 3,5 

2.4 2,7 3,1 3,5 3,9 

2,7 3,1 3,5 4,o 4,5 

3,1 3,5 4,o 4,5 5,o 

3.5 4,o 4,5 5,o 6,o 

4,o 4,5 5,o 6,o 7,5 

x/ The numbers given vertically indicate the decrease or 

increase of the share of exports. 
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This form of tax refund, too, can be connected with a 

concrete export development programme BO that the 

export considered aa useful by the state ghuld be 

promoted not only in the pheae of the realization of 

the investment, but also in the realization of the 

products manufactured. 

The significance of this kind of export subsidy lies, 

however, mainly in the fact that the enterprises will 

probably ruhe Vntensive efforts to develop their 

exports not only by -j.kin- use ct the exit;tins capacities, 

but also by the expansion of their production. At the 

same time it is ;>ico possible to influence the commodity 

pa tern of exports on a long-terra basis by deciding 

which branches of industry will obtain first of all the 

facility of tax refund. 

2. 

gather methods of state support of the mar.M ne 

export development propre, mine and promotion of 

machine e::port 

Besideo the establishment of the interestedness in 

exports concentrnted in jener-,1 or specific fields 

of economy /e.3. bronches of industry/, other forn:s and 

methods of ßtnte support may become necess«.ry, too, for 

the implementation of export development pro3rrmmes of 

•great importrr.ee. Here we h; ve in mind first of all 
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those ceses when certain enterprises wish to increase 

their exports as G result of a general interestedness 

in exporting, but they dh not hrve sufficient capital 

at their disposal, nnd they need the profit attainable 

by the development to be paid in advance in order to 

be able to cerry out the necessary expansion of their 

production. 

Credit preferences 

Preferences can be granted for Investmente with a 

view to export machinery through credit policy, in a 

direct or indirect way. Giving support by state 

investments is a general method of preference. They 

can compromise the following: 

- In enterprisal investments aiming the development 

of export, the related infrastructure facilities 

/e.g. rood construction, branch railway connection, 

house-building, etc./ are given by the state free of 

charge, from state resources, or the state grants to 

the enterprise concerned e long-term loan without any 

interest or with a low interest. 

- The state can also participate directly in establishing 

the production capacity designed for export purposes» 

The necessary financial resources for the development 

can be made available by the stote free of charge, or 

in the form of a long-term loan. 

u 
Iti 

fi 

\ \f 

Í • 

¡a 
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- Fin lly, the state an also decide to realize come 

big investment w'thout the participation of enter- 

prises, by using means assigned for investment 

purposes from the budget, if the investment serves 

essentially the development of e::port or the 

appropriate chr.nge of the export structure. /Here 

first of sTl the set tir. 3 up of new complete plants or 

integrated factories cm he considered./ It should be 

taken into account, however, th-t auch a solution 

can not be chosen frequently, because the state is 

compelled to uce its investment means predominati* for 

developments not destined for production. 

- In countries where there ore 'mportant producing plants 

or big enterprise units in state ownership, it also 

occurs that, in order to promote the central development 

targets /for instance to develop exports/, the state 

owned enterprises ore obliged to spend a  fixed proportion 

of their investments for the promotion of centrally 

determined objectives. 

A great importance should be attsched, as a whole, to 

the ebove forms of stete supports, as the bigger export 

development programes, in generi^ exceeds the possi- 

bilities of even great enterprises better off with 

capital, and they require the harmonised end coordinated 

development of the production of several enterprises. 

In addition to ti ir:, however, the preference to be 

gr nted for export development purposes to be realized 

by the enterprises, without the participation of the 

state, is also very importrnt. 
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This  preference can be given thorough the terms and 

conditions  of the credito  available for the enter- 

prises. The  greater the influence  that  the state has 

on  the  bank system,   the more  efficient  this form  of 

preference will  be.  Obviously  it is  the moat efficient 

if  the  development credits,   or at least a predominant 

psrt   of them,   are granted   to  the  enterpriaes by   the 

stste  bank or banks.   /In Hungary,   for  instance,   it is 

the  Government  that approves   Vne  directives  of credit 

policy which -  among others   -  stipulate also the 

preferences applies ble  for  the  development credits/. 

Let  us examine  the various   types  of   these  preferences, 

- Most  probably   the  most   import; nt   preference can  be 

the  stipulation of  the  ereJit   period,   i.e.   the 

period  of re  ayii.ent  of  the  credit.   Thus  it is 

possible   to reserve  a  certain  credit  period for 

investments  serving the   development  of export,   i.e. 

from the long-term, /e.g.   12  years/ credits all   other 

kind3  of investments  can  be   excluded. 

- The   timing of  the  «redit  repayment  my also be  a form 

of  preference.  If a  long-term credit  ic gr nted,   the 

first  instalaent  con be   envisaged  a year or two  later, 

or  an  obligation  of a  minimal  instalment  can  be 

stipulated  for the  firjt  years repayment   in order 

to  give  more   time   to  the   enterprise   for developing 

the  export of  the new production capacity and   for 

organizing gradually  the  increasing rarketing. 

! 
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- Preference can be given eleo by the rate of interest 

to be fixed. Similarly to the credit period, certain 

preferences of interest r.vy be reserved exclusively for 

investments serving export purposes, but it is also 

possible not to cn->rge any bank expenses and thereby 

the interest is reduced relativelv. 

We Lave pointed out in connection with the state 

investments that the bigger export development proprem:.ea 

generally exceed the possibilities of individual 

enterprises, because the modernization rnd expansion 

of the capacity necessary for manufacturing & certain 

end product cannot be solved without the proper development 

of the production of the enterprises coopere ting in 

this manuf: cture. This is important especially in the 

machine industry, where the enterprise producing the 

end product works generally with 0 great number of 

cooperating partners. Therefore it is necessary for 

this enterprise to coordinate nn-' harmonize its develop- 

ment concepts v.ith its portners supplying prrts and 

component units. If the enterprise exporting the end 

product is *iring to share the profit on export with 

the cooperatine partners, it can expect of them to take 

pert in the rink of development, tc support it? credit 

demand presented to the bonk and also to take up the 

necessary credits for facilitating their own developments. 

In such a case it is reasonable to extend the credit 
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pifferane«a also to the cooperating partner! and 

to determine these preferences in such a way that it 

should facilitate the association of enterprises 

/capital merger/ with the aim of export development. 

Support of the machine export by credit policy 

Under this heading there are two groups of questioni 

to be discussed. First: the domestic financing of 

export marketing, second: eredita to be granted 

for marketing abror.d. 

In connection with the domestic financing «f export 

marketing, two rr.ein problems arisej 

- The enterprises cpn get the countervalue of the 

goods supplied much later when it is exported than 

when sold in the internel market and this can make 

it necessary to apply for conáidereble credits in 

some caaes also for financing the current production. 

This increases the costs of production for export 

even if the brnk is ready to diec~urt Vre  negotiable 

documents reprerentinj the countervnlue of the ¿oodc. 

The ¿7*eíi -er distances of tr; nsport and the keener 

competition in the ^::port ~ erke ta require shorter 

delivery terms and this makes it necessary for the 

tnterprices to ncintain bigger stocks of finished 

and semi-finished joods th.-n the ones they would 

need for domestic nxrketinß. Por this p;rpoce either 

a ptrt of -he resources of the enterprise is trien, 

e». 
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which eo.ild oíT^ise '.e vre' .7or the développer* of 

production, or involveo ¿he nee of credit. In each 

cose t e enterprise considere the export merktting 

os le3B edvante^ous. 

If we wmt to stimulate the increase of esporto, these 

problem should be solved by a flexible op.licsfcion of 

the credit snd 'inancinj polie?. Aa a metter of fact, 

in this respect not preferencea are needed, but such 

measures which corrpenaote the disadvantageous position 

of e::port. Such mesaurea en be: te reduction of diocount 

rate, for the export atocles -r-.nlinj of eredita for 

opere tin- funds at a low rete of interest. 

The export of certain products of the machine indue try 

con be effected only on credit. If the product iG B 

newly developed one, ito economy rarely - ,kea this 

possible, not to mención tie fact, that many enterprises 

have not the necessary conditions enabling them to grant 

long-term credits, both as regarda their risk and the 

required capital. [Therefore the support of the state rr.ay 

be necessary in this field as «ell, in order to promote 

the export and to ensure the markets. 

In this field the fdlo*ing forma of etate support can be 

considered: 

- In general, the lonS-term trade agreements concluded by 

the state envisage government credits to be granted by 

one of the parties or by both of them. (These government 

credits provide a general framework, or cover the supply 
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of given commodities or groups of commodities 

according to the terms and conditions approved by 

both parties. 

Deliveries under government credit mean cash receipts 

for the enterprises, as the credit obligntion is 

assume* by the stite. By assuring the participation 

in government credits the state renders considerable 

asjista::ce For the inplenentntion of certain export 

dev< loprnent programmes and for increasing the export 

of the enterprises concerned. 

At the saine time the government credit -üakes it 

possible for the receiving country to asoure the import 

of such invest ent goods which promote the reolization 

of its own export development objectives. This is a 

widely used method. 

- In international relations between the big banks it is 

riso common to grant financial credits for different 

periods of time. 

According to these arren jer.ents, the banks settle by 

immediate payment the orders for payment received from 

the other bank. This reniera portable the conclusion 

of contracts between the importer nnd e,porter also 

in cases when otherwise the supplier would not b« in a 

position to extend credit. 

- If it is neccs';.'iry for the renlizotion of export to 

gmnt enterprise credit, the state can directly contribute 

to it in the case of industries enjoying preferences. 
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Furthermore, the stete con diminish the risk of the 

enterprise by giving export credit ßuerontees under 

favourable terms for fixed transactions or for a 

scope of transactions. 

Eeturslüy in countries where a special permission iS 

necessary for the enterprises to grant credits, the 

direction of export by stote can be effected in such a 

form that priority is given to certain important branches 

of industry «hen considering the applications for credit 

per ¡ni s s ions. 

Customs 

Besides the solutions mentioned above, the support of 

the export oriented industries . at least so far as 

they can be competitive - requires to protect the»« 

industries in the internal merket ag, inst the competition 

of the identic,! finished goods imported. This protection 

against t e  competition of import is, however, a double- 

edged weapon, because it =, y result in the leisureliness 

of the industry to be developed. In spite of this danger 

protectionism ennot be fnlly avoided, since the 

commodities produced by the new capacities c^nofc be 

marketed i^idiately und completely in foreign rrcrkete. 

If the competition of imported goods endangers the 

utilization of the capacities, it ,,y  U.V£ 0 detrimental 

effect on the initio rentability of t,e entire export 

developing activity. 
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The most suitable and generally applied means of 

protection against the competition of imports are 

the customs tariffs as well as other financial measures / deposition 
system, etc. /. The fixing of the degree and 

the application of the customs procedure regulations 

providea o rather flexible means of protecting industries 

and production branches receiving state priority. 

Furthermore, the tariff system cen be used for supporting 

in a more direct form the export orientée production. 

Por economic reasons, the case of the import of certain 

raw materials, semi-manufactures and productive parts, 

high tariffs are charged, or tariffs considered as 

high from the point of view of utilization and in 

these cases the production costs can be diminished by 

means of tariff concessions or tariff exemption. Thus, 

if the state regards it necessary to assist the export 

activity of an enterprise, this can be made in the 

form of customs refund or by tax exemption. 

Long-term governi-ient-to-government agreements. 

Medium-developed and develop In/; countries are in need 

of increasing their outer  economic resources and for 

them moke use of the possibilities for export development 

as well as the financial arnia L^nce /credits, etc./ 

of more developp«! countri c r, Ohviourjly, if fhe\' Oo not 

succeed in fulfilling their export targets, their demand 

for foreign a su i stance perhaps their dependence also 

will increase moreover, it renders the repayment of 
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the creaibs received earlier more difficult and 

thereby aggravates their balance of pay .ent problems 

in the long rim. 

In view ot fhis, the countries in question have a vitel 

interest in rsising the rr.eana necessary for their 

development from their own reaources to an increasing 

extent. In the initial period they have  to make use of 

foreign financial resources to e greater extent, but 

this can be only a temporary solution end cannot replace 

ouch an economic policy whichcan receler- te the genercl 

development of their economy end  increases appropriately 

their export capacities and general exporting potential. 

In support of this it is 
that in recent yerrs the 
financial resources has 
economic relatione betvie 
industrially developed c 
the so-called "aid and n 
0,87 ',£> of the groes na t; 

developed countries, whe 
I964 was only 0,66 ., ani 
show a decreasing teraien 
as t.-eir abHolrte arouat 
8 million dollars, under 
the developing countries 
their imports from devel 
increasingly from their 

worth, mentioning 
role of foreign 
decreased in the 
en developing and 
ountrie::. In 1961 
sais tance" represented 
or--.-> 1 product of 
re;,n ; ' a rAn-re  in 
ape   :tlv they 

c. a i . ,e   then, 
at ;gna to:; around 
thaae c S reams tances 
can only finance 

oped countries 
export receipts. 

The development ot the export potential requires more and 

more the realization of firm export developing programmes 

and *he assistance of export marketing by the state, as 

well as a determined economic policy resulting in the 

Ipn.g-term governmenUto government agreements on which we 

have laid great emphasis before. 
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According  to the present piv ctice the long-term 

governoent  agreeme  ta pre  generell;/  concluded  for 

3  to 5 years.  A. reements concluded  for an even  longer 

period  rre  especially tdvantegous  for developing 

countries.   As a  rule,   ti e  agreements regulate  on a 

Dilaterei  basis  the contents  /e.g.  volume,  commodity 

structure/  of  the  exchange  ot, goods between the 

participating partners,   the  rode  of paymento  connected 

with the  exchange of goods,   the  granting of credit 

related   to   this  trade,   the   scientific and technical 

cooperation,  rendering of assistance,   etc. 

It is  rig/tful,  however,   to  ask,  why  the bilateral 

long-term agreements are considered useful at a  time 

when the development of world   .rade advances  toward 

multilateralism. 

Ko doubt,   multilaterality  is  perhaps the most common 

and comperetively  most  efficient  form of the  trade 

relations   between countries  having a developed market 

economy.   But  the partneri   taking part  in multilaterality 

are countries where there  is  no big difference  in economic 

development  and competitiveness   in   the world market. 

Por a  r.edium-developed   og  developing country   t..e 

participation  in  thia  m ; ' tilsterality would   cause 

considerable problems,   as  it  would be necessery   that the 
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commodity stocka to be exported by this country should 

be convertible from the point of view of the market 

/in other words, it shonkd be marketable anywhere under 

the -iven conditions of the world merket competition/. 

But this is not jener Uy asmred end therefore the 

developing countries would be handicapped in the multi- 

loterality of the co-petition oi the „orld ¡-rhet, their 

export would So back and iheir payment problems would grow. 

The ..joodn exchar^ed mutually within the fr:.rae of bi- 

lateral trade freemen Is are predominantly such -oods 

which could not be placed only be ...crketed with excessive 

sacrifies on behoof of the exporter, due to "he conditions 

of r,ul bilateral trade. Therefore the IGRS developed 

countries ore p-ticulorly interested in carrying out 

their trade or p: rts ,f it whithin the frone of agreement* 

aiminS et tie bilQters?ly balanced settlement of pryments. 

The Ion-ter* agreements sre concluded precisely to 

assure these conditions of bil.ter^l tr.de by permanent 

instrument, thus erecting a certain lon.j-term security for 

the development of export. Whether the ajeeinents comprice 

lists o: ;;oods of en indicative chamber or with fixed 

quotes, the  contracting parties suaranfcee that they will 

facilitate and promote by suitable governmental instruments 

the import   covered by the agreement, durine its 

vcliM.ty, in rccDrdancc with the vc.,M licencing 

end pay.-.ent system. This bilotercl strbility lastin^ 
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several years is particularly importent for countries 

whose pc.yir.ent position shows a lasting disequilibrium 

and the unfroeseeable changes of the world market. The 

bilateral stability of foreion«trade policy i£ 

advantageous.also for the conclusion of long-term 

contracts between enterprises, the purpose of which 

is to facilitate the realization of export development 

programmes. It can be recommended mainly for the pro- 

motion of the export of machines and equipments 

requiring a longer period of time for the production, 

transaction and crediting. 

x     x 
X 

In the opinion of the authors of this study, the 

planing and o^anisption of raschine industry development 

and machine export oriented development ccn be carried out 

most efficiently by the joint and harmonized application 

of the methods described in the there chapters. In 

this respect vie  can 3afely say that completing thin0 task 

depends not only on   the methods of planning of the 

sector, but also.on the economic and financial policy 

¡nd on politics as well. 
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Appendix NoTlt 

Ohioklng and evaluating questions prepared  for 

the  long-term davalopmflnt  programs  of  engineering*^ 

I. Product  development 

1. Do the  technological  parameters  of  the produot 

attain   the  world  level? 

2. Relying on  the  existing research and develop- 

ment  basis,   is   there  a possibility  to maintain 

the product   on   the  desired   world   level? 

3. If the  existing  research and  development   basis 

iß  inadäquate   to maintain   the  product  on  the 

desired level,   is there a  realistic  chance  to 

create  such basis? 

4. If  the domestic  research and  development  basis 

necessary   to maintain  the product   on  world 

level  cannot  be  created,   do conditions  exist 

for production   on world  level   if documentation 

is  taken over or licences  are   bought? 

5. Is   it   necessary   to expand   the   range   of products? 

6. Justification  of   the   choice  of   the  product  from 

the point   of  view of   usability. 

II.  Conditions  fox.Ji[iiiOzdatj^j)roauctlon 

1.  Order  of magnitude  of   the   rational scale  of 

production   In   terms   of  annual   output. 

x/ The  answer had   to be   r,lven   In   the   form  of v 
or by   giving the  required  data. es - no, 
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2. The same in tht plant determining the world 

level. 

3. Proportion of domestic demand and the rational 

scale of annual production in i960 and I980. 

4, Ratio of tha rational annual output to the 

world production /in lack of such dota, to the 

production in soma leading country/. 

5, Proportion of output in i960 to the rational 

scale of annual production. 

6, Does the production technology actually used 

conform to world level or can it be raised to 

that level? 

7. Do the plants determining the world level 

perform only fitting and procure the spare 

parts from the specialized enterprises or - 

apart from standard parts - produce all verti- 

cal stages? 

Ill, The sltutation in respect of specialization 

within the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 

1. According to the principles accepted in respect 

of the specialization in engineering products 

is it expedient that Hungary specializes in 

the product in question? 

2« Has been a decision taken on the specialization 

of the product within the CMEA? 
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3. I« the  specialization allocated to Hungary? 

*. Has there been any proposal prepared on spe- 

cialization  by a working panel or section 

within  the CMEA? 

5. According to 4,   is Hungary proposed to spe- 

cialize  in  the product? 

IV. Capital  intensity 

1. Direct  and total capital intensity of the 

industry. 

2. Investment  requirements  of  the  product /thi 

Committee determinad  in  each  case  how far 

the  "consequential   investments"  should be 

taken  into account/. 

•• Material   intensity 

1. Material and   labour  intensity   of  the product. 

2. Does  the  product require any materials in 

short  supply? 

VI*   Indicators   of economic  efficiency 

Vn-   He^qts^ofjha   lonp.-term plan  collating ,H T_ 

cuss ions 

1. exports /roubles or quantity/ 

2. Imports /roubles or quantity/ 
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Till. jxport possibilities for tfrf gro^cf 

1* To developed countri•• 

- relatively rapid development may be expected 

- relatively  slow development may  be expected 

- stagnation may be expected 

- there   is no    export possibility, 

2«  To less dâveloped  countries 

- relatively  rapid development may be expeoted 

- relatively  slow development may be expeoted 

- stagnation may be expected 

- there  is no    export possibility, 

IX, Special wishes in respect of vertical development 

connected with the product to be developed /shor^ 

summary/. 

Z.  Proposal   of   the Committse   un  development 

1. Domestic production of   the  prodiot  is  expedient, 

2. Domestic prodictlon  of   thy  product  is expedient 

only  with  considerable  exports, 

3. Proposed  quantity  for  197o and 198o acoording 

to  the  study. 
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Appendix ¡iarfi 

Sfai 27 factors taken into aaoount  in tn, CommittfT 

«valuation of tha studi«a 

No Factor» Character of 
answer 

1. Do  the  technical  parameters  of  tha 

product attain  the world level? 

2. Is  there a research aid development 

basis available for keeping tha 

product  on world  level? 

3. If  there  is no research and develop- 

ment basis available,  is  there a real- 

istic possibility   to bring it   about? 

4. Is   there documentation or licence neceas- 

ary  to create  the  research and  develop- 

ment  basis? 

5. Is  it necessary to expand the range of 

products? 

6. Does  the production  technology attain 

the world level? 

7. Has production  tha  character of fitting? 

8. Has production a vertical character? 

9. Is   there an import  content? 

yas - no 
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No Factors Character of 
answer 

yes - no 

nuaerioal 

data 

lo.    Ira   there export possibilities 

- to developed capitalist  countries? 

11«     - to  less developed  capitalist 

countries? • 

12. Is  domestic production expedient? • 

13. Is   domestic production  expedient  only 

in case  of  substantial  ex; orta? • 

1*#     Indicator   of   labour   intensity: 

manponer necessary par one million 

forint of output /km nicest value 

obtains   first   rank/ 

15. Investment   volume  /the  lowest   is best/ 

16. Incremental   investment   indicator 

Ft/Ft /the  smallest   value   is   beat/ 

17«     Incremental  export   investment 

Ft/Ft /the  smallest   is  bast/ 

18.    Production  estimate /by  order of magni- 

tude/ billions 

19«    Export estimate /by  order of magnitude/ 

billions 

2o.    Domestic  requirements /by  order of nag« 

nitude/ billions 
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Ko Factors ùharacter of 
answer 

21. Export  efficiency  indicator in numerical 

socialist  relation $/$ data 

22. Export  efficiency   in non-socialist 

relation $/$ m 

23. As  21,     Ft/¿ m   , 

24. As  22,     Ft/# , 

25. Demand  on manpower /the biggest ranks 

first/ n 

26. of 25:   en6ineers /the biegest  ranks • 

first/ 

27. of 25:   technician« /the biggest ranks 

first/ 9 
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Appendix Ilo. 3ft 

SPiclficatlon of engineering products 

in the sector-model 

Stiel structures 

Storage tanks 

Piping 

Hand  tools  for general usi 

Hand  tools  for special  use 

Special machine  tools for industry alt 

Cutting machine   tools for metal   industry 

Plastic moulding dies 

Industrial  fittings 

Fittings for dairy plant and fire-fighting equipara* 

Fixtures  for building industry 

Pipe  joints 

Sanitary equipment 

Pire-fighting equipment 

Locks, fittings for furniture) 

Other fittings 

Screws, bolts, nuts, rivet» 

Packaging materials /steel and metal/ 

Hand tools for agriculture 

Engines, prima movers 

Steam boilers 

Equipment for air cooling, heating, conditioning 

Pumps, compressors, fans, blowers 

L. 
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Heritors, conveyors 

»•talcutting tool machin««:  Uthss, planer» and 

shapers,  drilling machinas, milling machinss, 

grinding and   finishing machines 

Machines for forging and hot   stamping 

Machines  for cold manufacturing of sheat and rod 

material 

Special tool machinas 

Railway locomotivos ar.d motor waggons 

Railway cars and  waggons 

Buses 

Trucks and  lorriss,  dumpers 

Motor cycles 

Ships 

Mining machines 

Machines and equipment for metallurgioal work*, 

rolling mills and foundries 

Machines and equipment  for building material, 

industry 

Other machines  for heavy industry 

Machines for disintegrating,   sizing  charging, 

mixing 

Machines for chamloal industry, p.troleum r.finin*, 

the textile, the leather, the rubber, the wood, # 

the paper and  the  food industries 

Tractors 

Tillers 
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S«adine machines 

Machines for chemical plant protection 

Harvesters 

Transmissions,  gears,   gear drives 

Bearings 

Couplings,   clutches 

Springs 

Electrical motors and  generators 

Tranformars 

Low-voltage   electrical  equipment 

High-tension electrical  equipment 

Electrical  heatin,, equipment  for   industry 

Rectifiers 

Electrical   driven hand   tools 

X-ray   equi]ment 

Equipment   for electrical welding 

Storage  batteries,   cells 

Electrical   conduit  fittings 

Electrical  lighting, fittings 

Equipment   for kitchen and catering trade 

Household   electrical   appliances 

Telegraph and   telephone  apparatus 

Wire   communication 

Radio  transmission and  receiving sets,  TV  receiv- 

ing sets 

Radio  receiving and  electro-acoustic  equipment 

Electronic  sets 
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lUotrical equipment for remote indication *nd 

control 

Industrial electronic equipment 

Rictifiers for communication 

Components for comunica Hon apparito. 

Electrical sources of li~ht 

Electronic valves 

Other products of vacuum-encineering 

Mechanical instruments 

Thermic instruments 

Optical instruments 

Physico-chemical instrumenta 

Electrical instruments 

Elfotronlcal instruments 

Medical instruments 

Therapeutic and test sets 

Laboratory instruments 

Photographic equipment 

Apparatus for school demonstratio« 

Office machinery 

0*s generators for welding 
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